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ABSTRACT 

This study explored a teacher educator's beliefs, practices and 

theories during the teaching of a reading course READ 3323.02: 

Reading Acquisition, to 31 preservice teachers at a south Texas 

University during the Fall 1992 semester. Rationale for the study 

was based on current research that encourage the use of reflective 

inquiry practice to explore classroom instruction. Reflective 

practice is viewed as an alternative perspective to inquire into the 

teacher change process. Written in narrative, the inquiry explored 

my transition from a transmission belief system and related practices 

of the teaching of reading to a trans active sociocultural 

ConstructivistlVygotskian belief system and related practices about 

the teaching and learning of reading. The study addresses three 

aspects of myself as a teacher educator: 1) the beliefs I hold 

regarding teaching, reading, and learning; 2) the practices I 

employed; and 3) the relationships between my teaching beliefs, 

instructional practices and educational theory. 

Thirty-one class meetings were videotaped. Seven videotaped 

classes were selected to represent the study's primary data source. 

One videotape was used to initiate a practical argument of my 

15 



classroom practices. The remaining six videotaped classes were 

transcribed into sets of anecdotal records and used to compare 

classroom instruction with the practical argument dialogue. 

Grounded theory procedures and techniques provided the 

comparative analysis that revealed twelve overarching teaching 

practices. The comparison of these teaching practices indicated 

degrees of congruent cases of relationships among my beliefs, 

practices, and current educational theories. These cases of practice 

relationships, termed Episodic Frames constructed a conceptual 

framework of congruent, ambiguous, and incongruent relationships 

between and among the twelve practices and my beliefs and theories 

about teaching, reading, and learning. The resultant framework 

represents my personal practical knowledge teaching system I 

employed during the teaching of reading to preservice teachers. 

Secondary data sources from student journal entries and other class 

related artifacts were used for triangulation purposes to support and 

inform this teaching system. 

Presented from the findings is one possible interpretation 

about the movement from a transmission-style of teaching to a more 

16 



interactive-style of practice. This interpretation suggests an alternate 

view about the teacher change process. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

... a maturing professional teacher is one who takes steps 
towards making explicit his or her implicit theories and beliefs 
about learners, curriculum, subject matter, and the teacher's 
role. (Clark & Peterson, 1986, p. 292) 

Clark and Peterson (1986), Fenstermacher (1986, 1994), 

Schon (1983, 1987), Richardson (1990, 1994), Richardson and 

Anders (1990), and Short (1993) among others, advocate that 

teachers' practices change and mature when they become aware of 

beliefs that influence their teaching practices. This perspective on 

the teacher change process supports the present study's rational in 

using reflective inquiry as a means to explore my own teaching 

practices. The rational is based on the current research involved in 

the teacher change process and the reading process. 

Respectively, this study is about a teacher educator and his 

reflective inquiry into his classroom instruction when teaching the 

reading process to preservice teachers during the Fall 1992 semester. 

This inquiry explores, describes, analyzes, and discusses the degree 

of change in my transition from a transmission belief system and 

related practices of the teaching of reading to an transactive 
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ConstructivistlVygotskian belief system and related practices about 

the teaching and learning of reading (Harste, 1985, 1989b; Harste & 

Burke, 1977; Magoon, 1977; Osborne & Wittrock, 1983; Piaget, 

1978; Russell, 1980; Tudge & Rogoff, 1989; Vygotsky, 1978). 

The inquiry provided rich insight into the extent to which my 

beliefs and practices were congruent and also the degree of 

congruency between and among my beliefs, practices, and 

educational theories. Data analyzed through the use of grounded 

theory methods and techniques revealed a teaching system 

framework constructed around cases of congruent, ambiguous, and 

incongruent relationships among my beliefs, practices, and 

conventional theories. For the present study, congruent relationships 

are defined as complete agreement between and among beliefs, 

practice, and theory; ambiguous relationships are defined as some 

agreement between and among beliefs, practice, and theory and; 

incongruent relationships are defined as no agreement between and 

among beliefs, practice, and theory. 

The study is presented and discussed among seven chapters. 

Chapter One is divided into three sections. The first section 

discusses the purpose, significance, and background of this study. 
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The second section illustrates my personal practical knowledge 

teaching system that formed the conceptual framework for the study. 

Presented in this section are the teacher change, reading, and 

learning research that support the framework. The third section in 

Chapter One provides an overview description of data collection 

sources; the methods and data analysis used in the study. 

Chapter Two discusses the scholarly literature on teacher 

change, reading, learning, and qualitative research. Chapter Three 

provides an in-depth description of the study's data sources, 

collection and methods for analysis. Chapter Four presents the 

analytic results from the cases of congruent relationships; Chapter 

Five presents the analytic results from the cases of ambiguous 

relationships; and Chapter Six describes the analytic results from the 

cases of incongruent relationships. Chapter Seven concludes the 

study with a discussion interpreting the findings, implications for 

instruction, and recommendations, and concluding remarks about the 

study. 
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Purpose of the Study 

Richardson (1994) suggested that inquiry into a teacher 

educator's practice be conducted with two purposes in mind. First, 

to conduct personal practical inquiry into one's own understanding 

of hislher practice and, second, to conduct a formal research study of 

this inquiry that might be shared among other professionals. 

To this end, the purpose for the present study is two-fold. 

First, it is a qualitative narrative study designed to reflectively 

analyze my professional beliefs and instructional practices. The data 

were collected while teaching a semester long reading course to a 

class of university preservice teachers. Second, the study is a 

documentary of teacher change from a personal perspective. I 

believe that I have dramatically shifted my understandings about the 

connections between the teaching, learning, and reading processes 

during my graduate studies. To observe whether changes had 

occurred, I taught reading to a class of preservice teachers to 

examine and reflect upon the practices I employed during classroom 

instruction. This study presents another voice among those teacher 

educators moving through a similar professional struggle (Patterson, 
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Santa, Short, & Smith, 1993). Toward this end, this study focuses on 

three central inquiries: 

* The beliefs I hold regarding teaching, reading and learning 

processes; 

* The teaching practices I employ; and 

* The congruent patterns between my teaching beliefs, 

instructional practices, and educational theories. 

Significance of the Study 

For some time, teacher educators have been criticized for not 

holding a clearly-defined knowledge base (Lanier & Little, 1986; 

Mueller, 1992). In response, Galuzzo and Pankratz (1990) 

encouraged teacher educators to articulate their teaching philosophies 

and beliefs, and to reflect on their expected outcomes. The need to 

identify philosophies between and among educators reflects a recent 

shift toward promoting research inquiries about what teacher 

educators think and know (Hollingsworth, 1991; Munby & Russell, 

1992; Short, 1993). 

As a teacher educator, I can contribute to this change in 

teacher research through the analysis of my beliefs regarding 

teaching, reading and learning. Also, by reconstructing and 
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analyzing my curriculum, I am attempting to illustrate that "elegant 

practice in teaching requires the integration of philosophical, subject 

matter and classroom understandings" (Kilbourn, 1992, p. 71). To 

this end, this study may contribute to the professional educational 

community as follows: 

1. Suggesting a method for the personal exploration of a 

teacher educator's own teaching practices inquiry. 

2. Contributing to the larger body of professional literature 

that supports teacher change, teacher beliefs, teacher practice and 

teacher knowledge through the formal study of one's own teaching 

practices. 

3. Contributing to the use of the practical argument process in 

teacher change. 

4. Supporting an alternative to the traditional teacher training 

program concept. 

5. Supporting the need to improve awareness of teacher 

beliefs and practices among all educational professionals. 
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Background for the Study 

For more than a decade, teacher change research has pushed 

the traditional boundaries of what it means to be a teacher, to teach 

and to learn. These expanding boundaries have since provided many 

teachers with the opportunity to voice their existing pedagogical 

constructs, to describe changes that occurred in their teaching 

constructs and how these changes have affected their classroom 

curriculum (Miller, 1990; Russell & Munby, 1992; Schubert & 

Ayers, 1992). 

Prior to these opportunities, the teaching profession was 

dominated by a view of "scientific" process-product research 

assumptions that presumed research experts knew what was best for 

teachers and for student learning. This educational research 

paradigm suggested that teaching and learning is best accomplished 

by following a particular instructional program (Smith, 1986), since 

teachers are "trained" to think as practitioners and not as scientific 

investigators. As a result classroom teachers have been excluded 

from becoming viable members of the broader educational research 

community (Jackson, 1968; Lortie, 1975; Russell, 1980; Shipman, 

1967, 1969). Another assumption inherent in this paradigm was that 
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one knowledge base guided teaching and learning; an assumption that 

discounted biliterate, bicultural, and multicultural learners (Y. 

Goodman, 1986). Such a curriculum position assumes teaching is a 

matter of conditioning and "training" teachers to accept and use 

finite skills, methods and programs. 

The process-product educational research community further 

assumed that teacher education programs in higher education 

institutions teach their classes by following a similar instructional 

knowledge base program to "train" potential teachers, as well as 

inservice teachers, on the use of educational research within 

classroom practice. This assumption about teacher education 

curriculum supports a continued debate of where teacher educators 

are placed along the broader educational community's continuum 

about teaching. For example, Ducharme and Agne (1982) suggested 

that teacher educators, "have difficulty in adjusting to, and accepting, 

the norms and expectations of academe" (p. 33). Lanier and Little 

(1986), and Valli and Tom (1988) cite teacher educators for their 

lack of identity, and for teaching without a clearly-defined 

pedagogical knowledge base. Supporters of this particular position 
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view teacher educators as non-researchers (Lanier & Little, 1986; 

Valli & Tom, 1988). 

In contrast, critics of the process-product teaching paradigm 

suggest this perspective not only devalues personal experiential 

knowledge, but removes decision making from a teacher's reality 

about the classroom, to authoritarians who believe they know what is 

best for students (Mumby, 1982, 1983; Smith, 1986, 1992). Critics, 

such as the National Research Council (1989) and the National 

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1989), postulate that teachers 

need to move away from emphasizing how to as the goal in teaching 

to emphasizing why (Etchberger & Shaw, 1992). Richardson (1994) 

has suggested that an alternative in emphasizing how be countered 

with self-reflective teacher inquiry to inform teachers that they, "are 

as good as, if not better than, researchers in producing more valid 

and relevant research for their own classroom" (p. 7). Termed 

practical inquiry, Richardson infers this addition to teacher research 

would promote an awareness that: 1) teaching is based on daily 

research of what works; 2) teachers are reflective in their practice; 

and 3) teaching is a systematic thinking process that leads to 

understanding and improvement in practice. She contends that those 
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involved in teacher research can contribute to the professional 

literature by including practical inquiry research that would explore 

and inform a practitioner's practical reasoning during instructional 

practice. 

In response to practical inquiry research, other recent 

investigators have contributed to Richardson's' challenge, describing 

how teachers' knowledge, beliefs, instructional practices and 

justifications can inhibit or promote changes in practice (Anders & 

Richardson, 1991; Guskey, 1985, 1986; Pajares, 1992). As the view 

of teaching venture from a process-product perspective, to an 

interactive, collaborative constructivist perspective, a growing body 

of educational research is recognizing that research will have limited 

effect upon teachers until teacher beliefs become central to 

educational inquiry and practice (Richardson & Anders, 1990; 

Doyle, 1983, 1987; Fenstermacher, 1979, 1986; Guskey, 1986; 

Nespor, 1985, 1987; Pajares, 1992; Richardson, 1990, 1994; 

Richardson & Fenstermacher, 1992 Schon, 1983, 1987; Short, 

1993). 
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Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework, defined as my personal practical 

knowledge teaching system (Connelly & Clandinin" 1988) emerged 

from the data analysis that explored my pedagogical understandings, 

as well as my beliefs, practices, and theories supporting these 

understandings. Connelly and Clandinin (1988) coined the term to 

describe a teacher's knowing of a classroom. They suggested that 

teachers' practices are a result of personal socio-historical 

interactions with educational experiences. Connelly and Clandinin 

(1988) refer to these educational experiences as one's narrative 

(story) curriculum. Illustrated in Table 1 are the Venn conditional 

and consequential personal practical knowledge teaching systems and 

related variables that link my beliefs, practices, and theories. 
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The Venn illustrates a theoretically sensitive framework representing 

congruent practice relationships. For instance, using grounded theory 

methods and techniques (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) 

the data were analyzed, sorted and categorized among twelve identified 

overarching practices, which when reviewed between and among my 

. beliefs, practices, and theories indicated degrees of equilibration and 

dissonance during classroom instruction. These twelve practices were 
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grouped among three frames that represented particular teaching episodes 

during the Fall 1992 semester reading course. The frames, termed 

Episodic Frames, indicated which practices employed during the Fall 1992 

semester were congruent, ambiguous, or incongruent between and among 

beliefs, practices and conventional theories. The explanatory framework 

representing my personal practical knowledge teaching system (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1988) suggests that the systems and related variables are not 

static, but are capable of change as the systems themselves mature - a 

rationale supported by recent research which suggests that, "teachers are 

not recalcitrant, but change all the time. New practices and procedures are 

adopted by teachers if they appear to work" (Richardson & Anders, 1994, 

p. 159). 

Teacher Change Research 

To provide background for interpreting my change in 

practice, the following section presents an overview of the teacher 

change research literature. The literature is divided into two areas -

teacher beliefs and practice and, teacher educators and change. The 

teacher belief and practice literature includes a historical review of 

seminal teacher belief studies and how beliefs are thought to 



TABLE 1 

Personal Practical Knowledge Teaching System: Three Episodic Frames 

CONCEPTUAL 
SYSTEM 

Teaching, Reading, Learning 
Beliefs and Knowledge 

ACTION 
SYSTEM 

Teaching, Reading, Learning 
Practices 

-r---~CONGRUENT CASE -----J 
RELATIONSHIP 
SYSTEM 

Applied Research 
Literacy Tools 
Making Connections 
Question-probing 

CONGRUENT EPISODIC FRAME RELATIONSHIP 

(Table 1 continues) 
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CONCEPTUAL 
SYSTEM 

ACTION 
SYSTEM 

Teaching, Reading, Learning 
Beliefs and Knowledge 

Teaching, Reading, Learning 
Practices 

AMBIGUOUS CASE 
RELA TIONSHIP 
SYSTEM 

Class Dialogue 
Collaborative Grouping 
Modeling 
Classroom Organization 

AMBIGUOUS EPISODIC FRAME RELATIONSHIP 

(Table 1 continues) 
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CONCEPTUAL 
SYSTEM 

Teaching, Reading, Learning 
Beliefs and Knowledge 

INCONGRUENT CASE 
RELA TIONSHIP 
SYSTEM 

Assessment and Evaluation 
Read Aloud 
Student Presentations 
Teacher-- informing 

ACTION 
SYSTEM 

Teaching, Reading, Learning 
Practices 

INCONGRUENT EPISODIC FRAME RELATIONSHIP 
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influence teachers' knowledge systems. Teacher educator literature 

is a review of the more recent research about the changing roles of 

teacher educators in institutions of higher education and the broader 

educational research community, and how these changes have 

affected their teaching practices. 

Teacher Beliefs 

Contemporary researchers define belief systems as containing 

a variety of statements that are not held to standards of truths that 

may, or may not, be supported with sound evidence (Green, 1976; 

Guskey, 1986; Lehmann, 1993; Nespor, 1985, 1987; Pajares, 1992). 

Studies about teacher practices have explored just how these belief 

systems are valued, used, and affect teaching (Lortie, 1975; Nespor, 

1985, 1987; Pajares, 1992; Richardson & Anders, 1994; Shipman, 

1967, 1969). 

For instance, Shipman (1967, 1969) posited that because 

teaching programs rarely, if ever, provide preservice teachers with 

opportunities to explicitly state their beliefs about teaching and 

learning, little long term changes in their teaching would occur. To 

test his hypothesis, Shipman conducted a four year study that 

followed a group of students through a three-year program, and 
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through the first year of a teaching assignment. From his findings, 

Shipman discovered that students had suppressed their pre-existing 

beliefs during the three-year teaching program. When the stucients 

were in their first year teaching assignment, those suppressed beliefs 

re-emerged in their practices. He suggested the suppression of those 

beliefs was achieved with a veneer that could easily be removed, 

once the student left the university environment. From his data, 

Shipman (1967, 1969) hypothesized that students owned two sets of 

belief systems, one for academic purposes and one for teaching. He 

suggested that while students were under university influence, they 

would reflect university beliefs and attitudes systems. Yet, because 

the teaching program lacked opportunities to bring preservice 

teachers to conscious awareness of their personally held beliefs, little 

transformation occurred between the academic belief system and the 

teaching practice belief system. Shipman further hypothesized from 

the finding that teaching beliefs were firmly in place before a 

preservice teacher entered into a teacher education program and, 

unless the learner became consciously aware of those beliefs, little 

change would occur in practice. 
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Lortie (1975) illustrated one possible explanation for the 

difficulty of changing preservice teachers' existing beliefs about 

teaching. He found that preservice teachers came into teacher 

education programs after having already spent thousands of hours as 

students observing how other teachers taught. He suggested that 

unless tacit beliefs surfaced, little long-term change in teaching 

would occur. While recognizing that external constraints play an 

important role in teaching, Lortie (1975) concluded that teachers 

taught from an already established set of beliefs and knowledge base 

about teaching and learning. 

Responding to earlier studies with artificial intelligence 

systems (Abelson, 1979), Nespor (1987) identified four 

characteristics of a belief system that teachers can draw upon: 

existential presumption, alter-nativity, affective and evaluative 

loading, and episodic structure. Existential presumptions are taken

for-granted personal truths that resist most forms of persuasions. 

Nespor suggests these truths are deeply personal, rather than 

universal and they are beliefs about what oneself and others are like. 

These truths include the biases and personal prejudice that 

individuals believe are beyond their control. For example, a teacher 
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may believe most two-year olds can not read; another teacher may 

believe most minorities can not learn if they can't read English. 

Alter-nativity beliefs are attempts to change existing external 

realities to fit a more idealized internal reality. For example, 

Nespor (1987) suggests that because of traumatic experiences as a 

student, a teacher attempted to design her classroom around what she 

longed for as a child. Her attempt to alter the present reality 

resulted in teaching practices inconsistent with effective classroom 

practices that often ended with frequent interruptions and unfinished 

lessons. 

Affective and evaluative loading are how one feels about a 

particular knowledge domain. Nespor (1987) suggests that beliefs 

have stronger affective and evaluative loading reactions than does the 

knowledge one has about a particular knowledge domain. Nespor 

posits these beliefs operate independently from the cognition 

associated with knowledge, which is similar to the difference 

between self-concept and self-esteem or between personal knowledge 

of oneself and feelings of self-worth. Similar to Bandura's (1986) 

notion of self-efficacy beliefs, affective and evaluative loading can 

indicate the amount of time and interest a teacher will place on a 
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particular activity. For example, a teacher may teach reading 

differently from writing because of the value that teacher holds for 

each process. Because of these separated notions about reading and 

writing, the teacher may view the value for reading and writing 

differently for each content area that s/he teaches. 

Episodic structure are beliefs remembered because of societal 

and cultural experiences. Nespor (1987) suggests that an individual's 

belief structures are episodic memories from past interactions with 

societal and cultural experiences. These episodic structures are 

different from knowledge structures in that knowledge systems are 

semantically constructed. For example, Shipman (1967,1969) 

referred to the pre service students in his study as having constructed 

a veneer over prior beliefs and experiences about teaching while in a 

teacher education program, but once out in the field, that veneer was 

removed and those same preservice teachers taught from past 

remembered episodic memories. Nespor contends that because of 

the four characteristics, belief systems rarely rely on general or 

group consensus to validate the appropriateness of these beliefs. 

A study by Roehler, Duffy, Herrmann, Conley, and Johnson 

(1988) concurs with Nespor, and postulates that beliefs are static and 
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can represent episodic truths that may remain unchanged, while 

knowledge systems are fluid and are restructured as new information 

and experiences are accommodated among the existing schemata. A 

teacher belief study by Chinn and Brewer (1993) proposed that when 

belief systems, unlike knowledge systems, are challenged with in

coming information, the possessor of those beliefs have several 

response option~: (a) ignore the incoming (anomalous) data, (b) 

reject the data, (c) exclude the data from the current theory, (d) hold 

the data in abeyance, (e) reinterpret the data, (f) make peripheral 

changes to the current belief or theory, and (g) change the existing 

belief (p. 39). Accordingly, the quality and quantity of changes in a 

belief system is dependent upon the contextual situation and the 

degree of interest generated from day-to-day teaching practices. 

Anderson (1983, 1985) suggested that unlike beliefs systems 

that are based on affective and evaluative judgments, when 

knowledge systems are challenged, that particular knowledge is 

justified when the information was either declarative or procedural. 

The term "declarative" referred to the knowledge of what, such as 

knowing the number of states in the United States. The term 
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"procedural" referred to the knowledge of how things or systems 

work. 

While Anderson (1983, 1985) contends declarative and 

procedural knowledge are shared universal understandings, not all 

researchers believe there is a true or pure knowledge system, and 

instead suggest the very nature of learning is influenced by social and 

cultural interpretations. Lewis (1990), for instance, argued the 

origin of all knowledge is rooted in belief -- ways of knowing are 

basically ways of choosing values. Nespor and Barylske (1991) posit 

that what separates teachers and researchers is not style of thinking 

or reflection, but the accumulation and combination of learned 

networks that over time brings more representations to these 

knowledge networks. Its the contrasting, comparing and integrating 

of these representations that expand the knowledge networks and 

makes individual learning possible. The key seems to be knowing 

the distinction between what is a belief and what is knowledge. 

Teacher Educators and Change 

Recent consideration in how teacher belief systems influence 

practice have kindled an interest among a growing number of 

teacher educator researchers to exploring their own personal beliefs 
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and behaviors when teaching preservice teachers (Hollingsworth, 

1991; O'Laughlin, 1990, 1991; Short, 1993). These explorations are 

providing teacher educators with opportunities to rethink and change 

curdculum in their teacher education preparation programs. 

For instance, for some time teacher educators have engaged in 

developing theories and conducting research about teaching and 

learning. Usually, these investigations have occurred in the context 

of teachers' classrooms other than their own. Recently, a growing 

number of teacher educators have suggested that they should study 

their own teaching by investigating their beliefs about teaching, 

learning, the curriculum, the subject matter and the teacher 

educator's role in the profession (Hollingsworth, 1991; O'Laughlin, 

1990, 1991; Richardson, 1990, 1994; Short, 1993). Clark (1988) 

postulates the examination should start with a shift in thinking that 

teaching is a technically exact scientific practice, to a practice filled 

with dilemmas and contradictions. Asking the right questions about 

one's own practice can begin the developmental change process. 

Short (1993) concurred, and suggested that teacher educators add a 

new teacher research perspective about teaching and learning, when 

they "examine their own teaching and its implications for 
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themselves" (p. 156). These examinations have provided teachers 

educators the opportunity to also explore their relationship with their 

students. 

For example, Hollingsworth (1991) explored, over a four year 

period, a personal reflective investigation of her own instructional 

practices as a teacher educator. She concluded the experience 

provided the opportunity to understand the 

... conflict between the 'expected' instructional role and 
my unvoiced values of caring and connections, I came to see 
that I needed to take [preservice teacher student] concerns into 
account. I began to both understand and model how to make 
authentic connections in the evolving relationships with my 
students. (p. 16) 

Scott's (1991) self-reflective inquiry drew parallel 

relationships between teacher educators and pre service teachers. 

Exploring her own beliefs and practices about constructing and 

communicating knowledge in social studies teaching to preservice 

teachers, Scott suggested that, "when teacher educators or preservice 

teachers view knowledge as given or received, they are unlikely to 

question its veracity and instead focus their attention on mastery, 

often through memorization" (p. 16). 
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From her experiences with self-reflective inquiry, Scott gained 

an appreciation for the diverse ways her preservice teachers learned 

information. Her experiences afforded her the opportunity to value 

diverse thinking perspectives, philosophies and practices about 

teaching and learning. The insight transformed Scott's previous 

transmission-style of teaching from a "given knowledge base" to a 

practice that made explicit to her students "the problematic nature of 

underlying societal values and ideologies that influence social studies 

education" (Scott, 1991, p. 18). 

O'Loughlin (1990) reflectively examined his own pedagogy 

with a class of graduate students and found ambiguities in his 

practice that he was previously unaware existed. Coming from a 

quantitative research background, O'Loughlin's experience with 

narrative inquiry left a profound impact on him that has "been a 

hard story to let go of. It's been eighteen months since I taught the 

class I will describe, and I am still struggling with the unsettling 

ambiguities it has presented to me" (p. 4). 

Such changes as those that Hollingsworth (1991), Scott (1991), and 

O'Loughlin (1990) expressed are not uncommon during and after 

reflective inquiry research. At the 1993 annual convention of the 
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American Educational Research Association (AERA), a new special interest 

group (SIG) The Self-Study of Teacher Education Practices (SSTEP) was 

formed. The demand by AERA members for this group suggested that 

teacher educator self-study inquiries represented a growing research 

interest. 

Reading Research 

Presented below is an overview of the various models that represent 

the educational community's changing views of reading and the teaching of 

reading. Discussed within this context are three theoretical views of 

reading comprehension -- the information transmission theory, the 

interaction theory, and the transaction theory. The section concludes with 

a description of my own reading development in relation to the three 

reading theories. 

Reading Theories 

Within each reading model are belief systems that influence 

teachers' expectations about the teaching and learning of reading. At 

one time, reading was defined as acquiring mastery over a set of 

specific skills that allowed successful interaction with society's day

to-day demands. Reading theories have since undergone changes in 



purpose, as research continues to make explicit the complexity of 

reading, reading theories, and the methods used to support them. To 

place the volume of reading research into some meaningful 

categories, like theories have been grouped. For instance, Harste 

(1985) placed reading theories, models and methods into three broad 

theoretical categories: the information transmission theory (skill 

based); the interaction theory (interactive rule based); and the 

transaction theory (constructed meaning). These categories are of 

value for describing beliefs about the reading process. 

The Information Transmission Reading Theory 

The information transmitting reading theories are skill-based, 

teacher-centered models and methods that teach reading from a 

Reductionist paradigm. The theory supports a text-based belief 

explanation that the complexities of reading are hierarchical in 

nature and should be taught as separate, isolated skills. Basal readers 

provided the vocabulary-controlled text for young readers to learn 

how to read so they could then read to learn (Chall, 1967). 

LaBerge and Samuels' (1974) model of the reading process is 

representative the skills driven theory. They posited reading as an 

information transmitting process that requires the reader to respond 
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with automaticity. Automatic responses require sufficient practice in 

decoding. 

The Interaction Reading Theory 

The interaction reading theory is an elaboration of the schema 

theory. Schema theory posits knowledge is structured into complex, 

organized cognitive clusters of related information (Rumelhart, 

1981). This reading theory suggests reading comprehension occurs 

when these information clusters are activated and appropriately 

categorized before and during the reading of the text. The reading 

models supporting this theory advocate structuring the reading 

instruction by activating prior experiences and knowledge clusters to 

relate the known with the unknown during the reading process. 

Interaction reading models are viewed as more student

centered than teacher-centered in their reading instruction. 

Supporters of this theory advocate there is a closer interaction 

between the author and reader of the text in that a reader constructs 

and reconstructs schemata each time they read. The belief is that 

meaning is located both in the text and the meaning that readers 

bring to the text. Thus, reading comprehension is the interaction 
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between text and reader. Rumelhart's (1977) interactive reading 

model is representative of the interaction reading theory. 

The Transaction Reading Theory 

The transaction reading theories views readers already having 

rich prior knowledge and background about their language that 

include ample experiences in using their schema. The transaction 

reading theory shifts reading from a decoding skills process, to an 

interactive strategic sense-making process. Supporters of this theory 

suggest readers use three cueing systems to maximize 

comprehension: a semantic cueing system, a syntactic cueing system, 

and a grapho-phonemic cueing system. This perspective posits what 

psycholinguists and socio-psycholinguists have discovered about 

learning and the acquisition of language -- that reading includes 

personal belief and knowledge systems, while interpreting, and then 

constructing, personal meaning from written text (K. Goodman, 

1967; Smith, 1992; Rosenblatt, 1978; 1980). The personally 

constructed meaning readers bring to the text is influenced by the 

immediate social contextual situation, by the past social contextual 

experiences, and by future social contextual situations (Carey, 

Harste, & Smith, 1981). 
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The reading models supporting this theory provide sufficient 

opportunities for readers to apply a variety of semantic (what makes 

sense) and syntactic (what sounds right grammatically) strategies 

they already practice in their verbal language system, to the grapho

phonemic (what looks right visually and sounds right phonetically) 

printed text to construct meaning of the printed text. Strategies are 

taught in context during reading, rather than as skills in isolation. 

Therefore, learner-centered instruction focuses on providing 

opportunities for the learner to take an active role in the sense

making process while reading from the text. Successful 

understanding results when the meaningful sense-making process 

provides the reconstructing of the existing schemata tapped during 

reading. Reading models that support this view are regarded as 

being more facilitative in practice by providing guidance and teacher 

modeling interaction when appropriate. 

My Reading Development in Relation to the Reading Models 

My own reading development reflects a movement of change 

between and among the three reading theories and models described 

above. This autobiographical account is based upon my personal 

recollections and was not used as part of the study's primary data 
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source, but was considered during the epistemological reflections 

about origins to my reading beliefs and practices. Rather, these 

informative reflections regarding my developmental reading process 

was considered as one possible source of influence among the 

congruent teaching practice relationships discussed in Chapter's 

Four, Five, and Six. 

While my earliest recollections of my reading development 

was in kindergarten, it was in first grade that I remembered learning 

"how to read." I remember participating in sound-letter repetitions, 

worksheets, and oral language drills. The focus on phonics seemed 

to play a major roll in the teaching of reading of during these 

primary and intermediate years. Interestingly, during these 

elementary school years, I do not remember having made a 

connection between the reading process and the learning process, just 

as I do not remember making any connections between school 

(academic) reading and informal (pleasure) reading during my later 

school age years - a very transmission-style of learning. 

Later, in my teens, I seemed to have viewed reading as a 

required skill one included as part of society's expectations of an 

educated individual. For instance, as a teenager living in Mexico for 
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six years during the 1960's, I remember most of that time was spent 

reading, in part because of the encouragement's from adults other 

than my parents. My parents were busy struggling to make a 

successful life in the motel management business, and had little time 

for recreational reading or on my sister's and mine formal 

education. But most of the guests who stayed at the motel has ample 

time to while away their vacation reading, and it was these adults 

who became role models in encouraging us to read. Everyone 

seemed to be always reading. It wasn't until my sister and I were 

older that we realized vacations meant a time to catch up on 

neglected reading material. We just thought our parents worked 

harder and read less than everyone else. 

As part of living in Mexico, I learned to speak Spanish, but 

had difficulty in reading or writing the language, so when most of 

the tourists who lodged at my parents motel left without taking their 

"vacation" reading books, my sister and I collected these books, read 

most of the ones written in English, and sold all of them at a greatly 

reduced price back to a new group of tourists. I used the money I 

earned to purchase comic books. What is interesting about my 
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choice of reading material is the novels I read I viewed more as 

academic material. 

I don't really remember thinking about what I was reading, I 

just read to while away the time (imitating my reading role models). 

I do remember that when I read my comic books (pleasure reading), 

I was engrossed in the stories. Before I even opened a new comic 

book, I was excited; I wondered about the story plot, who would say 

what to whom, how would the hero get out of a seemlessly 

impossible situation, and how would it all end. Because comic books 

were special to me, I was careful to read them slowly over and over. 

I really "worked" hard on these stories and spent much more time in 

trying to figure out the text, than I did when reading the novels. By 

the time we left Mexico and moved state-side (six years later) I left 

quite an impressive library of novels and comic books behind. 

When my family had resettled in the United States, my parents 

thought it was time for me to enroll in a university, so I entered an 

undergraduate teacher education program where the reading 

"training" program was similar to the way I was taught to read -

from the information transmission reading model. However, the 

emphases on grapho-phonemic word calling seemed incomplete in 
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explaining the reading process. It was interesting that throughout 

this program an assumption existed that because I could read, and 

made all the right responses in my classes, I had automatically 

learned how to interact (comprehension) with the printed text and 

could teach others through the same process. Yet, I found it difficult 

to go from just reading words (decoding), to having to think about 

what I was reading (encoding) in an academic setting. This difficulty 

was what began a change in my beliefs and practices about the 

teaching of reading. 

My first year of teaching led to further questions about my 

reading beliefs and practices. I realized that while my students could 

pronounce the words they were reading, they usually had difficulty 

in comprehending the text. The experiences of this first year helped 

me to remove the "training" veneer (Shipman, 1967,1969) that I 

earlier placed over these questions about the reading process during 

my undergraduate studies. I felt quite comfortable in thinking that 

reading was more than a learned set of isolated skills. Although, I 

was unaware of the process, I began teaching from an interactive 

reading model. This practice was later supported by the districts 

adaptation of new reading basals that included strategies to connect 
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students' prior knowledge with information they were reading. I 

still practiced the skill and drill routines, but I now included 

comprehension activities as well. But my understanding about the 

purpose for reading had not changed. While my students became 

better readers, I still treated reading as a separate subject and 

assumed that the students would somehow know to transfer the skill 

to other subjects - an assumption I held, I think, about reading even 

before my undergraduate teacher education program. 
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However, as my teaching experiences grew and changed, so did my 

experiences in the teaching of reading. To answer some questions about 

the reading process, I went back to school and earned a masters degree as a 

reading specialist. The program, based on the interaction reading model, 

supported my earlier teaching practices, but still fell short of explaining the 

purpose of the reading process. Returning to the classroom, I began 

subscribing more of the students' class time toward other subject areas and 

less instruction time in the teaching of reading. The students didn't seem to 

mind and only occasionally would ask when they would be using their 

basals again. We often read a great deal, researched for projects, and 

wrote report papers. But neither my students or myself thought of these 

activities as reading and writing. 
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The more I questioned the purpose of reading and the reading 

process, the more difficult and frustrating the teaching of reading became 

for me. I decided I could not be a successful teacher unless I had an 

opportunity to explore these questions in a scholarly setting with others 

who may be experiencing similar frustrations about the reading process. 

My doctoral studies provided the setting and opportunities to engage in this 

exploration. It is from these studies that I have moved from the interaction 

reading process approach towards a more transaction theory approach to 

the process of reading. 

Learning Research 

The following research presents literature to describe current 

views on the learning process. Presented are two complementary 

theories. The constructivist learning theory posits how learning 

occurs. The Vygotskian perspective suggests ways to facilitate the 

learning process. 

Constructivist Learning Theory 

Constructivism, derived from the work of Immanuel Kant, 

refers to the building of mental structures, or constructs, that are 

"created from factual elements, but [are] more coherent than those 
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factual elements (Forman, 1993, p. 137). Constructivism focuses on 

the process of how knowledge is built rather than on the product 

produced from the knowledge. 

From a constructivist perspective, a learner comes to a 

learning situation with previously constructed schemata (Claxton, 

1990). Piaget's (1978) theory of equilibration was based upon the 

constructivist learning theory to explain how conceptual constructs 

were constructed and reconstructed to promote knowledgeable 

learning (intelligence). For example, the last relationship that gives 

a mental construct it's coherence cannot be given or taught directly 

to the learner. The building of that construct has to come from the 

learner during assimilation and accommodation of the in-coming 

information. Unsuccessful accommodation can result in false 

accommodation -- constructing a new schemata, separate from an 

already existing set of related ideas -- or, leaving the situation 

without any construct change (Appleton, 1992; Claxton, 1990). 

Recognizing Piaget's (1978) later work on how social and 

cultural influences affected cognitive development, recent 

constructivist studies are inquiring into the extent to which 

enculturation settings are influencing individual cognitive processes 
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(Appleton, 1989; Claxton, 1990; Osborne & Wittrock, 1983; van 

Glasersfeld, 1989). For instance, the work of Doise, Mugny, and 

Perret-Clermont (1975) has pushed the boundaries of constructivism 

to include social interactions. Their studies have revealed the 

probability that cognitive conflict will be induced as social activities 

are maximized. Because of the dynamics, social interactions that 

promoted cognitive conflict can not be found in a leamer's 

individual interaction with objects, but rather among the social 

interactions with others (Doise & Mugny, 1984). Saxe's (1991) 

study on the counting system employed by the Oksapmin people of 

Papua New Guinea provided complementary evidence between the 

socio-cultural and constructivist perspectives toward learning. 

Vygotsky's Learning Theory 

Vygotsky (1978) developed a theoretical framework that 

posited the combined history, social institutions, cultural artifacts, 

cultural meanings and cognition are all influential and necessary for 

learning to occur (Jacob, 1992; Wertsch, 1984). Vygotsky suggested 

that this socio-historical condition operates among elementary 

(natural) mental functions and higher (social or cultural) mental 

functions. He defined elementary functions as physical and organic 
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growth, while higher mental functions represented social, cultural, 

and cognitive functions. Of the two, Vygotsky's work primarily 

focused upon the higher mental functions. According to Vygotsky, 

society and its technical and cultural tools mediated and transformed 

socio-historical encounters into meaningful understandings for the 

learner (Lantolf & Appel, 1994). 

For Vygotskians and neo-Vygotskians (Jacob, 1992; Wertsch, 

1984) this transformation is accomplished at two levels -

interpersonal (interpsychological) processes, and intrapersonal 

(intrapsychological) processes. A learner's social, cultural and 

cognitive development first functions on a social (interpersonal) level 

with others. Accordingly, these social interactions with others 

supplied the rules and demands of culture that stimulated the 

mediation process of understanding cognitively within the learner -

an intrapersonal reaction. 

Since Vygotsky viewed external social functions as having an 

important influence on the mediation of a learner's intrapersonal 

development, he referred to this as the "zone of proximal 

development" (ZPD). ZPD is the "dynamic region where an 

individual can move from interpsychological to intrapsychological 
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functioning" (Jacob, 1992). For educational purposes, the zone of 

proximal development to instruction, and its relation to 

developmentally appropriate learning practice is useful. Thus, the 

concept of the zone of proximal is an important cornerstone of social 

constructivist theories of learning and development (Newman, 

Griffin & Cole, 1989). 

Vygotsky viewed the zone of proximal development 

represented a zone between a leamer's pre-existing abilities and 

possible capabilities. These "windows of opportunities" were 

determined jointly by a learner's cognitive development level and the 

form of instruction involved. As past abilities are mediated to 

challenge a learner's present capabilities, the zone is then 

transformed to another level. 

Feuerstein (1985) furthered the notion of Vygotsky's 

mediation by developing a complementary theory that supports 

cognitive modifiability intervention -- Instrumental Enrichment (IE). 

He postulated 

An individua1's level of cognitive functioning is directly 
linked to the quantity and quality of mediated learning 
experiences (MLE). The IE curriculum -- the material and 
didactics of its presentation, seeks to overcome the deficiencies 
caused by insufficient or inadequate exposure in formal and 
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informal learning situations. (Feuerstein, Hoffman, Rand, 
Jensen, Tzuriel, & Hoffman, 1985, p. 50) 

Feuerstein suggests that teachers and teacher educators 

command a key role in attempts to modify cognitive structure. 

There is a dynamic interaction among the educational goals, the 

perceived capacity of the learners, the intensity of the program, and 

the invested interests to achieve the goals. He advocates that the 

social interaction between the teacher and learner is a subtle 

mediated process in the learning experiences. 

Methodology 

The inquiry framework for this study is a qualitative 

perspective which embraces methods of inquiry into my personal 

classroom teaching. Researchers in the field of teacher education 

have only recently begun to recognize personal narrative inquiries as 

an acceptable form of teacher research discourse. Connelly and 

Clandinin (1990), long-time advocates of narrative discourse, view 

narrative research as "the study of how humans make meaning of 

experience by endlessly telling and retelling stories about themselves 

that both refigure the past and create purpose in the future" (p. 24). 

The retelling of particular teaching events that took place during Fall 
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1992, allowed me to take a critical look at the relationships between 

my beliefs and instructional practices, to ask questions about these 

relationships, and to build upon my personal practical teaching 

knowledge base (Carter, 1993; Connelly & Clandinin, 1985; Russell 

& Munby, 1992). 

The Data Collection Source 

Data were collected from an undergraduate READ 3323.02: 

Reading Acquisition 1992 Fall semester teacher education course. 

The course description included the psychological, sociological, 

cultural, physical and linguistic events related to reading acquisition. 

The class met for two 75 minute morning sessions a week, for a total 

of 31 sessions. Each class was videotaped; seven of these classes 

were selected chronologically to represented the primary data corpus 

for the study -- 9/10/92, 10/8/92, 10/13/92, 10/15/92, 11/3/92, 

11/5/92, and 12/14/92. These class meetings were selected for 

analysis because they provided a rich source of information about the 

daily activities in my practice. Student and other class-related 

artifacts represented the study's secondary data corpus. 

The enrolled students (N= 31) were undergraduate preservice 

elementary and secondary teachers in a small South Texas university 
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located approximately 12 miles from the U.S./Mexico border. The 

majority of the students (27) were bilingual Hispanic females. 

Students' ages ranged from twenty to over forty and reflected 

traditional and non-traditional enrollment. Consent to participate in 

the study, and publication of the resulting data, was obtained from 

the School of Education and the participants. In addition, each 

participant signed a release form to allow the use of all collected data 

from the classroom sessions. 

Contextual Setting of Classroom 

The framework for READ 3323.02 1992 Fall semester's 

course was developed and organized around the students' inquiries 

about reading. By the end of the third class period, students' were 

grouped around these inquiries that questioned how reading practices 

could be incorporated during regular classroom practices, as well as 

when teaching a particular subject. The collaborative groups 

explored, in-depth, the purpose and related strategies in using these 

reading practices. These collaborative topical groups were: Science 

(Secondary Education), SpellinglPhonics, Math (Secondary 

Education), Reading (All Levels), Special Education, Bilingual 

Education (Subgroup I), Bilingual Education (Subgroup II), Math 
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(Elementary Education), and Early Childhood Education (See 

Appendix D). 

Prior to the development of the groups, the first two class 

meetings introduced several "get acquainted" activities and provided 

an opportunity for students to establish and share, on a conscience 

level, their beliefs about reading and teaching. Students were asked 

to write their beliefs about what the reading process meant to them, 

how they thought reading should be taught, and what the process of 

teaching meant to them. Students were then asked to revisit and 

answer these same questions again at the end of the semester, 

compare their first answers with the second answers given, and 

provide a written narrative recording as to possible meanings or 

interpretations the comparison meant to the individual student. To 

provide a level of continual reflection throughout the semester on the 

initial set of answers students wrote about their reading and teaching 

beliefs, students were encouraged to reflect on their first set of 

answers whenever theories about reading and teaching practices were 

presented. 

A central purpose in having students grouped was to provide 

them opportunities to focus their attention in trying to become 
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"experts" around a group's area of interest. Because this purpose 

drove the groups' direction, students remained in these groups 

throughout the semester. Besides the required textbook, Invitations: 

Changing as teachers and learners K-12, by Regie Routman (1991), 

to help them become experts, students were encouraged to explore 

other sources of information that would support their group's topical 

inquiries. These sources of information helped build a knowledge 

base from which students could informally present topics related to 

reading, the reading process, and strategies that lent support to their 

topics. A particular source included reading educational journals. 

Students were asked to review articles from these journals that 

described the practices and supporting strategies they could 

incorporate into the topical inquiries. 

Information gathered by a group needed to support or extend 

information presented from an assigned chapter. The purpose was 

not to refute a chapter's point of view, but rather to build upon a 

student's own belief and point of view with this information. 

Discussions provided the vehicle to bring out students beliefs and 

understanding. These discussions infused theories and practices from 

the chapter with additional theories and practices I brought into the 
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dialogue from other sources. The format of these discussions 

provided students with opportunities to further explore, research, 

and share beliefs and practices related to reading. 

Typically, class discussions began with me posing one or more 

open-ended questions. These questions usually included comparing 

students' past experiences with the information being.presented in the 

assigned chapter. Groups first discussed and recorded these 

questions among their own group members, and then among the 

whole class. Comparisons and contrasts were noted and listed in 

their journals. Groups were then assigned to research additional 

strategies that supported the chapter's concept and informally present 

these strategies with purposes for practicing them in the group's area 

of interest. 

As each chapter or group of chapters were discussed, students 

developed a curriculum from this information that would reflect 

ways to practice reading. Twice throughout the semester each group 

were to present their ongoing developmentally appropriate 

curriculum to the rest of the class. Thus, the semester course 

provided students opportunities to build upon their existing beliefs 
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about reading and teaching through a literature based instruction 

curriculum. 

To facilitate this direction, a typical class period always began 

with a student reading a Children's Literature story book aloud to 

the rest of the class. Possible ways the story could be used in 

classroom instruction are discussed at the end of the reading. Next, 

an open-ended question relating to the present chapter under 

discussion would be posed to the groups, discussed among themselves 

and then to the whole class. The chapter itself may take two or more 

class periods to complete because of student's informal group 

presentations that often led to further class discussions and because of 

activities I presented to the students to practice a particular strategy 

discussed in the chapter. 

The introduction of each chapter included the K - W - L 

format. Each group wrote down what they knew about a chapter's 

particular topic, what they wanted answered and as discussions and 

activities were presented, what they learned. To provide another 

opportunity for students to discuss these events, every two weeks 

students in one group exchanged their journals with students in 

another group to respond to these entries. The end of each period 
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always closed with students writing in their journals their 

impressions of what transpired during that class period, as well as 

updating their K - W - L. 

Data Analysis 

To analyze and interpret the collected data, I employed 

grounded theory procedures and techniques to code, sort and analyze 

the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). To 

define my beliefs about teaching, reading and learning, I chose the 

videotaped class meeting 9/10/92 for the conduct of a practical 

argument about my teaching practices (Fenstermacher, 1986; 1994). 

A practical argument is an alternative inquiry method to the 

commonly used stimulated-recall technique (Morine-Dershimer, 

1988) and stems from Aristotle's concept of the distinction between 

practical and theoretical rationality. Frankena (1965) explains that 

Aristotle distinguished between three kinds of knowing: 

[The first], a theoretical science [which] employs the 
scientific or theoretical part of our rational faculty and has as 
its end simply to know the truth about the world for its own 
sake. [The second], a productive science or art [which] 
employs the 'deliberative' part of our rational faculty and also 
involves a kind of knowledge, but its purpose is the making of 
something useful or beautiful. [The third], a practical science 
[which] also employs the 'deliberative' part of our reason and 
seeks a kind of knowledge, but its end is action or 'doing' (not 
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making) and so it seeks knowledge in relation to desire or as a 
guide to conduct. (p. 18, in Bauer 1991, p. 4) 

Aristotle postulated that practical science knowledge shaped 

behavior because of the related justification for the action. He 

described this way of knowing as a practical argument that held a set 

of premises -- value, empirical and situational -- that was connected 

by an action or an intention to act. Green (1976) introduced 

Aristotle's concept into teacher education to promote student change. 

Fenstermacher (1986) redefined Green's use of practical argument 

from student change to the study of teacher beliefs and practice to 

promote teacher change. 

For the present study's practical argument, I engaged support 

from two dissertation committee members, Dr. Patricia Anders, the 

Chair, and Dr. Virginia Richardson, to conduct a practical argument 

on the class video tape date 9/10/92. The audiotaped dialogue from 

the practical argument provided an 82-page transcription 

representing my pedagogical belief systems, from which the belief 

data was pulled. 

While the belief data were captured from the practical 

argument method, the day-to-day classroom practice data were 
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recovered by using a modification of the anecdotal recordkeeping 

method (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; Routman, 1991) on 

the remaining six videotaped class meetings. Several revisits to each 

videotaped class meeting provided a representation of the classroom 

practice in each meeting. 

The belief data were then revisited by sorting the data into 

separate belief sets. The sets were separated using Fenstermacher's 

(1986;1994) practical argument premises and justification 

boundaries. These data sets were reviewed, classified, and sorted 

among one of the three study inquiries, termed inquiry domains -

teaching, reading, or learning discussed earlier in Table 1. The 

classification and sort process were determined by the action 

stipulated in each belief set. For example, a belief set that discussed 

reading was coded, classified and sorted under the reading inquiry 

domain. The data sorted among each domain were reviewed and 

analyzed for comparative elements that may hold constant 

comparatives between and among the three inquiry domains. Review 

of the data revealed three general categories -- practical application, 

mediation, or organization structure. Thus, the belief data sets were 
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coded and sorted for an action (the inquiry domain), and for a 

particular way the belief was practiced (practice category). 

The practice data followed similar data analysis procedures. 

The data were sorted and separated from the anecdotal records using 

the boundary points established in the belief sets. The practice sets 

were then reviewed, classified, and sorted among the teaching, 

reading, and learning inquiry domains. Each set of data were coded 

for a type of practice the set represented, then classified and sorted 

among the same three categories previously established. For 

example, if a anecdotal record data indicated a practice about a 

teaching method, boundaries were established to separate the 

information around the action and then coded and sorted for the type 

of practice the data set represented. If review of the data indicated 

that the practice suggested using reading aloud techniques in a 

classroom, that data was classified and coded as a practical 

application practice set. Completion of the coding, classifying, and 

sorting of the practice data sets provided two separate, but related, 

sets of data within each inquiry domain and practice category. These 

two sets of data (belief sets and practice sets) were next compared 

for similarities between and among the sets. 
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Described in Table 1, these two sets of data were each 

reviewed for commonalties that included a comparative review 

between and among the frequency of use of each practice and degree 

of understanding between my theoretical understanding and the 

shared understanding among the broader educational community in 

employing the practice during classroom instruction. The results 

from this review indicated levels of congruent relationships that 

were coded and classified as cases of congruent relationships. These 

cases of congruent relationships were reviewed for commonalties, 

classified, and sorted into three types of congruent cases -

congruent, ambiguous, or incongruent relationships. Defined as 

Episodic Frames, these three congruent relationships represent 

relational teaching episodes between my beliefs, practices, and 

theories that transpired during the 1992 Fall semester classroom 

instruction. that resulted from the review and sorting process. 

The term, Episodic Frames, supports Nespor's (1985) notion 

that beliefs are past episode structured memories that can influence 

present classroom teaching, Fenstermacher's (1986; 1994) research 

into the practical argument process, and with Barnes (1992) 

description of teachers' frames. Barnes (1992) uses the term frame 
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to, "refer to the clustered set of standard expectations through which 

all adults organize, not only their knowledge of the world but their 

behavior in it" (p. 16). For the present study, these clusters of 

organize teaching practices represent the conceptual framework of 

my personal practical knowledge teaching system (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1988). 

The secondary data represented by students' journal entries 

and other class-related artifacts, were pulled from the same seven 

class dates used in the primary data corpus. This data were review, 

coded and sorted among one of the three practice categories. For 

example, a class-related artifact, the class syllabus discussed the 

reading aloud practice, as well as several student journal entries. 

This data were coded and classified as secondary reading aloud 

practice data, and sorted among similar data in the practical 

application category that contained primary reading aloud practice 

data. The secondary data were used for triangulation purposes to 

support and inform the primary data. 

Analysis of both the belief data and practice data "teased out" 

language use, language meaning, theoretical teaching constructs, teaching 

behaviors, judgments used in teaching, class format, situational practices 
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used, contextual language and content language. The data from the analysis 

was subsequently compared, for congruent relationships among beliefs and 

practices, degree of frequency of use, and degree of theoretical 

understanding about these practices. Several consistencies as well as 

inconsistencies emerged from these relationships that resulted in practices 

being either congruent, ambiguous or incongruent between and among my 

teaching beliefs, practice and theories. 

Summary 

Chapter One provided the study's inquiry questions, an 

overview of the research that supports the investigation of these 

questions, and the methods employed in data analysis. The chapter 

introduced the conceptual framework and the unit of analysis, 

termed Episodic Frame. The framework described how the three 

Episodic Frames -- congruent, ambiguous, and incongruent 

relationships -- represented my personal practical knowledge 

teaching system (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). The next chapter, 

Chapter Two discusses the scholarly literature on teacher change 

research, reading research, learning research, and qualitative 

research that were used to underpin the study's inquiry. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

During the process of reformulating information or 
constructing knowledge, new associations are formed and 
old ones altered within the individual's knowledge networks or 
structures. These links connect the new ideas together and 
integrate them into the individual's existing cognitive 
representations of the world. Adding more and better links 
results in a more elaborated and richly integrated cognitive 
structure that facilitates memory and recall. (King, 1994, p. 
339) 

Introduction 

This chapter, divided into four sections, presents a 

comprehensive examination of the scholarly literature related to 

teacher change, reading, and learning research. The literature 

represents research studies that attempt to offer insights into 

classroom phenomenon. The first section, teacher change research, 

addresses the body of research that pushes the boundaries of our 

understanding about teaching and teacher education. The review 

includes related research literature about teacher beliefs and 

practices, and teacher educators. The second section reviews reading 

research, with an emphasis on the literature of reading theories. The 

third section reviews learning research, including the contemporary 

studies related to Constructivist theories, Vygotsky's socio-cultural 
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theories, and Socio-interactive learning theories. The fourth section 

presents literature supporting the qualitative research methods that 

were employed in this study. The review includes a discussion of 

narrative inquiry methods, action research, the practical argument 

process and the grounded theory method. 

Teacher Change Research 

Educational research reformers have spent a great deal of time 

and money to "train" teachers to change their educational practices. 

Rutherford (1989) suggested the training of teaching was limited in 

its approach, since each year a new "training system" emerged to 

replace the last program, and each year the training program 

resulted in little long-term change. The traditional training approach 

stemmed from a process-product assumption which maintained that 

educational researchers provided the necessary information for those 

that practiced within the system (Munby & Russell, 1992). 

Such an assumption supported a "scientific" practice that 

teaching and learning was best accomplished by following a 

particular teaching program (Russell, 1980). The scientific practice 

also regarded research experts as knowing what was best for 

teachers, since in their view, teachers had not been trained to think 
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scientifically (Jackson, 1968; Lortie, 1975; Shipman, 1967). As 

research explored alternative practice, teachers would be trained to 

follow the new approach. Accordingly, the problems in education 

for most process-product proponents stemmed, not from the 

established scientific programs, but from the teachers lack in 

scientific practice (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981). 

A growing number of contemporary educator researchers are 

questioning both the validity of the above "trainable" hypothesis and 

the premise that research should come from a top-down orientation 

(Ferreiro, 1986; Freeman & Freeman, 1993; Y. Goodman, 1986; 

Munby & Russell, 1992; Zeichner, 1983). Ferreiro (1986) argued 

that to maintain a top-down status-quo toward education in general, 

and teaching in particular, assumed teaching and learning was 

dependent upon one body of knowledge; an assumption that often 

discounted diverse communities from contributing their cultural 

body of knowledge. Other researchers are involved in studies about 

what teachers think, know, and value as professional practitioners 

(Anders & Richardson, 1994; Duffy & Anderson, 1986; Duffy & 

Roehler, 1987; Fenstermacher, 1986; Fosnot, 1989; Grant & 

Zeichner, 1984; Guskey, 1986; Hollingsworth, 1991; Munby, 1982, 
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1983; Nespor, 1987; Pajares, 1992; Richardson & Fenstermacher, 

1988, 1992; Schon, 1983; Short, 1993; Shulman, 1987; Zeichner & 

Tabachnick, 1981). The studies have provided insightful glimpses 

into teacher beliefs, practices, and knowledge during the act of 

teaching and how these elements promoted or hindered effective 

teaching and learning. For instance, Guskey (1986) posits that 

changing teachers beliefs is conditional upon the success of their 

students. 

Pajares' (1992) comprehensive study on teacher beliefs and 

practices postulated several differences between knowledge systems 

and belief systems shared among the broader research community. 

He contends that knowledge systems are developed from shared 

consensus based upon empirical evidence, whereas belief systems do 

not require a general or group consensus regarding the validity and 

appropriateness of origin. Beliefs are more inflexible, and less 

dynamic, unbounded, and defy logic and reality. If changes in 

practice lead to student learning success, then a teacher's belief will 

change. 

In contrast, Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, and Lloyd's (1991) 

staff development (RIS) case study suggests a teacher's changes in 
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beliefs preceded any changes in practice. More recently, 

Richardson's (1994) follow-up to the study concludes that the teacher 

change process is interactive, "depending on the types of changes and 

the teachers themselves, the change process may begin either with 

changes in beliefs or changes in practice" (p. 90). As a result, 

classroom teachers are recognized as diverse individuals having 

diverse knowledge systems that support their teaching. 

Following, is a comprehensive literature review that presents 

how related teacher change studies have replaced the process-product 

paradigm by recognizing teachers as viable and active participants of 

teacher change research. The review also presents how teacher 

educators view themselves with relationship to teacher change 

research and how this changing view has helped the broader 

educational research community to recognize teacher educators as a 

diverse group of scholarly professionals. 

Teacher Beliefs and Practice 

Over two decades ago, Shipman (1965, 1967) responded to 

concerns about the low impact teacher education programs had in 

changing their preservice teachers pre-existing teaching beliefs. 

Subsequently, Shipman designed a four year longitudinal study that 
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followed a group of preservice teachers through a three year 

university teacher program, to the end of a first year teaching 

assignment. He concluded from his study that preservice teachers 

"maintain two levels of professional attitude, one for official use on 

stage, and one for use backstage, out of official hearing, or later on 

in the classroom" (Shipman, 1967, p. 55). This impression 

management attitude, as Shipman coined the shift, was a result of 

theoretical teaching beliefs held firmly in place before any formal 

introduction to a teacher education program. Shipman hypothesized 

that while in the teacher education program, preservice teachers 

developed a veneer over their existing beliefs that was later removed 

once out in the field of teaching. He further suggested that unless the 

preservice teacher became consciously aware of those pre-existing 

beliefs, the statue-quo of teaching practices would continue to remain 

the same. 

A study by Lortie (1975) also supported Shipman's findings 

that preservice teachers' beliefs are developmentally learned prior to 

actual field experience. Lortie suggested that preservice teachers' 

past experiences as students develops an f! priori biography, a 

potentially negative impediment to becoming an effective teacher. 
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Accordingly, these beliefs interfered in developing "useful linkages 

between teaching objectives and teacher actions ... [or in] making 

choices among teaching strategies" (p. 63). Lortie argued that these 

internalized and often traditional biographical belief preservice 

teachers had experienced in the past placed limiting constraints upon 

alternative teaching methods proposed in future teacher education 

programs. Coining these biographies as an "apprenticeship-of

observation," Lortie contended the experiences created inhibitors 

that constrain the art of teaching, and distorted any future 

introduction to formal teacher education teaching practices. Lortie 

concluded from his study that when teachers practice these f! priori 

biographies it further widened the gap between teacher-research 

collaboration and traditional transmission-style of teaching. 

In Nespor's (1987) literature review that distinguished 

knowledge from beliefs, he highlighted a number of characteristics 

commonly found among beliefs that helped adjust knowledge systems 

within a learner's schemata domains. Nespor identified four central 

belief characteristics -- existential presumption, alter-nativity, 

affective and evaluative loading, and episodic structure -- that are 

particularly important when describing teaching beliefs. Briefly, 
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existential presumptions are the incontrovertible, personal truths a 

teacher holds. They are beliefs about physical and social realities 

deeply personal, taken-for-granted, and unaffected by persuasion. 

As such, existential presumptions exist beyond individual control or 

knowledge with people believe them because like the stars, they exist. 

Staff development programs find these beliefs that most difficult to 

alter. An alter-nativity belief -- a naive alter-egocentric belief that 

external realities can be changed to fit personal needs -- is an attempt 

at creating an ideal, or alternative situation that is outside of reality. 

These beliefs often show up as teaching practices inconsistent with 

presumably effective classroom procedures. Affective and 

evaluative loading are components of a belief system that hold more 

powerful influences over an individual than knowledge. In addition, 

these components typically operate independently of the cognition 

associated with knowledge. The episodic structure are beliefs that 

reside in episodic memory constructed from experiential or cultural 

sources or from folklore. Often teachers teach from these folklore 

practices. The belief characteristics Nespor (1987) highlighted 

suggest these beliefs influence the interpretation of future events 

within classroom instruction. 
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Since these studies, and possibly because of them, there has 

been a growing recognition in the importance of teachers' belief and 

instructional practice relationships. While the importance has been 

recognized, the topic has been debated and supported from several 

different perspectives. For instance, Shavelson (1976) suggest that 

"evidence [about teaching] available to the teachers may conflict with 

perceptions of their teaching ability. In this case, they might ignore 

the information, discount it, or distort it to maintain a consistent self

image" (p. 104). Chinn and Brewer (1993) designed a knowledge 

acquisition study around how students respond when their pre

existing knowledge and beliefs come into conflict with anomalous 

information presented during science instruction. They concluded 

that there are seven responses induced when presenting anomalous 

data: ignore, reject, exclude, abeyance, reinterpret, peripheral 

changes, or accept and change the existing theory to fit the 

anomalous data. Olson (1981) comments that belief systems are so 

strong that individual teachers may distort curriculum programs to 

fit with their already established beliefs. 

Nisbett and Ross (1980) proffer that any external influences or 

dilemmas encountered during teaching are modified by connecting 
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belief filters tied to schemata domains. This filtering system helps 

the newly acquired information and experiences to establish a closer 

fit among the pre-existing beliefs. Kinzer's study (1988) describes a 

teacher's filtering system being "based on varied and changing data 

which are filtered through a teacher's philosophical or theoretical 

orientation, [the effects] resulting in instructional decisions" (p. 359). 

Other researchers, such as Russell (1980), viewed an 

individual's filtering system as being hislher held philosophy, in this 

case about teaching and learning. Russell advocated that by 

addressing teaching practices through an individual's philosophical 

paradigm, the outcome may offer the opportunity for teachers to 

reflect upon and identify their own theories, the result of which, may 

ultimately provide change in a teacher's practice. Sarason (1982) 

agreed, but cautioned that existing teaching realities or structures 

also served as barriers to recognition and experimentation with 

a1ternative structures. He argued that prospective teachers often 

forget and lose sight of the fact that their existing view of teaching is 

only one of the many possible alternatives that could exist. 

There is a significant body of literature that suggested 

teachers' instructional practices are made up of more than one past 
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teaching ideology or reality that support a society's educational status 

quo. For instance, Ginsburg and Newman (1985) pointed out that 

society and education (both viewed as external settings) work 

together and are set up to reproduce an accepted "status quo" of 

traditions held by a society. Zeichner (1983) suggested that teaching 

practices are representative of empirically elicited studies that 

traditionally reflect the "technical tradition of teacher education" (p. 

4). Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981) hypothesized that because of 

"intergenerational continuity," teaching is often "aimed to transmit 

the belief that knowledge is outside of people; that knowledge is most 

valuable when it is most certain; and that it can be passed from those 

who have it to those who don't without essentially altering its 

substance" (p. 14). Nespor and Barylske (1991) suggested beliefs 

and practices are neither personal experiences nor metaphors but 

rather "situated construction of social networks, a textually produced 

phenomenon rather than an entity with an existence independent of 

our practices of representation" (p. 806). 

Munby (1982) observed that some researchers assumed, 

analogous to the process-product studies, that the difficulty in 

teaching stemmed from the lack of all participants holding a common 
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language of understanding. He believed the common language 

assumption was erroneous and problematic since research-based 

practices have failed to account for the way teachers think. He 

suggested instead that "research on teacher thinking has paid 

insufficient heed to what one might call teacher beliefs and 

repertories of understandings" (p. 201). Accordingly, Munby 

(1982, 1983) suggested using personal construct methodologies to 

elicit beliefs and personal meaning systems about how an individual 

interpreted reality, what he termed as teacher thinking. A teacher 

thinking study by Duffy (1982) concluded that the minute-to-minute 

changes in classroom routines pose difficulties for teachers to 

"remember that they are supposed to be cognitive information 

processors who make differential instructional decisions on the basis 

of rationally developed hypotheses" (p. 361). 

Schon's (1983, 1987) reflection in action revisited Dewey's 

reflective learning process by examining what a practitioner was 

thinking about while acting out that thought in practice. According 

to Schon, practice was guided largely by personal knowings based on 

and gleaned from personal trial and errors experienced. He 

suggested that respecting the conditions under which knowledge 
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domains were constructed was a major move away from the 

"prevailing idea of [teaching being] ... based on technical 

rationality ... " (Schon, 1987, p. 3). 

Barnes (1992) suggested that Schon's reflection in action 

would help to explain why teachers are often unable to use research 

to inform their own practice. Barnes posits that teachers practice 

from sets of frames that in addition to be made up of information 

about teaching, are complex systems of values, priorities and 

strategies that influence practice. Much like the theory of schemata, 

Barnes defines a teaching frame as containing, "both an individual 

history of development and a relationship to the conditions and 

history of teaching as a profession" (p. 17). He suggests that both a 

teacher's commitment and teaching experience create a frame to 

shape a teacher's teaching strategies. To achieve a change in teaching 

practices, a teacher needs to discover the complex system of beliefs, 

practice and theory that make up these frames. 

Shulman (1987) suggested that reflective practice was delving 

into personal sources of knowledge bases that indicated a teacher's 

theoretical and practical teaching application. He classified a 

teacher's theories and practices into six categories -- contentlsubject-
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matter, pedagogical methods/theories, curriculum, characteristics of 

learners, teaching contexts, and educational purposes, ends, and aims. 

Connelly and Clandinin's (1988) studies further support the 

importance of reflecting on a teacher's personal knowledge system. 

They suggested that finding the "why" of teaching reveal a more 

personal philosophy that indicated "a way one thinks about oneself in 

teaching situations [that] has within it a notion of beliefs and values" 

(Connelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 66). They suggested that a 

practitioner's "valuing" is a strong motivator connected to beliefs 

and actions of teaching, or what Connelly and Clandinin call the 

"personal practical knowledge" of teaching. They hypothesized the 

more reflective an individual became with his/her own personal 

practical knowledge systems, the more effective a teacher and 

learner the individual became. Bandura's (1986) self-efficacy belief 

study suggested how the two separate systems (knowledge and 

beliefs) complimented each other. He postulated that the quality and 

quantity of energy teachers expend on a content's activity was 

determined by their affective and evaluative belief systems linked to 

the knowledge about that activity. 
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Clift, Veal, Johnson, and Holland (1990) defined the terms 

"reflection" and "action research" as mental problem-solving 

processes that collaboratively work at understanding and dealing 

with teaching and learning events. Schubert (1991) referred to 

"reflection in action," "knowledge-in-action," and "personal practical 

knowledge" as the embodiment of theory in action, or praxis that co

exist during teaching. Henderson (1992) suggested that beliefs, 

values, and praxis are partial components or premises found within 

the three characteristics of reflective practice -- ethics of caring, a 

constructivist approach to teaching, and critical problem-solving. 

Based upon these three reflective characteristics, he referred to 

teachers' practices as personal metaphors of their beliefs. 

In a study using the notion of reflective practice as their 

framework, Richardson and Anders (1991) questioned why 

practitioners reportedly do not use research-based practices during 

the teaching of reading comprehension. They designed a staff 

development program format to help a group of practitioners 

examine their beliefs and practices that included research-based 

practice alternatives for participating teachers to reflect upon. The 

belief held by Richardson and Anders was that as teachers 
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"participated in reflecting on their reasoning related to their 

practices, their instruction would be enhanced ... and they would 

become more articulate about what they did and why they did it" (p. 

320). The result of the study suggested that through collaborative 

recognition, teachers became aware of a variety of knowledge bases 

they employed during teaching. That knowledge empowered those 

teachers to view research-based practices and their own teaching 

practices differently. Additionally, those empowered teachers 

became better practitioners, transforming research-based practices to 

fit their own teaching practices. 

Clark and Peterson (1986) conducted a comprehensive 

exploration of the literature on teachers' thought processes during 

the planning and implementation of lesson and curriculum planning, 

classroom interactivities, and ways of exploring teachers theories and 

beliefs about teaching. They concluded that there was a balancing or 

equilibration by teachers between practical knowledge about teaching 

and research-based practices. Building upon past studies such as 

Shipman (1967), Lortie (1975) and others, Clark and Peterson 

described teachers thinking as being reflective and professionally 

developmental in scope when provided with the opportunities to do 
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so. They view teachers growing and changing with experiences 

when some steps have been taken toward making explicit their 

implicit theories and beliefs about teaching. 

In terms of educational continuity, Feinberg (1983) suggested 

that education can either reproduce past traditional acculturation 

norms and standards (i. e., ecological beliefs and values in teaching) 

or enhance educational equity, social justice, and diversity within 

society. Feinberg concluded: 

Education is best understood by recognizing that one of the 
functions of any society is that of maintaining 
intergenerational continuity--that is, of maintaining its identity 
as a society across generations and even in the context of many 
possible and significant changes, and that it is the activity and 
institution of education, both formal and informal, that carries 
on this function. (p. 6) 

Other researchers postulate that it was too simplistic a notion 

to believe changing a teacher's belief would automatically change 

hislher practice. The term "teacher belief" seemed to capture only 

the surface of a much deeper ecologically and culturally formed 

layered system that could directly influence practice (Greene, 1976). 

De Landsheere (1988) suggested that as research in education 

matures, ecological boundaries would be stretched to reflect societal 

realities. Kaufman (1988) concurred, and suggested that teacher 
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beliefs were ecological and socio-historical blueprints or knowledge 

systems of human change and development, while education 

represented that blueprint. As an example, he cited the changing 

role in teaching, suggesting that as teacher research provided insight 

into how teachers think about teaching and learning, that knowledge 

changed " the role and image of the ideal teacher from the moral 

transmitter of knowledge ... [to being] charged with the 

responsibility of facilitating human growth and development" (p. 

78). But Kaufman (1988) also cautions that this change is slow in 

coming because "the current professional development movement is 

predicated on a view of the teacher [role] as a source, rather than an 

object, of change" (p. 79). 

Within the broader educational community, interest in how 

teachers teach, and how learners learn are being investigated among 

studies in the discipline of science. Researchers studying how 

individuals learn science and how to improve science teachers' 

instructional practices in the classroom are having important 

consequences on how other subject content areas are being taught. 

Many of these studies observe what occurs when teachers present 

instructional approaches in the classroom that uses anomalous data to 
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try to convince students to change their preinstructional theories 

(e.g. Chinn & Brewer, 1993). Such studies are helping to 

understand why many students resist giving up their preinstructional 

knowledge and beliefs, not only in science, but in other content

specific areas. 

Many studies explore into why teachers fail to use research in 

their classrooms. Richardson-Koehler and Fenstermacher (1988) 

suggested that "the questions asked of teachers concerning the use of 

research may not be appropriate. Teachers do not use research--they 

engage in practice" (p. 3). They argued that beliefs and practices 

represented a variety of knowledge systems of which research-based 

knowledge is one source. Because of other sources, teachers adopt 

and adapt research-based practices to fit their existing belief systems. 

Richardson-Koehler and Fenstermacher postulated that the 

introduction of inquiry methods to reveal pre-existing beliefs can 

provide teachers with greater opportunity to be more effective in 

choosing research-based practices in their daily practices. 

Whether teacher change research is understood as 

"unboundedness" (Nespor, 1987), "impression management" 

(Shipman, 1965), "teaching perspectives" (Zeichner, 1980), "teacher 
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thinking" (Munby, 1982), or "practical arguments" (Fenstermacher, 

1986), there seems to be one central theme that circles and 

intertwines throughout most of the research: Teachers come to the 

profession with established beliefs about their profession. The 

results of the studies suggest that by providing a teacher the 

opportunity of being aware of hislher beliefs and teaching practices, 

the chances of longer lasting and deeper changes in personal teaching 

are possible. 

Teacher Educators 

Lanier and Little (1986) suggested that teacher educators are 

an ill-defined group of individuals. According to Lanier and Little, 

many teacher educators do not conduct research, but are dependent 

upon more established researchers to provide direction for the 

teacher education programs. For many years, the primary function 

for this purported ill-defined group was to disseminate the research 

of educational researchers in training programs. Responding to the 

view of themselves from Lanier and Little, and other educational 

researchers, contemporary teacher educators have challenged the 

validity of that view. Teacher educators have become a recognizable 

and acceptable group within the broader scholarly community as 
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their work continues to affect their role and work in research 

(Anders & Richardson, 1991; Duffy & Anderson, 1986; Duffy & 

Roehler, 1987; Fosnot, 1989; Grant & Zeichner, 1984; Guskey, 

1986; Henderson, 1992; Hollingsworth, 1991; Munby, 1982, 1983; 

Nespor, 1987; O'Laughlin, 1991, 1992; Patterson et aI., 1993; 

Posner, 1985; Richardson, 1990; Richardson & Anders, 1990; 

Richardson & Fenstermacher, 1988, 1992; Roehler, Duffy, 

Herrmann, Conley, & Johnson, 1988; Schon, 1983, 1987; Shavelson 

& Stern, 1981; Short, 1993; Smylie, 1988; Tobin, 1987, 1990; Wu, 

1988; Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981). 

As teacher educators continue to push for scholarly acceptance 

of their research among the broader research community, significant 

shifts in teaching paradigms, as well as, teaching programs have 

occurred (Mueller, 1992; Shulman, 1986). Perhaps the most 

significant shift in the changing view came from the realization that 

to improve the quality of teaching and learning, including the way 

teaching is done within teacher education programs, teacher 

educators themselves must become effective and established teacher 

researchers. Rogus and Schuttenberg (1979) pointed out caveats for 

teacher educators and suggested that: 
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University teacher educators, must devote efforts to 
'putting their house in order' before seeking further to assist 
students in developing the competencies essential to coping 
with, deviating from and/or altering the norms of the 
elementary and secondary schools in which they will work. 
(cited in Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981, p. 39-40) 

Hersey and Blanchard (1982) suggested there were four kinds 

of changes in education -- changes in knowledge; changes in 

attitudes; changes in behavior; and changes in group or 

organizational performance. Howey (1990) cited that "a 

fundamental principle in organizational change is to achieve a 

reasonable degree of consonance between individual and 

organizational goals" (p. 3). Mueller (1992) stated that building a 

shared knowledge base among teacher educators and their teacher 

education programs begins with analyzing and making explicit their 

own beliefs about their (teacher educators) role and the role of their 

preservice teachers. As a result, inquiries about teacher education 

programs has led more teacher educators from various outlying 

disciplines to ask questions of their content areas. The answers 

continue to add to the body of knowledge about teacher education 

programs, as well as, to alter the teaching curricula (Eisenhart, & 

Borko, 1991). 
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Teacher education research has resulted in providing studies 

about diverse learners, and how their cultures add to teaching and 

learning. Rorty (1983) stressed that teacher educators should 

approach teacher change studies pragmatically by becoming sensitive 

to the socio-historical realities of the classroom. Rorty suggested the 

research results of classroom social and cultural interactions would 

provide a missing piece in teacher change research. Supportive of 

the socio-historical view, van Manen (1990) postulated teacher 

educator studies need to include inquiries about a teacher's teaching 

beliefs and classroom practice systems. Hoffman and Kugle (1982) 

advocated such studies and stated that: 

Most teachers are likely unaware that they operate from 
a consistent theoretical base ... [and] it would seem a 
worthwhile goal to devise means to facilitate the identification, 
characterization and study of the range of possible 
orientations. (p. 2) 

In response to the call for teacher belief studies, interest 

among many teacher educators has developed around studies that 

provide insightful glimpses about teachers' belief and practice 

systems, as well as, providing evidence for teacher change. Ayers' 

(1992) teacher change study suggested that "Being aware of oneself 

as the instrument of one's teaching, aware of details and distinctions-
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aware, that is, of the bees themselves, and aware of the story that 

makes one's life sensible-allows for thoughtful change and growth" 

(p. 151). 

Recognizing the soundness in developing a shared knowledge 

base among the teaching profession, some teacher educators are 

"putting their house in order" by researching their own teaching 

practices within their higher education classrooms (Guskey, 1986; 

Henderson, 1992; Hollingsworth, 1991; O'Laughlin, 1991; 

Thompson, 1993). Short (1993) suggested that teacher educator 

studies have been responsible for creating and documenting theories 

about education in general, and teaching practices in particular. 

Richardson (1994) while supportive of such research, 

reminded us of the two kinds of related research in personal inquiry 

-- practical inquiry and formal research. According to Richardson, 

the results of practical inquiry may be a change in practice, but this 

"type of research is not conducted for the purposes of generalization, 

expanding the larger community's knowledge base, or publication," 

(p. 7), whereas, formal research is designed to contribute to the 

larger community's knowledge base. 
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Teacher educators' studies have provided insight into the 

strengths and weaknesses within teacher education programs. In 

addition, such studies are providing the broader educational 

community with a shared understanding for ways to improve teacher 

change. For instance, preservice teachers are working in the field 

earlier in their programs, are asked to be more reflective, and to 

incorporate research skills (Henderson, 1988; Schon, 1983. 1987; 

van Manen, 1986). Doctoral candidates within teacher education 

programs complete their studies with an understanding of research, 

and what it means to be a teacher educator researcher. Whether 

teacher educators participate in staff development programs, publish 

in professional journals, or attend a professional conference, the 

phrase "teacher educator as researcher" is a current topic of 

conversation (Lanier & Little, 1986; Richardson, 1994; Short, 

1993). 

Reading Research Literature 

There is a plethora of studies surrounding the history of 

reading research. Early research (pre-1950) focused largely around 

a leamer's reading development process, rather than other literacy 

skills, such as writing development, because until recently, writing as 
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a process was largely ignored. Reading was viewed as something 

that took place only when formal instruction at school began, what 

Teale and Sulzby (1986) refer to as "benign neglect." A change in 

teaching reading occurred in the 1920's when the traditionally 

accepted "lockstep" approach began failing too many students. Since 

that time, a substantial and challenging body of research has led 

researchers to reevaluate approaches traditionally used to teach 

reading as reading research continues to transcend such wide 

boundaries as beliefs, knowledge, abilities, skills, values, social uses, 

socio-historical backgrounds and functions (Shannon, 1990). 

The most influential research for this, and other studies on 

reading has emerged from the field of psychology of language 

(Bruner, 1983; Chomsky, 1972; Piaget, 1978). For instance, 

building upon the language acquisition research, Durkin's (1978-79) 

landmark study of early readers has since indicated the reading 

readiness approach was theoretically and practically inappropriate. 

Clay's (1967) early research describing 5-year olds early reading 

behaviors identified young children engaging in a variety of reading 

behaviors. She concluded that, "There is nothing in this research 

that suggests that contact with printed language forms should be 
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withheld from any five-year-old child on the ground that he is 

immature" (p. 24). 

Rosenblatt (1975) suggested that learners construct personal 

meaning from printed text at any age. She postulated that readers do 

more than try to make sense from what the printed text is saying. 

She argued that the level of sense-making reading includes two 

important events -- efferent reading (information to be carried away 

after the reading event), and aesthetic reading (thinking, feeling, and 

cognitively "seeing" during the reading event). Other researchers 

have since referred to these events from a Piagetian perspective, 

calling reading developmental events as psychogenesis -- the history 

of an idea or concept that helps construct meaning that comes from 

an individual's personal intellectual activity (Ferreiro, 1989; Y. 

Goodman, 1986, 1989). 

While reading research continues to expand the boundaries on 

how individuals learn language, reading theories have provided 

explanations about how individuals perceive written text. Following 

is a discussion of the literature supporting the various reading 

theories. 
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Theories of Reading 

A substantial contribution to our understanding of the 

relationship between teachers' beliefs and practices has taken place in 

the field of reading. Regardless of one's individual leaning toward a 

theory, their choice is based on tacit beliefs and assumptions they 

hold about teaching and learning to read. These choices influence 

whether a teacher uses, modifies or rejects ideas from other sources 

(Chinn & Brewer, 1993). Judgments about these choices are further 

influenced by a teacher's philosophical pedagogy. 

Harste and Burke (1977) concluded that every teacher and 

child operates with at least an implicit model of reading which may 

or may not conform to the instructional teaching goals. Richardson 

and Anders (1990) supported this finding, suggesting from their staff 

development study that any attempt to build upon a teacher's 

classroom instruction reading activities require that a teacher's 

implicit reading model become explicit. Only then can a teacher 

examine the teaching of reading activities embedded within an 

individual's theoretical framework. These findings support the early 

works of Shipman (1967), and Lortie (1975) that teachers have 

developed a variety of contextual theoretical teaching beliefs prior to 
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formal teacher education. DeFord (1985) developed a questionnaire 

instrument (the TORP) that allowed teachers an opportunity to 

explicitly record and reflect upon these theoretical beliefs about 

practice in reading. 

Both Goodman's (1967), psycholinguistic reading model, and 

Smith's (1985) information-processing reading model attempted to 

describe the cognitive and language processes that occurred during 

reading. Responding to earlier reading models that suggested the 

reading process was based on a letter/sound decoding skill 

relationship, Goodman and Smith posited reading was more than an 

attempt to decode all visual information on a page, and suggested 

instead that a good reader selected the most helpful information for 

comprehension through sampling and predicting. This meaning

emphasis approach to the reading process is supported by the 

reader's knowledge of the text's language (linguistics), as well as, 

personal interpretation of the world (reality). 

Critics of the psycholinguistic and information-processing 

reading models, such as LaBerge and Samuels (1974), suggested a 

reader had to acquire proficiency with reading skills, such as word 

recognition prior to predicting and sampling the text's information. 
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Only when the reading process became automatic, did proficient 

readers spend energy on comprehension. LaBerge and Samuels 

hypothesized "automaticity" was transformed from three sequential 

steps -- visual memory (letter identification), phonological memory 

system (letter-sound relationship), and semantic memory system 

(word meaning). Overt attention to anyone of the three steps 

slowed the reading process that resulted in difficulty in 

comprehending the printed text. Therefore, for automaticity to be 

beneficial, LaBerge and Samuels suggested it was important to 

provide an abundance of skill and drill practices until proficiency 

occurred among the reader and the text. In support of LaBerge and 

Samuels reading model, Rayner and Duffy (1988) eye movements 

study attempted to refute Goodman's and Smith's principles. by 

suggesting good readers attend to almost every letter in every word 

on a page instantaneously and unconsciously. 

Rumelhart (1977, 1981) developed the interactive model of the 

reading process, based on the two locus points of the reading 

continuum. His interactive model suggested that word recognition 

and meaning prediction occurred simultaneously when reading. He 

argued that most previous reading models assumed reading occurred 
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in separate, sequential steps, what he termed "serial models." 

Rumelhart divided the serial models into two reading processes -

bottom-up (word recognition skills), and top-down (sense making 

cognitive processes). Depending on the difficulty of the text, the 

reader attended to the bottom-up and the top-down processes 

interchangeably. Rumelhart's model suggested when a reader was 

presented with a printed page (graphemic input), cognitive processes 

were activated (feature extraction device), which would engage the 

reader's decoding/encoding system (pattern synthesizer) to provide 

five interactive patterns for sense making -- syntactical knowledge, 

semantic knowledge, orthographic knowledge, and lexical 

knowledge. 

Stanovich's (1980) interactive-compensatory reading model is 

similar to Rumelhart's interactive model. Stanovich postulated that 

during the readers' interactive reading functions, a reader can have a 

deficit in anyone of the five sense-making knowledge patterns 

Rumelhart posited all readers use. He suggested when a deficit 

surfaced, the reader would compensate (rely upon) more on the 

other remaining knowledge patterns for comprehension support. 

According to Stanovich, his studies indicated poor readers often 
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relied more on context clues to make sense of the text than did good 

readers, and therefore, had slower word recognition times. Good 

readers automatically recognize most words, and are more proficient 

in context-free word recognition. 

Harste (1985, 1989b) categorized reading models into three 

commonly accepted views of reading comprehension -- information 

transmitting (skill based) reading; interaction (rule based) reading 

and; transaction (interpretation) reading. Similarly, Johnson (1992) 

grouped Harste's three reading model categories along the theories 

of language development research. The categorizations was a result 

of her study on the relationship between teachers' beliefs and 

practices when teaching English as a second language. Johnson 

grouped her research of language systems (reading, writing, 

speaking and listening) around three explanations of language 

learning comprehension -- the empiricist explanation, the rationalist 

explanation and the communicative explanation. Both Harste's and 

Johnson's categorization are similar in design and fall along the 

reading continuum at similar points. For example, Johnson's first 

category, the empiricist explanation, viewed language as a 

mechanical habit resulting from behaviorally and conditionally 
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processed responses with language learning. Since reading is part of 

the language process, the empiricist explanation supported what 

Harste referred to as information-transfer. Harste suggested the 

information-transfer category of reading models postulated the 

teaching of reading in a skill-based approach that employed mimicry, 

memorization and repetition of language patterns, drill and practice, 

and isolated the four language tools involved in learning - listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. 

Johnson's second category, the rationalist explanation, 

indicated language learning was an, "innate ability that combines 

intellectual understanding of a grammatical system structure with the 

need for meaningful context communications by an individual" 

(Johnson, 1992, p 86). Harste's, interaction (rule based) reading 

model category, indicated a similar explanation of reading - two 

interacting systems that relied on the text and the readers' schema. 

The theory of a reader's schema was developed by Rumelhart (1977) 

to explain his interactive reading model process theory. Briefly, a 

reader's schema system contains groupings (schemata) of related 

experiences, beliefs, theories, and knowledge. Schema theory refers 

to a set of socially interactive heuristic rules governing language 
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application. According to Rumelhart, the reading process is a social 

interaction within a culture that relies on a set of rules (ruled-based). 

The rules treat all aspects of language learning as part of an 

interrelated whole within a particular society. Each schema 

describes an individuals' stored socio-historical time-line of 

information that contributed to reading comprehension (Rumelhart, 

1977). A readers schemata are activated when personal 

interpretations begin to assimilate, adapt, and adopt to incoming text 

information that relates to that particular schemata. Within each 

schemata, sense-making is gained as disequilibrium (conflict) changes 

to equilibration (assimilation). 

The third of Johnson's categories, the communicative 

explanation, viewed language learning as a socially interactive 

participation between the learner and real life social contextual 

settings. The language learning explanation suggested all participants 

were transactional learners, a view Harste suggested was the formal 

underpinning of the recent paradigm shift in the theory of the 

reading process from "convention to collaboration" (Harste, 1985, p. 

12:2). Reading models such as Goodman's (1967), and Smith's 

(1985) would fall into this category. While both Johnson and Harste 
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view the ruled-based (rationalist/interactive) theory as the more 

popular, Harste and Johnson believe that as research in the reading 

field continues, there will be a growing support for the transactional 

reading comprehension theory. 

Learning Research Literature 

One key cognitive factor that underpins the nature of learning 

is language acquisition. Krashen (1981) refers to language 

acquisition as the subconscious process of learning language rules 

when using authentic language. Unlike language learning, language 

acquisition is acquired through everyday activities. 

Holdaway's natural learning model (1986) represented how an 

individual constructed knowledge at the conscious and semiconscious 

levels, such as when learning a language. He viewed learning in four 

phases: observation of demonstrations, guided participation, 

unsupervised role-playing practice, and sharing and celebrating 

performance accomplishments. Camboume's model of learning 

(1988) has expanded upon Holdaway's model of learning, and 

suggested seven central conditions were necessary for effective 

learning opportunities to occur -- immersion, demonstration, 

expectation, responsibility, practice, approximation, use and 
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response. Both Holdaway's and Cambourne's models of learning 

were designed from broader views about the nature of learning, 

namely that of the constructivist and sociocultural learning theories. 

Following is a presentation of each. 

Constructivist Theory of Learning 

Piaget's theory of cognitive conflict between equilibration and 

disequilibration postulated a learner eventually reconstructed 

coherence among mental structures for the purpose of 

accommodating incoming conflicting information. Equilibration was 

accomplished through a "fitting in" process with the rest of the 

world. Piaget suggested learners learn to organize their experiences 

through the process of assimilation, accommodation, and 

equilibration. Any cognitive conflict between the learner and the 

broader social culture leads to the learner finding logical resolutions. 

Hence, the learning process will not simply accommodate coherence 

by being told how to make these interrelations, but rather personal 

experiences and time to work through these reconstruction's are 

needed. For educational purposes, constructivists suggested that 

learners move through a developmental process of constructing and 

reconstructing cognitive schemata while interacting with physical and 
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social environments (Anderson, 1983,1985; Rumelhart, 1977,1981). 

Anderson suggests that since realities are individually designed 

environmental factors, a learner's personal purpose, interest, and 

past experiences all become part of a complex interacting cycle from 

which the learner constructs personal realities. 

Magoon (1977) gave an early account of what was inherent in 

the constructivist perspective. He postulated learners were knowing 

beings that provided important consequences (reasons) for their 

behaviors; learners held a complex set of referents and meanings; 

locus of control of behavior resided within the learner and; learners 

came equipped with a highly developed capacity to organize complex 

knowledge into meaningful cognitive systems. Magoon's early 

explanation of learning conditions distinguished constructivist 

learning theories from other learning theories by placing priority to 

an individual learners' sensory-motor and conceptual activity. 

Forman (1993) postulated that while constructivism is a theory 

of knowledge structures, and contain "implications for teaching, this 

translation is not simple" (p. 137). He suggested that many in 

education have explained constructivism as a process without a clear 

understanding of knowledge structure criteria. For example, while 
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constructivist activities are implemented in classrooms as active 

learning or hands-on learning opportunities, Forman (1993) 

cautioned that such learning opportunities can occur in the most 

authoritarian of classrooms. von Glasersfeld (1987) concurred and 

argued that constructivism is not just about learning, but about the 

wayan individual learner constructs mental structures that are 

representative of factual elements when combined with other factual 

elements, that lead to something more than these combined factual 

elements. 

von Glasersfeld (1987) suggested that an individual's 

interpretation during any environmental interaction would confront 

already existing schema constructions. Accordingly, the 

confrontations help to redefine subjectively what a learner knows, 

what a learner needs to know, and how a learner can explain what 

s/he knows. Social conflict during communicative interaction 

between, and among others of a community provides a mutual 

adaptation process where individuals learn to negotiate meanings by 

continually modifying their existing interpretations (Bauerfeld, 

1980; von Glasersfeld (1987). Henderson (1992) noted that 

constructivist theory represented the act of learning as an active 
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engagement with the learner constructing meaning from past and 

present experiences during a particular environmental setting. 

Recent constructivist studies have questioned the learning 

process within mathematics and science contextual settings. Results 

of the studies suggest that students' errors come about not so much 

from carelessness or lack of memory but because they have 

constructed incorrect rules or algorithms for solving the problems 

presented (Cobb, 1994). Researchers further contend the learning of 

incorrect rules can come from a teacher's misunderstanding of the 

same rules. In a literature review study on learning behavior of 

elementary mathematics, Resnick, Levine, and Teasley (1991) found 

most studies lacked appropriate inquiry into whether a teacher's 

misunderstanding of mathematic rules were foundational for 

student's misinterpretation of those rules. Rather, most studies were 

concerned in how students performed the incorrect mental 

representations of those mathematical rules that led to errors. 

Resnick, Levine, and Teasley (1991) suggested the burden of 

incorrect rule diagnosis fell upon the students misunderstanding and 

not the teachers. 
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Schoenfeld (1992) supported Resnick's et al. argument through 

a study that observed the teaching of mathematics to elementary 

students. He found that when a learner understood how things fitted 

together, learning mathematics requires little memorization. Both 

studies suggested that previous knowledge, developed over time, and 

in many contexts inside and outside of school, may either be accurate 

or inaccurate and will influence how the learner interpreted new 

information (Resnick, 1991; Ross, Bondy, & Kyle, 1993; Schoenfeld, 

1992). van Glasersfeld contended that these influences are "the most 

frequent source of perturbations for the developing cognitive subject 

[during] interaction with others" (1989, p. 136). 

Sociocultural Theory of Learning 

While constructivists tend to give priority to individual 

learners' sensory-motor and conceptual activity as the crucial role in 

learning development, sociocultural theorists link learning to 

activities that are provided during participation in culturally 

organized practices (Cobb, 1994; Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, 

& Scott, 1994; Vygotsky, 1978). The view that knowledge is 

socially constructed, validated, and communicated is the central focus 

of this learning theory which: 
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· .. differs fundamentally from the positivist program in 
education with its emphasis on technical rationality and a non
problematic portrayal of the knowledge to be acquired. 
(Driver et. aI., 1994, p. 11) 

Vygotsky (1978) considered the role of the individual learner 

and the role of the cultural environment as socio-historically 

inseparable. He postulated learning went through a "scaffolding" 

process between social interactions with more knowledgeable others. 

The development of knowledge would only be meaningful to the 

learner when scaffolding occurred during the learners' recognized 

Zone of Proximal Development locus (ZPD) (Newman, Griffin, & 

Cole, 1989). According to Vygotsky, the ZPD lies between what a 

learner can achieve unassisted and what a learner can achieve with 

assistance. Provisions to mediate past knowledge with new 

knowledge pushing the envelope of the ZPD to higher cognitive 

development. Therefore, prior meaningful knowledge acquisition is 

conditional to future meaningful and developmentally appropriate 

learning (Jacob, 1992). 

Vygotsky further suggested the learning that occurs within the 

ZPD is influenced on several determining levels, such as levels of 

cultural diversity within a society (Wertsch, 1984). These diverse 
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influential levels provide the mediational means that, in turn, 

influences the appropriate technical systems (pencils, hardware and 

software computer systems, paper) with the intellectual cognitive 

systems (language systems, symbol systems, sign systems). These 

technical and intellectual systems, in turn, support higher mental 

learning functions that are influenced by developmentally 

appropriate sociocultural practices (Jacob, 1992). Vygotsky 

postulated that it is this "mediation" link between a learner's 

interpersonal influence and intrapersonal influence that provided 

internalization from an interpsychologicallevel, to an 

intrapsychologicallevel of understanding (Vygotsky, 1978). 

Wertsch (1984) has since added two necessary concepts to 

Vygotsky's framework --situation definition and intersubjectivity. 

Situation definitions illustrate how a learner defines a situation. 

Intersubjectivity refers to the degree that learners in a shared task 

share the same learning situation definition. The degree of 

collaborative sharing can vary from minimal to nearly complete, 

when "two interlocutors represent objects and events in identical 

ways" (Wertsch, 1984, p. 12). 
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Social Interactive Theories of Learning 

Recently, a growing number of researchers have come to view 

constructivism and sociocultural learning theories pragmatically, as 

coordinating perspectives in addressing specific problems (Cobb, 

1993). The pragmatic approach highlights Dewey's (1938) emphasis 

that learning becomes meaningful when it is learner centered, 

purposeful, practical; holds direct experience; and allows sufficient 

time for reflection. For some researchers, adoption of the pragmatic 

approach suggests that optimal learning is achievable when teachers 

and students engage in a cyclical process of exploring, researching, 

interpreting, reflecting, and explaining posed questions and dilemmas 

(Connelly & Clandinin, 1988; Fosnot, 1989; K. Goodman, 1967; 

Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Short & Burke, 1991; Smith, 1985; Weaver, 

1994). 

Shannon (1990) suggested that for an individual and for a 

society to understand reality and human nature, "one must look at the 

connections between and among their everyday experiences and the 

historical social circumstances that shape and are shaped by those 

experiences" (p. 60). Constructing personal realities helps to 

promote a clearer sense of purpose and reason for developing and 
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constructing those particular realities can lead to greater awareness 

of diverse realities that increases the acceptance of the diverse 

learning environment within a classroom. 

Weaver (1994) contended that social interactive learning 

provides a socio-psycholinguistic view to learning, language and 

reading. Socio-psycholinguistics advocates a transaction occurs 

between the leamer, the text (language), the immediate situational 

context, and the broader socio-linguistic contexts. The complexity is 

further appreciated when those transactions are taking place on a 

various levels within the language context itself. For instance, 

transactions are signaled by grammatical cues such as word endings, 

function words, and/or word order (Weaver, 1994). 

Feuerstein's (1985) Instrumental Enrichment (IE) program 

combines ways of knowing (mental constructs) with socio-cultural 

influences. His program mediated learning experiences between 

academically low-functioning individuals and the cultural 

environment in much the same way as Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal 

Development does. 

Cummins (1986) multicultural framework provided mediation 

tools between the way a teacher interacts with a minority student's 
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learning within a classroom setting. He argued minorities fail 

because multicultural backgrounds and language acquisition are 

discounted in mainstreaming learning. The central tenet of Cummins 

framework for mediated intervention is that minority students' 

culture and language should be incorporated into the school 

curriculum; minority communities participate in the educational 

process; learning is generated through the use of the minority's own 

language; and that assessment procedures reflect advocacy towards 

minority learning processes. 

Qualitative Research Literature 

For more than a decade, a shift in research has focused around 

the quantitative-qualitative research issue. Until recently, the debate 

between supporters of quantitative and qualitative research 

methodologies seemed destined to remain in disagreement. 

However, pragmatic supporters have helped to justify the need for 

both types of research. Kuhn (1977) suggested the two research 

methods conflict because each has developed different paradigm 

frameworks that provided different opportunities to view the world's 

realities. Rather than debate the existing tensions between the two 

methods, Kuhn suggested research questions would justify the 
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optimal methodology for analysis of the study's data. Wo1cott(1992) 

concurred, and suggested two questions that the researcher should 

ask of the study to help decide on the research methodology -- what 

procedures are being used, and what are the questions the study is 

asking. Howe (1990) suggested that qualitative methods of research 

does not reject science or scientific inquiries about educational 

phenomena, but rather affords another opportunity to disclose a rich 

description between action and meaning. Eisner's (1991) 

ethnographic studies have proffered that the use of qualitative 

inquiry into human societal interactions can provide a rich source of 

information that is not possible otherwise. 

A particular approach gaining acceptance among the broader 

research community is the use of narrative inquiry. Recently, 

teacher educators such as Witherell and N oddings (1991) have 

suggested that a teacher's rich narrative description of his or her 

classroom practice provides opportunities to gain insight about the 

teaching complexities in day-to-day practice. 

A story about teaching is one that is embedded in his or her 
culture, language, gender, beliefs, and life history. This 
embeddedness lies at the core of the teaching-learning 
experience. (Witherell & Noddings, 1991, p. 3) 
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Connelly and Clandinin (1990) suggested the complexities and 

dilemmas in teaching reflect society's cultural storytellers. They 

view each individual living an unfolding story that is based in part on 

beliefs, knowledge, cultures, and traditions. Cochran-Smith and 

Lytle (1990) postulated a missing contribution to the broader 

teaching knowledge base are the voices of teacher's beliefs and 

practices. They suggest the inclusion of teacher voices in research 

provide frames of teachers practices that lead to improvement in 

classroom practices. Ayers (1992) suggested that the elicitation of 

personal stories of teachers' practices is a powerful method for 

teacher change. He viewed the method of "storying" provides 

opportunity for self-awareness and personal growth as a 

professional. Ayers states: 

Being aware of oneself as the instrument of one's teaching, 
aware of details and distinctions - aware, that is ... the story 
that makes one's life sensible-allows for thoughtful change and 
growth. ( Ayers, 1992, p. 151) 

A growing number of teacher educators are suggesting that 

they themselves need to conduct inquiry into their own higher 

education teaching practices (Barnes, 1992; Clandinin & Connelly, 

1986, 1988; Miller, 1991; Munby, 1982; O'Loughlin, 1990, 1991; 
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Richardson, 1994; Richardson & Anders, 1990; Short, 1993; 

Thompson, 1994). Hollingsworth (1991) found that her own 

personal inquiry into how she taught reading in her preservice 

teaching classes provided experiences that, "allow[ed]me to stop and 

take stock of cumulative and larger research problems ... [that can] 

lead to understanding and new directions rather than explanation and 

prescription" (p. 3-4). 

Schon (1987) suggested the reflecting and dialoging of ones 

personal inquiry practices will provide insight in how teacher 

research is being used in the classroom. He postulated that most 

educators do not reflect upon how effective their beliefs are but 

reflect upon whether a particular research fits with their beliefs. 

O'Loughlin (1991) concurred with Schon, and believed the 

traditional interpretation of the term "teacher belief" is misleading 

because it only captures the surface of a much deeper ideological 

system. Carr & Kemmis (1983) postulated a teacher's practice 

should not be, "understood as mere behavior, but as strategic action 

undertaken with commitment in response to a present, immediate, 

and problematic action context" (p. 45). 
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Practical Argument 

The development of the practical argument stems from 

Aristotle's concept of practical and theoretical rationality. Green 

(1976) used Aristotle's notion to describe the major purpose of 

teaching. He argued that teaching was an opportunity "to change the 

truth value of the premises of the practical argument in the mind of 

the child" (p. 252). Fenstermacher (1986) advanced Green's work to 

suggest how research findings from a teacher's practical argument 

could be used in teacher change research. Fenstermacher defined a 

practical argument as a series of justified reasonings, regarded as 

"premises" that articulated a teacher's action taken, (or the intention 

to take action), because of a particular way a situation was viewed. 

The premises -- situational, empirical, stipulative and valuative -

represent interrelationships that, when studied separately, indicate 

reasons for the justified action. 

To benefit from the practical argument process, the inclusion 

of an other(s) provides the assistance in uncovering justified actions 

(beliefs) of practice (Richardson & Anders, 1990; Richardson & 

Fenstermacher, 1989). For example, a teaching activity is 

videotaped and then discussed among the teacher and the other(s). 
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The conversational exchange of questioning and answering between 

the participants are meant to elicit a theoretical belief to the 

justification of action used in practice. Fenstermacher postulated that 

because of the dialogue exchange, alternative premises to the 

teaching action may enter into the conversation by either the 

knowledgeable other(s) or the teacher. Further, while the resultant 

exchange process provides insight about teaching for all involved 

participants, the teacher is the final determiner for whatever new 

practices, if any, will replace current instruction. The process of the 

practical argument is not meant to describe the ways in which 

teachers make decisions, but to provide a means of transforming 

teachers' beliefs from being subjectively to objectively reasonable 

(Richardson & Anders, 1990). Using practical argument in their 

staff development reading study, Richardson and Anders observed 

that most teachers expanded on their knowledge base about reading, 

and changed definitions of the reading process and the purposes for 

reading. In a follow-up study, they found that most of the 

participating teachers in the study either continued to practice those 

changes, or had continued to make more changes in their practices 

during reading instruction. 
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Grounded Theory Method 

A particular method used in the present study that analyzed the 

collected research data was Glaser and Strauss's (1967) grounded 

theory approach. Their theory involved combining participant 

observation, with a comparative analysis method that resulted in 

constructing "inductive" theories about the data analysis. Analytic 

induction is a process that develops generalized theoretical 

understandings of a given set of facts by means other than through 

statistical frequency quantifying. 

Glaser and Strauss's (1967) comparative analysis -- constant 

comparative method -- involves four stages: 1) comparing the 

applicable to each conceptual category; 2) integrating the categories 

and their properties; 3) delimiting the emergent theory; and 4) 

writing up the theory (p. 105-113). A major tenet that runs through 

the four stages is the theoretical sensitivity of the researcher. Glaser 

and Strauss recognized that each researcher comes to a grounded 

theory study with varying degrees of sensitivity, which is dependent 

upon previous experiences in research. Accordingly, the degree of 

theoretical sensitivity develops as the researcher becomes more 

proficient in the use of grounded theory. 
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Recently, Strauss and Corbin (1990) arranged the coding 

procedure into three major types -- open coding, axial coding and 

selective coding. The first stage (open coding) in grounded theory 

research require the coding of each piece of data into as many 

analytic/conceptual categories as applicable. The conceptual 

categories that the coded data fall into are derived from questions a 

study is asking, as well as, ideas that emerge from the actual 

participant observation. The coded data in the categories are 

compared with previously coded data in the same and different 

categories. Stage one coding concludes with comparison of the 

coded categories that should lead the researcher to the development 

of theoretical properties (elements) of each category. The second 

stage (axial coding) involves the integration of the conceptual 

categories and the theoretical properties of the categories for 

comparison purposes. As the researcher compares open coded data 

to possible conceptual categories, attention usually begins to shift 

from comparing data to categories, to considerations of how 

category properties compare to categories. Relational comparisons 

of categories are explored for some larger configuration 

possibilities. The third stage (selective coding) begins defining and 
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specifying the emergent theoretical premises. Through coding and 

conceptual comparisons, a basic interpretative framework of the 

theory emerges. The theory is compared to the data, conceptual 

categories are refined and redefined to accommodate empirical 

evidence until the categories demonstrate a theoretical sensitivity to 

the data. The fourth stage requires a written final draft of the 

theory. The body of coded data, analytical descriptions of conceptual 

categories and their properties, the relationships among them are 

described and summarized to answer the study'S questions. 

Summary 

Chapter Two provided an exploration of the scholarly 

literature and related studies that pertain to the present inquiry into 

teaching, reading, learning. It also provided background on the 

methodology employed in this study. The teaching literature 

described the movement in teacher change research, the movement 

among teacher educators, and the impact teacher beliefs, practices, 

and knowledge have on teacher change research. The reading 

research literature described the evolving theories of reading, 

including the connection between language and the reading process. 

The review presented the placement of reading theories along a 
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continuum for clarification purposes. The learning literature 

reviewed contemporary learning theories such as Constructivism 

(Piaget), Sociocultural (Vygotsky) and Socio-interactive 

(constructivism and sociocultural). Related studies provided a 

pragmatic approach to learning development. The qualitative 

research method literature reviewed narrative inquiry, action 

research, practical argument and grounded theory. Chapter Three 

presents the qualitative methodology employed in the present study 

to gather and analyze data that resulted in a grounded theory 

conceptual framework of my pedagogy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INQUIRY METHODS: CONTEXT, DATA SOURCES, 
COLLECTION, AND ANALYSIS 

We use the term "personal practical knowledge" to emphasize 
the teacher's knowing of a classroom. . .. Personal practical 
knowledge is a term designed to capture the idea of experience 
in a way that allows us to talk about [what] is in the person's 
past experience, in the person's present mind and body, and in 
the person's future plans and actions. . .. it is a particular 
way of reconstructing the past and the intentions for the future 
to deal with the exigencies of a present situation. (Connelly & 
Clandinin, 1988, p. 25) 

Teachers' professional frames ... appear to be made up of 
information about teaching, [and] they incorporate an equally 
complex system of values and priorities, along with strategies 
which would enable them to be put into effect. To describe 
the frames as 'teachers' knowledge' is potentially misleading, 
unless 'knowledge' is seen as value-laden and dynamic. 
(Barnes, 1992, p. 16) 

Chapter Three describes how the use of reflective inquiry 

developed a framework that justified my teaching practices to a class 

of preservice teachers. The justification establishes what Connelly 

and Clandinin (1988) refer to as a teacher's personal practical 

knowledge teaching system construct that is "embodied and 

reconstructed out of the narrative of a teacher's [classroom] life" (p. 

490). 
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The discussion moves to the descriptions about the context of 

the study, including the setting, the course, and the students who 

participated in the study. This is followed by a discussion of data 

collection sources and the analytical methods employed to identify 

the congruent relationships between my teaching beliefs, practices, 

and educational theories. The Venn (Table 1) in Chapter One 

represents the results of this analysis. Chapter Three concludes with 

a brief summary of the chapter's analysis. 

Introduction 

Clift, Veal, Johnson, and Holland (1990) defined the term 

reflective inquiry as "a deliberate attempt to collect data 

systematically that can offer insight into professional practice" (p. 

54). Connelly and Clandinin (1987, 1988), and Barnes (1992) argue 

that reflective inquiries about teacher beliefs should be a central 

focus of teacher change research. Richardson (1994) suggested that 

reflective inquiry becomes a practical way for practitioners to 

conduct practical inquiry on their own contexts, practices and 

theories used in classroom instruction, and to conduct formal 

research about the inquiry for the purpose of sharing the results with 

others. She proffered two outcomes from conducting these inquires. 
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The first outcome would provide practitioners with a clearer 

understanding about their day-to-day practice that mayor may not 

lead to changes in practice. The purpose for practical inquiry is not 

for generalizing or publicizing the finding but are meant for 

professional improvement by the inquirer. At a different level of 

analysis, the second outcome, formal research, would provide an 

opportunity to make generalizations about teacher practice that can 

be shared with the broader educational research community. The 

sharing of this information may provide another view about the 

teacher change process by offering 

... ways in which teachers develop knowledge that they use 
in solving the immediate needs of the classroom. This 
understanding may lead to the development and acceptance of 
a different form of research, one that maps on to practitioners' 
methods of acquiring and constructing practical knowledge 
and their goals in improving classroom practice. (Richardson, 
1994, p. 8) 

The formal reporting of the present study's inquiry would 

provide opportunities to explore the possibilities of viable alternate 

research methods and data collection procedures among educational 

researchers who are interested in reflective inquiry. The following 

sections in this chapter explains one possible method. 
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The Use of Narrative Inquiry and Grounded Theory 

The use of narrative discourse was selected as the format for 

reporting the present study. Clandinin and Connelly viewed 

narrative discourse as a descriptive life story, "larger and more 

sweeping than the short stories that compose it" (1988, p. 24). 

Oberg and Artz (1992) posit that reflective inquiry is best described 

through narrative discourse since the, "complex mix of relationships 

and structures that are present in any given educational setting 

[express] an understanding of what it means to be reflective [teacher 

educators] in and about practice" (p. 139). For the present study, the 

use of narrative discourse was used to reflectively discuss the 

complex relationships and structures associated with my teaching a 

reading course to preservice teachers. 

A related method employed for exploration and interpretation 

of the study's collected inquiry data was the use of grounded theory 

methods and techniques (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 

1990). The inclusion of grounded methods and techniques provided 

opportunities to establish concepts, points of teaching references and 

relational congruencies that generated theories and hypotheses for 

later analysis. Combined, the narrative discourse and grounded 
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theory methods led to the construction of a conceptual framework 

about my pedagogical understanding. 

The Context 

The University Setting 

The University of Texas-Pan American CUT-PA) is located in 

Edinburg, a small South Texas Rio Grande Valley community. The 

university is located approximately 12 miles from the United 

StateslMexico border, and is approximately 70 miles from the Gulf 

of Mexico. 

Since 1951, UT-PA has been an accredited four-year, state

supported institution, becoming a member of The University of 

Texas System on September 1, 1989. UT-PA is accredited by the 

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 

At the time of the present study, UT -P A maintained an open 

admissions policy at the undergraduate level. Associate degrees were 

offered in two program areas; baccalaureate degrees were offered in 

48 major areas; master's degrees were awarded in 24 fields and, 

expansion of new bachelor's, master's and doctoral programs were 

under development. All academic programs were housed in one of 
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four academic units, College of Arts and Sciences, School of 

Education, School of Business Administration, and Division of 

Health-Related Professions. 

The majority of student population was (and continues to be) 

Mexican American, with an increasing number of Mexican 

Nationalist students also enrolling at the University. At the time of 

the study, University enrollment exceeded 13,500 students, of which, 

1650 students were enrolled at the School of Education. 

The School of Education Setting 

At the time of the present study, I was one of four professors 

comprising the faculty in the School of Education's Reading 

Program. The Reading Program is housed within the Curriculum 

and Instruction Department - Elementary and Secondary (C & I) 

programs of the School of Education which is located on UT-PA's 

campus. Students admitted to the School of Education undergraduate 

teaching program are required to take two reading courses: READ 

3323: Reading Acquisition (the course from which the data used in 

the present study was collected), and READ 3325: Cognitive 

Development and Reading Comprehension, regardless of the 
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student's interdisciplinary study's minor, or the desired teaching 

grade level (elementary or secondary). 

Each undergraduate student admitted to the reading program 

are required to successfully complete entrance requirements 

established by UT -P A, in general, and by the School of Education, 

specifically. Compliance with general admission requirements of the 

university does not guarantee entrance to the School of Education 

teaching preparation program. Interested students are required to 

formally submit a Baccalaureate In Interdisciplinary Studies Degree 

Plan as part of admission to the School of Education requirements. 

The degree plan is submitted during the semester the student's 

general education course hours totals 60 or more earned credit hours 

(Junior status). Attached to the degree plan is the student's official 

transcript records which include the following: A passing score of 

220 on all three subtest areas--Reading, Mathematics, and Writing-

of the "Texas Academic Skills Program" (TASP, a state mandated 

test); a letter grade of "c" or better in Algebra, English, Science and 

foreign language courses and; an overall GP A status of 2.25 or 

higher for the 60 credit hours earned. The Degree Plan, 

implemented in 1987, met compliance requirements of the Texas 
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Education Code (Section 13.036 to 13.039) and the Standards on 

Teacher Education. 

Following 1987, the State of Texas restructured the 

certification system, eliminating State certification in Elementary and 

Secondary Education with a major in elementary or secondary 

teaching. Graduates could expect to receive a "Texas State Teacher 

Certification," with an academic specialized minor in, one or more, 

of 25 identified teaching fields. Some specialized minors are limited 

to 18 credit hours (such as English, Kinesiology), but all other 

minors are limited to 24 credit hours (such as Bilingual Education, 

Early Childhood, Reading, Special Education). 

All teacher education programs are housed among four 

departments of the School of Education: Curriculum and Instruction

-Elementary and Secondary (C&I), Educational Psychology (EP), 

School Administration and Supervision, and Health and Kinesiology 

(HK). The Curriculum and Instruction (C&I) Department supports 

and funds the Reading Program, the Bilingual Education Program, 

the Early Childhood Education Program, and the Alternative 

Certification Program (an alternative for individuals holding an 
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undergraduate degree in a discipline other than teaching, who wish 

to enter the teaching profession). 
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The Educational Psychology Department supports and funds the 

Special Education Program, the School Psychology Program, the Gifted 

and Talented Program, and the Guidance and Counseling Program. The 

School Administration and Supervision Department supports and funds the 

Educational Administrator Program and the Supervision Program. The 

Health and Kinesiology Department supports and funds the Health 

Program, the Kinesiology Program and, the Athletic Coaching 

Specialization Program. All School of Education programs offer Masters 

of Education Degrees, except Special Education. 

The Course 

The course used in the present study's data collection, READ 

3323.02: Reading Acquisition, was taught twice weekly (Tuesdays and 

Thursdays) during the Fall 1992 semester, and met for one hour and 15 

minutes each morning (9:10 a.m.-l0:25 a.m.). There were 31 scheduled 

class meetings, including final examination. The final exam day was 

treated as a regular class session, with no written examination required. 

The class met in one large classroom at the School of Education. I had 



office hours before and after class (Tuesdays and Thursdays), and was 

always available for the students by appointment. 
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While not mandatory, students were strongly encouraged to take 

READ 3323: Reading Acquisition before READ 3325: Cognitive 

Development and Reading Comprehension. Required reading courses 

could be taken during any semester while the student was enrolled in the 

teacher education program, but were completed prior to the beginning of 

student teaching. Most students took the reading course(s) prior to their 

education method courses, although, at the time of the study, this was not 

mandatory. 

The course framework for READ 3323.02 was developed and 

organized around the students' interests. Mentioned in Chapter One, 

collaborative groups emerged as topical interests in education, in 

general, and reading, in particular, were voiced by the participants 

of the course. The topical groups were: Science (Secondary 

Education), SpellinglPhonics, Math (Secondary Education), Reading 

(All Levels), Special Education, Bilingual Education (Subgroup I), 

Bilingual Education (Subgroup II), Math (Elementary Education), 

and Early Childhood Education (See Appendix D). The purpose of 

collaborative groups was to explore, in depth, the use of reading in a 



variety of subject areas. To facilitate meaningful exploration 

between the groups' area of interest and reading, students were 

expected to research and informally present topics related to reading, 

the reading process, and strategies that supported reading 

comprehension. The group labels were student designed, revealing 

students' areas of interest. Much of the information that was 

gathered and disseminated throughout the semester focused on the 

group's interest. The required textbook, Invitations: Changing as 

teachers and learners K-12, by Regie Routman (1991), helped to 

facilitate the exploration and gathering of initial information. 

The Students of READ 3323.02 

The student composition of the reading course, READ 

3323.02: Reading Acquisition, varied due to the individual 

differences among students' experiences. A student enrolled in the 

teacher education program mayor may not have had any classroom 

teaching experience, other than personal observation when a student. 

For some students, this reading course was the first education course 

taken; for others, it was taken after experiencing several method 

courses. Among still other students, both required reading courses 

were taken concurrently within the same semester. 
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Thirty-five students registered for READ 3323.02: Reading 

Acquisition; four dropped, and thirty-one completed the Fall 1992 

semester. All students were informed of the present dissertation 

study the first day of class (9/1/92). Procedures used to collect 

primary and secondary data from this course were explained, 

including that each class meeting would be videotaped, and students' 

course work would be treated (anonymously) as secondary data. 

Students were informed of their rights in granting written 

permission to use the collected data and were asked to make a 

decision by the next class meeting (9/3/92). Four students elected not 

to participate in the study, and were placed in an alternate reading 

class. The remaining 31 students signed a written release form 

collected at the beginning of the next class meeting (see Appendix 

A). 

Three men and 28 women ranging in age from 20 years to 40 

and over participated in the present study. Seven students minored 

in Elementary Reading; four students minored in Secondary 

Reading; nine students minored in Bilingual Education; one student 

minored in English; one student with minored in Science; four 

students minored in Health and Kinesiology; four students minored 
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in Early Childhood and one student was enrolled in pre-law, hoping 

to bring up his OP A score. Of the 31 students, 18 were juniors and 

13 were seniors. Twenty-eight students were Mexican American, 

and three were Anglos. Twelve students had children living at 

home. (See Table 2 for a demographic summary of the students.) 

The Teacher Educator 

At the time of the present study, I was a 42-year old white 

male teacher educator returning to UT-PA to teach. Prior to my 

return to UT-PA, I engaged in two years of doctoral studies at the 

University of Arizona's Language, Reading, and Culture (LRC) 

program. Before pursuing my doctoral study, I had earned my 

Reading Specialist Master's Degree from UT -PAIs School of 

Education Reading Masters Program. After graduation, I taught 

READ: 3323 for two years, including both summer sessions, as an 

adjunct professor. At the time, I taught the present reading course in 

much the same way I had been "trained" during my masters 

program, which Lortie (1975) refers to as "apprenticeship of 

observation. " 

My formal teacher education training began at the University 

of Houston, Texas (U of H), where I earned a Bachelor of Science 
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Table 2 

Demo~raphic Information for Students Enrolled in READ 3323,02; Readine Acquisition. Fall 1992 

Age Ethnicity Educ. Status 

Sex Total 20-24 25-30 31-40 40+ Anglo Mex-Am. Junior Senior 

Male 3 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 2 

Female 28 12 10 5 1 3 25 17 11 

Elem. Secondary Biling. English Science Health! Early Pre-
RdingRding Ed. Kines. Childhood Law 

Male 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Female 6 4 8 1 1 4 4 0 

.-
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Degree in Elementary Education (1976). At that time, U of HIs 

College of Education teaching curriculum program reflected a skill

driven philosophy. Classes focused on training preservice teachers 

using the direct teaching method: Computerized modules were 

developed to teach some educational courses; other courses were 

taught in small teacher-driven outcome blocks; and all reading 

courses emphasized a skill-based basal program. 

Prior to attending U of HIs teaching program, my formal 

education had been non-conventional. My educational background 

began in Wisconsin and continued there for seven years. Then, 

during the summer of 1963, my family moved to Acapulco, Mexico. 

The decision to move was planned carefully by my parents for 

several years, following our first family vacation to Mexico. At the 

time of the move, I had turned thirteen and was ready to enter 

seventh grade, and had no prior knowledge of their plans. My father 

built homes in Wisconsin, and during the vacation to Mexico, he 

decided Acapulco provided an opportunity to improve upon our 

lives. 

In Acapulco, my parents owned and operated a resort motel. 

During that time, I had little, if any, formal educational instruction. 
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I attempted University of Wisconsin correspondence courses, but met 

with little success. My father, a product of the depression era and a 

World War II veteran, believed my educational needs could be met 

through hard work and day-to-day experiences living at a resort 

motel in a foreign country. It was after my 19th birthday, that my 

family decided I should return to the United States to continue my 

education. 

Re-entering the educational system was difficult; I spent the 

first year taking remedial courses at a community college before I 

was formally accepted into the University of Houston's teaching 

program. After five years of studies, I graduated from the 

University of Houston with a State of Texas teaching certification. 

After graduation, I began my first year teaching at Aldine 

Independent School District (AISD), a suburb of Houston, Texas, 

where I had previously completed my student teaching spring 

semester internship. I taught at AISD for two years, followed by 

one year at Houston Independent School District (HISD). 

During my formal studies at U of H, my parents sold the 

resort motel in Acapulco and relocated to McAllen, Texas, a resort 

city in the South Texas Rio Grande Valley. During the year I taught 
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at HISD, my father became ill. To be closer to my parents, I 

relocated to McAllen and, for the next four years, taught in two 

surrounding districts. Both locations were within minutes of the 

United StateslMexico border. At the first district, La Joya 

Independent School District, I taught a fifth grade Bilingual class for 

one year; at the second district, Hidalgo Independent School District, 

I taught an eighth grade "English as a Second Language" (ESL) 

reading class for two years. 

Between the time I taught in La Joya ISD and Hidalgo lSD, I 

took a one year hiatus from teaching to earn my Reading Specialist 

masters degree. My father had died, and I needed time to adjust to 

that change in my life. I also wanted to make a change within my 

teaching career. After enrolling and earning a masters degree, I 

taught undergraduate reading classes at UT-PA as an adjunct 

professor in the evenings, while I continued teaching eighth grade 

reading during the day at Hidalgo ISD. 

My academic experiences as a reading specialist student did not 

always support my classroom teaching experiences. It is at this time 

that I became increasingly concerned about the lack of consonance 

between my teaching beliefs and instructional practices. The more 
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carefully I explored my teaching, the more aware I became of the 

realization that I lacked insight about what it meant to be an effective 

teacher. I wanted a better understanding of what administrators 

meant by "Research says . .. ." I wanted to unravel the mystery of 

that statement that always seemed to keep me on the peripheral of 

comprehension. 

I began disagreeing with those in the educational community 

who advocated that teachers should be, or can be "trained" by 

professional "expert trainers," to alleviate classroom problems. I 

enrolled in the University of Arizona's LRC doctoral program 

seeking other methods to make sense of my teaching. As I began my 

studies, I quickly gained a respect for the phrase "like a cork 

bobbing aimlessly around in the ocean," and realized just how little I 

understood about my profession, and how ill-prepared my 

untraditional background had left me. 

Description of Data Sources, Collection, and Initial Analysis 

The present study's data collection came from 31 (38.5 hours) 

videotaped class meetings, from students' course work, and from 

other course artifacts related to READ 3323.02. Extracted from the 

data corpus, were seven chronologically-ordered videotaped classes 
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that served as the primary data source. Student reflective journals, 

course syllabus, class notes, handouts, and other class-related 

artifacts served as secondary data sources. The secondary data 

sources were used for triangulation validity during analysis of the 

primary congruent patterns (Eisner, 1991). Both, primary and 

secondary data sources served as resources for the reconstruction of 

my personal practical knowledge teaching framework (Barnes, 1992; 

Connelly & Clandinin, 1988; Nespor, 1987; Schon, 1983). The 

conceptually constructed framework supplied the data for the three 

central inquiries of this study: 

* The beliefs I hold regarding teaching, reading and learning 

processes; 

* The teaching practices I employ; and 

* The congruent patterns between my teaching beliefs, 

instructional practices and educational theory. 

Following, is an in-depth discussion of the resulting data 

collection and analysis of the three inquiries. The discussion begins 

with an explanation of the primary and secondary data sources. 

Included in the discussion is the purpose for inclusion of secondary 

data sources. Next, the discussion continues with a description of the 
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initial primary data collection sort into manageable belief and 

practice units. The initial analysis is followed by a more in-depth 

analysis of the data that includes defining a unit of analysis, as well 

as, the analytic sorting of the belief and practice data. 

Primary Data Source 

The primary data source came from seven selected 

chronological videotaped READ 3323.02: Reading Acquisition class 

dates -- 9/10/92, 10/8/92, 10/13/92, 10/15/92, 11/3/92, 11/5/92, and 

12/14/92. The dates spanned the beginning, middle, and end of the 

Fall 1992 semester course. Primary data source were defined as data 

originated directly from my teaching of the course, and served as 

practical inquiry data (Richardson, 1994) to recover and identify my 

teaching beliefs and instructional practice relationships. 

Originally, I intended to include, as a primary data source, 

entries taken from my personal reflective journal during the Fall 

1992 semester course. However, certain personally disabling beliefs 

about my writing prevented me from continuing the reflective 

journal entries. 

I had never viewed myself as a skilled writer. I rarely wrote 

for pleasure, and had little understanding about the nature of the 
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"writing process" other than writing was something we, as teachers, 

were required to teach. Based on my educational training 

background, I viewed the whole concept of writing as a means to 

evaluate one's ability to master form over function of the English 

language. I interpreted my disabling view to mean that "real" 

writing was done by intellectually gifted individuals. I reasoned only 

good writers and experienced researchers would have the skill to 

reflectively write in a personal journal. To protect myself from 

painful reminders about my writing ability, I had convinced myself 

that I could not express my thoughts in writing and, therefore, a 

journal would be of little value for this study. The paradox of my 

disabling belief about writing is that, to share the present study with 

others, it had to be written and published. 

Secondary Data Source 

Data collected from other sources were considered secondary 

sources. The secondary source, used for triangulation purposes, 

were supportive of and informative to the primary data. 

Triangulation was used in this study as an attempt to verify validity 

of the comparison patterns by seeking confirmation from more than 

one source and by searching the data carefully for information that 
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would disconfirm the patterns (Vierra & Pollock, 1992). The 

triangulation data were found among artifacts of students journals, 

essay questions, and segments of the class syllabus and class outline 

notes. These data artifacts were woven into the case narratives 

whenever necessary to provide additional clarity about the overall 

classroom practice of each strategy. Kirk and Miller (1986) 

referred to triangulation as a method that provided similarity of 

observations within a given time period. Lancy (1993) postulated 

that reinforcing observations with other semi-independent sources 

provided an effective defense against "gaps [in analysis] that would 

appear if we relied on only one source" (p. 20). Eisner (1992) 

suggested using mUltiple "structural corroboration," his reference to 

triangulation, as evidentiary credibility. Strauss and Corbin (1990) 

referred to triangulation as a "transactional system," a method for 

examining interactive events. Pitman and Maxwell (1992) postulated 

a qualitative data collection system include five major components, 

of which one was triangulation: 

Fifth, evaluators must have multiple sources of evidence 
regarding any claim of regularity, discrepancy, or other 
pattern constellation. Sometimes referred to as triangUlation, 
this layering of data across time, informants, events, 
documents, and so on is an essential validation technique for 
conclusions and recommendations. (p.763) 
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For the present study, secondary sources and their related data 

were employed during the review of congruent, ambiguous and 

incongruent relationships in Chapter's Four, Five and Six. These 

data served to identify and provide examples of the primary data's 

teaching, reading and learning domain inquiries and the relational 

categories. Secondary data collection is listed below and includes: 

1. Course syllabus (Appendix B); 

2. Class handouts (see Appendix C for an example); 

3. My personal planning notes from the course (see Appendix 

D for an example); 

4. Students' reflection journals (see Appendix E for example) 

and; 

5. Midterm and final essay requirements (Appendix F). 

Initial Primary Data Collection 

Two methods were used to collect the primary data. First, to 

collect data about my teaching beliefs, I employed the practical 

argument process to recover and record my teaching beliefs 

(Fenstermacher, 1979, 1986, 1994). Based on Green's interpretive 

use of Aristotle's dialogic statements for student teachers, 
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Fenstermacher, and others further developed the dialogue process 

for use within teacher change (Anders & Richardson, 1994; Green, 

1976; Fenstermacher, 1979, 1986, 1994; Richardson & Anders, 

1990; Richardson & Fenstermacher, 1989; Richardson & Hamilton, 

1994). 

Fenstermacher's refined dialogical interaction, referred to as a 

practical argument, came from one of Aristotle's three dialogue 

conditions. Defined, a practical argument is a teacher's justified 

dialogue about actions played out during instructional practice. Each 

practical argument is bounded by four types of belief premises -

valuative, situational, empirical, and stipulative -- that are used to 

justify the instructional action or the intention of an instructional 

teaching action. 

For the present study, the practical argument process included 

setting up a dialogue partnership between "knowledgeable others" 

(two professors from The University of Arizona) and myself, while 

viewing a tape of my teaching the course being studied. Using the 

videotaped class date 9/10/92 as a dialogic "stepping stone," a 

conversation focused on the various teaching actions observed on the 

tape. The practical argument dialogue was audiotaped, and later 
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transcribed into hard copy. The ensuing data reveal a rich source of 

information that covered a broad range of beliefs about teaching, 

reading and learning. 
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The second method, an adaptation of classroom anecdotal record 

keeping, was employed to establish a hard copy of my instructional 

practices (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; Routman, 1991). In a 

holistic classroom, anecdotal records provide an alternative documented 

source for assessing and evaluating individual learners. They are written 

observations of learners that describe attitudes, learning styles, strengths 

and weaknesses in skills and strategies used, and other significant events 

encountered during the time of observation. For the present study, the 

adapted anecdotal records were defined as written informal observational 

transcriptions from video taped class meetings that described my language 

and social interactions with students during classroom instruction. These 

anecdotal records represented the practice data that were collected from six 

of the seven videotaped classroom meeting dates -- 10/8/92, 10/13/92, 

10/15/92, 11/3/92, 11/5/92, and 12/14/92 (all but 9/10/92 videotaped class 

which was used for the practical argument) were chosen to review and 

record visible teaching practices. 



Collecting and Initial Sorting of Secondary Data 

The secondary data collection served as an important source of 

information to confirm what had occurred in READ 3323.02. 

Course planning, students' interpretation of classroom activities, and 

evaluation procedures impacted how I taught the course. Data 

collected from these sources were considered secondary source data 

because, while they were used to support and inform the analysis for 

the primary sources, they were not the initial source for the study's 

analysis. Descriptions of coding, sorting, and categorizing 

procedures of each secondary source are discussed below. 

Course Syllabus and Planning Notes 

The course syllabus and planning notes represented the 

course's organizational structure for the semester (see Appendices B, 

C and D). Coding of the course syllabus fell into generalized 

interpreted statements that were placed on 5x8 index cards. These 

statements were observational in nature, reflecting support of the 

teaching, reading, and learning inquiry domains. 

The syllabus provided evidence of the course focus, 

description, requirements and class dates for the semester. Little 

preplanning for each class date was evident, since the majority of the 
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dates were blank at the time the syllabus was handed out to the 

students. For example, the majority of the syllabus was blank at the 

onset of the semester for the purpose of allowing a collaborative 

learner-centeredness to instructional practice. As students' interests 

became part of the course curriculum through the semester, activities 

that reflected those interests were penciled-in. 

Included in the syllabus was a general non-descriptive grading 

procedure for the students work in the course. Missing from the 

syllabus was the written requirement to maintain a portfolio that 

included student's class work. The exclusion was interesting since 

this particular assessment method was used to help evaluate a 

student's final grade and was often referred to in classroom 

discussions. 

The planning notes for each class meeting provided evidence 

of the particular teaching structure employed throughout the 

semester. Initially, the planning notes for each class meeting were 

lengthy, providing informational material and activities that 

promoted discussions about student interests. As the semester 

progressed, the planning notes became less frequent. Students' 

interests began to reshape the course curriculum, and I saw my role 
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develop into a facilitator of that curriculum. Observational 

statements about these planning notes were placed on 5x8 index 

cards, coded, sorted and used to support the primary data. 

Students' Reflection Journals 

Students were asked to write twice-weekly in their journals. 

The journals focused on personal reflections about each class 

meeting, and served as evidence of the way in which my beliefs and 

practices were viewed by the students (see Appendix E). The 

journals also documented how the class topics were presented and 

explored. Students' comments provided a topographic description of 

their learning process, from initial confusion early in the semester, 

to a gradual understanding of differences between theory and 

practice. The entries provided opportunities to interact with my 

students on an individual basis concerning their interpretation views 

of the information presented in class. 

To place this body of data into manageable units, students' 

reflective journal dates were matched to the videotaped class dates 

and were extracted for coding. Significant statements about 

teaching, reading, and learning were coded and placed on 5x8 index 

cards. These cards were sorted among the three established inquiry 
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domains -- teaching, reading and learning -- found in the primary 

data sort. 

Essays 

Initially, class examinations were designed around four take

home essays and one final take-home essay. But, due to changing 

class dynamics, the number of class essays were reduced to three 

take-home essays, including the final (see Appendix F). While the 

format of each essay was predetermined, the context or content of 

each question was not developed until after the course began. Each 

essay was developed to build on the body of knowledge established 

through class discussions, lectures and student presentations. The 

essays were coded to reveal the quality each essay question provided, 

such as, whether the question required an open or closed answer 

(knowledge restating), whether the question represented traditional 

transmission of information (knowledge assimilation), and if the 

question afforded opportunities to construct new meaning from 

material presented in class (knowledge integration). 
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Data Analysis 

Following the initial coding and sorting of the collected data, I 

began an in-depth analysis of the language captured in the practical 

argument (belief data), as well as from the anecdotal records 

(practice data). Strauss and Corbin (1991) stress this analytical 

method enhances theoretical sensitivity toward the data. They 

postulated that to discover theory in data, we need to 

... challenge our assumptions, delve beneath our experience, 
and look beyond the literature if we are to uncover phenomena 
and arrive at new theoretical formulations. (Strauss & Corbin, 
1991, p. 76) 

To that end, a theoretically sensitive framework emerged from 

the analysis that questioned my pedagogical understandings, as well 

as the congruent patterns supported within the understandings. The 

explanatory framework of my personal practical knowledge teaching 

system (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988) organized the data around 

three relational Episodic Frames. 

The following is an in-depth description of the belief and 

practice data analysis that developed the explanatory framework in 

which all subsequent data analysis were compared. First, definitions 

of personal practical knowledge teaching system, including Episodic 
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Frame, and cases are addressed. Then an in-depth discussion about 

the sorting and analyzing of the data is presented. 

A Personal Practical Knowledge Teaching System Defined 

The analysis of the belief and practice data utilized a 

transactional system (Strauss & Corbin, 1991) that provided 

biographical evidence of my personal practical knowledge teaching 

system (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). Strauss and Corbin state: 

We like to think of grounded theory as a transactional 
system, a method of analysis that allows one to examine the 
interactive nature of events. Of all the paradigm features, 
action and/or interaction lie at the heart of grounded theory. 
(p. 159, italics in the original) 

The methods employed in the present study provided one 

opportunity to summarize and integrate relationships between my 

teaching beliefs and instructional practices into a conceptual 

paradigm framework. Defined, a personal practical knowledge 

teaching system, is a transactional system that represents the 

conditional and consequential paths linking my beliefs, practices and 

current educational teaching, reading and learning theories. 
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Unit of Analysis Defined: The Episodic Frame 

Schon (1983) suggested that to achieve change, teachers need 

to reflect critically upon what they do and be circumspect to the 

results of their choices. Barnes (1992) hypothesized achieving a 

reflected understanding of classroom practices, the teacher needed to 

uncover existing professional cognitive frames that support his or 

her practices. Nespor (1987) concurred, and further suggested that 

these cognitive frames are episodes that hold the conceptual teaching 

tools that are employed when a teacher actively responds to 

particular events during instructional practice. Nespor claimed that 

a teacher's cognitive frames are dependent on the affective, episodic, 

and emotional nature of beliefs, which he referred to as signature 

feelings. He suggested individuals use signature feelings (beliefs) as 

strategic thoughts that select specific cognitive tools to be utilized in 

solving teaching dilemmas. The selected cognitive tools are then 

repeated when the signature feelings (beliefs) again recall particular 

strategic thoughts during similar classroom teaching events. Kagan 

(1992) supported Nespor's claims, and postulated, "the more one 

reads studies of teacher beliefs, the more strongly one suspects that 
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this piebald of personal knowledge lies at the very heart of teaching" 

(p. 85). 

The importance of this body of professional research for the 

present study suggested that to explore my beliefs, practices and 

educational theories about teaching, reading and learning, I needed to 

separate the primary data into a series of teaching frames. 

Exploring the data by frames would provide one possible 

interpretation about my belief and practice relationships. Therefore, 

to examine the concentric movement between and among the data, a 

unit of analysis, termed Episodic Frame was established. I theorized 

that to facilitate articulation of my own practice, a comparison of 

similarities and contradictions between and among my belief and 

instructional practice data, was required. The comparison served to 

construct a conceptual framework relationship among my personal 

practical knowledge teaching system. Further, I reasoned that an 

awareness of this conceptual framework might encourage changes 

toward better practice. 

Episodic Frames Defined 

The episodic frames were designed from three sources: 

Nespor's (1987) contention that beliefs and practices reside in 
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episodic memory constructs; Barnes (1992) concept of frame as a 

clustered set of standard expectations that teachers perceive from and 

execute in their professional tasks; and a transactive 

ConstructivistlVygotskian belief system and related practices about 

the teaching and learning of reading (Harste, 1985; Magoon, 1977; 

Osborne & Wittrock, 1983; Piaget, 1978; Russell, 1980; Tudge & 

Rogoff, 1989; Vygotsky, 1978). Defined, each Episodic Frame 

represents cases of congruent pattern relationships between my 

beliefs, practices and current theories. The three patterns are: 1) an 

Episodic Frame which contains cases of congruent relationships that 

hold complete agreement between and among my beliefs, practices 

and theories; 2) an Episodic Frame which contains cases of 

ambiguous relationships that hold some agreement between and 

among my beliefs, practices and theories; and 3) an Episodic Frame 

which contains cases of incongruent relationships that hold no 

agreement between and among my beliefs, practices and theories. 

Each case contains data supporting conceptual teaching, reading and 

learning beliefs; conceptual teaching, reading and learning theories; 

and actions of teaching, reading and learning practices. 
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The congruent cases were used to separate and sort the 

collected data. These evolved case patterns represented particular 

teaching actions during classroom instruction that, in tum reflected 

beliefs, practices and theories relationships that were used to identify 

a case pattern. Following, is an in-depth description of how data 

were analysis which resulted in the creation of the three Episodic 

Frames. 

The Primary Data Sorted: From Inquiry Domains to Cases 

The initial sorting of the primary data began with numerous 

rereadings of the practical argument transcription. The practical 

argument was used to discover my beliefs about teaching. I made 

initial comparisons, hypothesized, articulated questions about 

identified belief statements, coded and sorted the data among three 

inquiry domains: teaching, reading and learning. The domains 

represented the study's three areas of inquiry about my classroom 

instruction. 

I then continued with the second part of the primary data 

collection -- sorting the anecdotal records of the videotaped class 

dates. The dates, 10/8/92, 10/13/92, 10/15/92, 11/3/92, 11/5/92, and 

12/14/92, respectively, were chosen to recover visible 
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representations of my instructional practice. While all 31 videotaped 

classes were reviewed, I chose the six class dates (plus the class date 

9/10/92 used in the practical argument) because of the rich source of 

classroom instruction methods these particular videos revealed. The 

remaining class dates (24) were not used during data analysis because 

they either represented the same classroom instruction methods as 

those in the above dates and therefore were redundant, or the 

majority of videotaped class time was devoted to student 

presentations. 

Having established a modified method of anecdotal record 

keeping to anchor instructional practice, I coded and sorted the 

practice data among the same three inquiry domains already 

established. Each of the three inquiry domains contained two sets of 

data - belief data and practice data. While the practical argument 

data served to uncover beliefs, the anecdotal records served to 

recover my instructional practices. The following sections first 

describe the analytic sort of belief data among the three inquiry 

domains, and then the analytic sort of practice data among the same 

three domains. 
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Analytic Sort of Belief Data 

Pajares (1992) reminded us that more than ten years ago, 

Fenstermacher (1979) predicted when "specific belief constructs are 

properly assessed and investigated, beliefs can be the single most 

important construct in educational research" (p. 329). To investigate 

my teaching, reading and learning beliefs, I selected the 9/1 0/92 class 

meeting to initiate a practical argument as a means to recover my 

philosophical teaching beliefs. The practical argument was schedule 

the semester following the completion of data collection. All 

dialogue during the practical argument was audiotaped and later 

transcribed. 

Since a practical argument relies on a dialogue with 

knowledgeable Other(s) (Richardson & Fenstermacher, 1992), I 

invited two knowledgeable Other(s), Dr. Patricia Anders 

(dissertation chairperson) and Dr. Virginia Richardson (dissertation 

committee member), to collaboratively participate in the practical 

argument. The purpose for choosing dialogue partners was not to 

single out errors in my teaching, but to collaboratively recover 

theoretical beliefs that justified instructional actions. This was done 

by exploring connections between current teacher research, my 
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observed instructional practice, and my justified interpretations 

given during the dialogue. 

Two weeks before the scheduled practical argument, I mailed 

both participants (Drs. Anders and Richardson) videotaped copies of 

class date 9110/92 because of the rich dialogue it contained about my 

beliefs and practices about teaching, reading, and learning. For 

instance, class date 9110/92 was early in the semester. I have found 

from my past teaching experiences that I often describe in the 

beginning of each semester my philosophical grounding and my 

expectations to the class. I usually describe a sense of what the 

semester will entail as I review the class syllabus with the students. 

The early video tape captured classroom dialogue reflecting my 

understandings of these expections. Video 911 0/92 provided early 

examples of classroom organization and management instructional 

practices. The video tape captured groups of students presenting 

their first assignment, which included articles about particular 

individuals and topics involved in reading research. The assignment 

represented my instructional and reading process beliefs that were 

discussed during the practical argument. 
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The following describes this discussion, including the coding 

and sorting of the practical argument that revealed beliefs about 

teaching, reading, and learning. 

Separating Practical Argument into Belief Sets 

The recovery of my beliefs began with the reading of 

transcribed practical argument dialogue (see Appendix G for an 

example of the transcribed dialogue). The 82-page transcript was 

read several times to establish a general sense and tone of the 

dialogue. Particular attention to the language used in my responses 

to questions were highlighted. Such value-laden language, as " ... I 

feel very compelled", " ... I was hoping to give students the 

opportunity to see the value in pleasure reading", " ... Right, I 

believe that it is important," were particularly noteworthy for 

indicating specific beliefs that reveal my understanding of teaching, 

reading and learning. 

Reviewing Barnes (1992), Nespor's (1987), and Richardson 

and Fenstermacher's (1992) discussions about teacher beliefs, I 

reasoned that the conceptually laden belief statements were generated 

in response to some related action taken during my instructional 

practice. After several readings, general demarcation patterns 
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emerged into specific boundaries points that separated the practical 

argument dialogue data into belief sets. The boundaries were 

representative of those used in defining a teacher's practical 

argument. For example, the dialogue usually included a description 

of the particular event (situational premise), the reason for the event 

(stipulative premise) in which the action occurred; a description that 

indicated my theoretical interpretations of the event (empirical 

premise) that prompted the action and; a description of what possible 

consequences might be expected (valuative premise). Table 3 

illustrates the results from the sort. 

After the boundaries were determined, each bounded belief set 

was then cut from the rest of the practical argument data corpus and 

transferred to 8-1/2 xlI sheet of paper. The separation established 

an initial cut of 43 defined belief sets. In addition to the 43 belief 

sets, a number of other partial sets were cut from the transcribed 

data. Lacking defined boundary points, these partial belief sets were 

classified as "miscellaneous," and held to determine whether they 

did, in fact, contain additional or supporting conceptual information, 

in spite of the lack of clear boundaries. This entire sort process was 

done in preparation for a second sort. 
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Table 3 

R~:ml~ Qf Anal~Q SQIl; fQr B~li~f~ frQrn PracnQal Arlrurn~nl* 

Belief Frequency .. Example 

1. Applied 22 "I want them to get a broader 
Research view of ... literacy and 

language. That's why I 
selected different individuals 
for the students to research." 

2. Assessment! 22 "The student may not always 
Evaluation be using the language and 

strategies effectively, but that 
is where feedback and 
dialogue cones in." 

3. Classroom 15 "In fact, the entire semester is 
Organization one of grouping the students 

into their areas of interest and 
then having them present bits 
and pieces of either a theory 
or a method." 

4. Classroom 
Dialogue 21 " ... And then it was .always 

from that point of view that 
whatever they discussed ... 
they would see the value and 
power in these discussions." 

5. Collaborative 13 "Well, its for that reason, that 
Grouping issue, that I place the students 

into groups based on their 
area of interest in education." 

(Table continues) 
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Belief Frequency Example 

6. Literacy 
Tools 21 II What I am trying to say is 

that when we are looking at 
reading levels we are going 
to put a person who is in third 
grade on a third grade book, 
regardless of whether that 
individual can read. II 

7. Making 
Connections 48 II ... There's a core to that 

text that needs to be 
understood. ram wondering 
... what information and 
theories the author is tIying to 
get across to the reader. II 

8. Modeling 25 "I read for the first three or 
four class periods to introduce 
and model the ideas. of reading 
aloud and shared reading. 
Afterwards, I asked if any 
students would like to 
volunteer to read to the class." 

9. Question- 18 "A way that I analyze a 
Probing discussion is by saying, 

'O.K. Lets see how where 
the discussion has brought 
US'." 

10. Read-Aloud 10 "Each student expressed [in 
their journals] that they 
enjoyed being read to." 

11. Student 
Presentations 15 " ... That's the very reason 

why I did not want the 
students' presentations to talk 
to us as though we were role 
playing children. II 

12. Teacher-Informing 19 " ... That you don't have. to 
only transmit knowledge to 
begin a critical understanding 
of an event or an idea ... II 

* Belief data have been edited for coherence 



For the second sorting, a colleague, independent of this study, 

was asked to code a copy of the practical argument transcription into 

bounded belief sets. The purpose of the second coding was to 

establish confidence in the sorting procedure. A match between both 

belief sets was determined when each belief revealed a particular 

teaching action; a particular topical event; a reason for the action for 

the topical event; the theoretical interpretations of the event and; the 

possible consequences for the event. 
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The second coder and I agreed on 39 bounded belief relationships. 

Four of the 43 belief sets from the first sorting were discarded due to the 

lack of one or more of the three matching determiners, and agreement was 

also reached that the miscellaneous frames sorted earlier lacked additional 

or supporting information. 

Having established a set of bounded beliefs, I sorted the data into 

topics related to teaching, reading and learning. Following, 

definitions of the three inquiry domains and their demarcation points 

are explained. 
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Belief Data Sets Coded Among the Three Inquiry Domains: Teaching, 

Reading and Learning 

To review, the initial data analysis began by reviewing both 

sets of collected data (belief and practice data) for general topical 

dialogue. For example, reviewing the belief data first, I searched 

highlighted the 82 page transcribed practical argument for value

laden language belief descriptors. I coded and separated these belief 

descriptions among three general inquiry domains -- teaching, 

reading and learning. Sometimes each coded belief descriptor set 

were a page in length; sometimes they were several pages in length. 

The purpose for the inquiry domains and the data contained in 

each were to separate the collected data corpus into manageable 

relational units about teaching, reading and learning beliefs, practices 

and educational theories. At this point in analysis, each domain 

contained only the sorted belief data sets. Following are the 

definitions of each inquiry domains. 

Teaching Inquiry Domain Defined 

For the present study, the teaching inquiry domain was defined 

as a set of beliefs, knowledge and experiences that motivated 

particular teaching practices in the classroom. Motivation was 



defined as a result of an action toward a classroom phenomena, or an 

intended classroom phenomena. The teaching domain was bounded 

by practices that supported application of teaching and teacher 

research theories, application of classroom organization techniques, 

application of specific teaching strategies, and application of teaching 

assessment and evaluation techniques. 

Reading Inquiry Domain Defined 
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For the present study, the reading inquiry domain was defined as a 

set of beliefs, knowledge and experiences that motivated particular reading 

practices in a classroom. Motivation was defined as a result of an action 

toward a classroom phenomena, or an intended classroom phenomena. The 

reading domain was bounded by practices that supported: application of 

reading research theories; application of teacher-informed reading research 

theories; application of reading scaffolding techniques; application of 

specific reading mediation strategies, and application of reading assessment 

and evaluation techniques. 

Learning Inquiry Domain Defined 

For the present study, the learning inquiry domain was defined as a 

set of beliefs, knowledge and experiences that motivated particular learning 
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enhancement practices in a classroom. Motivation was defined as a result 

of an action toward a classroom phenomena, or an intended classroom 

phenomena. The learning domain was bounded by practices that 

supported: learning research theories; teacher-informed learning research 

theories; application of learning scaffold techniques; application of specific 

learning mediation strategies, and application of learning assessment and 

evaluation techniques. 

Constant comparison between and among the three inquiry 

domains' belief data revealed three general categories that 

represented methods and techniques relating to teaching, reading and 

learning. Specific belief sets supporting specific methods and 

techniques were sorted among the three categories. Following is a 

discussion describing the sorting of these data. 

Inquiry Domains' Belief Data Sorted Among Three Categories: Practical 

Application. Mediation and Organization Structure 

Strauss and Corbin (1991) state: 

Therefore, conceptualizing our data becomes the first step 
in analysis. By breaking down and conceptualizing we mean 
taking apart an observation, a sentence, a paragraph, and 
giving each discrete incident, idea, or event, a name, 
something that stands for or represents a phenomenon. (p. 63) 



Vierra and Pollock (1992) concur and add: 

[In qualitative research] Categories can be characteristics of 
the setting or informants, types of activities, kinds of 
participants, attitudes, or anything else that seems to 
characterize a set of similar topics. As with topics, categories 
can emerge from the data, or researchers can have a set of 
predetermined categories that they search for examples of in 
the data. (p. 256) 

Review of the belief data sort among the three inquiry 

domains revealed specific discrete conceptual topic phenomena. The 

topics that emerged from this sort addressed specific teaching 

activities that supported each domain's focus of inquiry. These 

teaching activities were specific methods and techniques that 

supported my practice justifications of a particular domain's inquiry. 

For example, belief data sOlted in the teaching inquiry domain 

represented specific beliefs of what practice methods and techniques 

would support my understanding about the teaching process. Review 

of the other two domains' data revealed similar results. 

Constant comparison revealed three general activity categories 

between and among these discrete sets of belief data -- practical 

application, mediation, and organization structure. Review of the 

data within these categories identified twelve overarching practices 

supporting the belief data sets. Table 4 represents the results of the 
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data sort among the three inquiry domains as well as the analytic sort 

of the belief data into categories. Following Table 4 are the 

definitions for each category and their related activity methods and 

techniques. 

Practical Application Category Define 
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The practical application category was defined as containing beliefs 

and practices data about methods and techniques that supported hands-on 

teaching applications. The category supported six practices -- applied 

research, assessment and evaluation, classroom dialogue, literacy tools, and 

reading aloud. 

Mediation Category Defined 

Mediation category was defined as containing beliefs and practices 

about methods and techniques that promoted opportunities to link prior 

knowledge and experiences with new knowledge and new experiences. The 

category supported five practices -- making connections, modeling, 

question probing, student presentation, and teacher-informing. 
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Table 4 

Results of Analytic Sort for Teaching, Reading and Learning Inquiry Domains and Related 
Practice Categories 

Inquiry Domain Category Practice 

1. Teaching Practical Applic. Applied Research 
Assess.lEvaluate 
Class Dialogue 
Collab. Grouping 
Literacy Tools 
Reading Aloud 

Mediation Make Connects 
Modeling 
Question Probing 
Ss. Presentations 
Teacher-Informed 

Organization Struct. Classroom Organiz. 

2:- =Readill-g=== =- ... "'f"'-
Practical Apphc. AppIiecrResearch = 

Assess.lEvaluate 
Class Dialogue 
Collab. Grouping 
Literacy Tools 
Reading Aloud 

Mediation Make Connects 
Modeling 
Question Probing 
Ss. Presentations 
Teacher-Informed 

Organization Struct. ClassroomOrganiz 

3. ... "'==="""'''1 Learnmg --- ~ --~ =---~~--Practical Apphc. 
........ 0;; ... = ...... "' .... 
Apphed Research 
Assess.lEvaluate 
Class Dialogue 
Collab. Grouping 
Literacy Tools 
Reading Aloud 

Mediation Make Connects 
Modeling 
Question Probing 
Ss. Presentations 
Teacher-Informed 

Organization Struct. Classroom Organiz. 
== __ 1::1 __ 1;11 - .:; 

.. 
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Organization Structure Category Defined 

The organization structure category was defined as containing beliefs 

and practices about methods and techniques that promoted opportunities to 

organize and manage classroom discussions and student presentations. The 

category supported one practice -- organization structure. 

Analytic Sort of Practice Data 

Class dates 10/8/92, 10/13/92, 10/15/92, 11/3/92, 11/5/92, and 

12/14/92, respectively, were chosen to recover visual representations 

of my instructional practices. The videotaped class meetings were 

reviewed a number of times to establish a degree of confidence with 

the sorting, coding, and categorizing of the instructional practice 

data corpus into meaningful sets for analysis. Similar to the belief 

data sort, the practice data were first identified, highlighted and 

separated from the corpus data, and recorded onto 4x6 index cards. 

These index cards represented the practice sets bounded by the 

same practical argument premises used as boundary points to 

establish the belief data sets. Next, the data sets were separated 

among the three inquiry domains -- teaching, reading and learning -

and then among the three activity categories -- practical application, 

mediation and organization structure. The following sections present 



in-depth discussions that describe the identifying, separating and 

sorting of the practice data among the inquiry domains and 

categories. 

Separating Practice Data into Practice Sets 

To anchor the practice data, I constructed a modified version 

of "kidwatching" anecdotal recordings around each video tape, 

similar in scope and design to those used in a regular classroom (Y. 

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; Routman, 1991). The modified 

anecdotal records were handwritten on pads of standard size 

notebook paper. These scribed notes recorded the classroom 

environment on each tape, along with the classroom dialogue. 

Teacher dialogue (my own) were copiously transcribed, while the 

students' dialogues were kept to a minimum. Several viewings of 

each tape was necessary to establish a clearly-written interpretation 

of the observed instructional practices (see Appendix H for an 

example). 

Initially, the anecdotal records began by transcribing 

classroom events and language observed on each video. Several 

viewings were required to construct an accurate and detailed account 

of the classroom events and language used. The data included 
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references to classroom organization, teaching strategies, teacher 

responses to student questions, teacher-led questions, and other 

pedagogical content-related statements. Reviewing the compiled 

anecdotal recording data, theoretically sensitive notations, identified 

in brackets, were made along the margins and on the back of each 

handwritten page. These inductive notations included assumptions, 

questions, initial concept classifications and possible categories. 
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Having established an anchor for the instructional practice data, I 

next highlighted value-laden statements expressed in my classroom 

teaching. To establish a degree of consistency between and among the 

methods employed to identify belief and practice bounded sets, I employed 

the same practical argument construct premises used to delineated the belief 

data into sets. After identifying boundary points and coding the practice 

data into sets of practice, I reviewed and separated each set from the larger 

practice corpus onto 4x6 index cards. This sort revealed 34 practice data 

sets. The sets on these cards contained particular language that provided 

insight into how I thought about and practiced this data. Included on these 

cards were initial impressions of what methods and techniques these sets 

supported. The remainder of the corpus data contained partially completed 

sets and were set aside from the selected 34 practice sets. However, when a 
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colleague, independent of the study, was asked to sort the practice data in a 

similar manner as had previously been achieved for the belief data sort, 

mutual agreement revealed only 26 practice sets. Since teaching actions 

served as one reference point to establish a set, it was determined that some 

of the 34 sets were parts of the same teaching action. Therefore, five of 

the initially sorted sets were combined, while three sets were lacking 

clearly defined boundary points and were discarded. Table 5 illustrated 

practice frequency and examples. 

Practice Data Sets Coded Among the Three Inquiry Domains: Teaching, 

Reading, and Learning 

After identifying boundary points and coding the practice set 

data, I separated and sorted the data among the three inquiry 

domains -- teaching, reading, and learning established earlier by the 

belief set data. The data was again reviewed for correlation 

purposes among the three domains. Since the purpose for the 

practice sets data were to compare corralational relationships 

between the belief sets data, I used the same boundaries to separate 

the data among the three inquiry domains previously established with 

the belief data. Again, I reviewed the data for particular language 

characteristics that provided insight into how I thought about and. 
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Table 5 

Results of Analytic Sort for Practices from Anecdotal Recordings* 

Practice Frequency Example 

1. Applied Research 18 "Being informed means knowing 
when certain methods and/or 
approaches are appropriate at a 
particular time. Remember, 
teaching is full of dilemmas and an 
informed teacher can be more 
effective." 

2. Assessment and 
Evaluation 19 "Your last presentation will be 

formal. Your group will have half 
the class period to present your 
strategies and methods supporting a 
particular educational interest." 

3. Classroom 
Dialogue 30 Observation: In all group 

presentations and classroom 
discussions, the teacher educator is 
the first to respond and then asks 
the rest of the class to respond. 
This is usually preceeded with a 
question presented to the class. 

4. Classroom 
Organization 25 Classroom Environment: 

Classroom organization is non-
traditional. Class sitting in groups; 
students discussing in groups; 
whole class discussion; 
teacher/student dialogue; teacher 
questioning strategies; teacher 
sitting among groups. Groups and 
whole class discussions evolve 
from this arrangement. Teacher-led 
questions begin most of the 
discussions. 

5. Collaborati ve 
Grouping IS "Right. As students are grouped, 

their interests become more and 
more diverse and the classroom 
discussions begins to travel in 
many directions." 

(Table continues) 
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Practice Frequency Example 

6. Literacy Tools 25 "Other ways to enhance 
comprehension is through drawing, 
personal interest projects, writing, 
and building projects." 

7. Making 
Connections 37 "As students' connections become 

more elaborate, dilemmas arise. 
What do you think this will mean 
to you and to your teaching?" 

8. Modelilng 20 "What I just did was to model to 
you how to handle and ask 
questions. Students should not be 
dependent upon the teacher for 
answers. That is why I keep asking 
the rest of the class for their 
opinions [and suggestions] when a 
student asks me a question." 

9. Question 
Probing 19 "What are some strategies that you 

can use to make sense of a new 
word? How can you teach these 
strategies?" 

10. Read Alouds 19 Observation: I begin the class by 
reading a Children's Literature book 
aloud." 

11. Student 
Presentations 20 "Final presentations can be 

presented as workshops, in services, 
or we can 

12. Teacher-informing 25 "The purpose is not to recognize 
words in isolation. Rather the 
purpose is how to use those words 
in a contextual setting in order to 
make meaning about what is being 
said." 

*Practice data have been edited for coherence 



practiced this data. I highlighted the identified data and sorted it 

among the three established domains. At the completion of this sort, 

each inquiry domain contained two sets of data -- the belief sets and 

the practice sets. Next, I reviewed and sorted each of the three 

inquiry domain's data into practice categories. 
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Inquiry Domains' Practice Data Sorted Among Three Categories: Practical 

Application. Mediation. and Organization Structure 

Constant comparison analysis between and among the three 

inquiry domains' data revealed similarities not unlike the similarities 

uncovered in the belief data sort. Some data represented methods 

and techniques practices that provided hands-on applications; some 

data represented methods and techniques that provided opportunities 

to link prior knowledge and experiences with new information; and 

some data represented methods and techniques to organize and 

manage the classroom environment. These data were sorted among 

the three established categories -- practical application, mediation 

and organization structure -- within each of the three inquiry 

domains. Again, to establish a degree of confidence among the 

categories, both the belief data and practice data were reviewed by a 

colleague independent of this study. The review was to confirm 



relational sorts between and among both sets of data. Mutual 

agreement resulted in a final sort that contained two data sets within 

each of the three inquiry domains, and two data sets within each of 

the three categories embedded within the domains. 

Congruent Relationships Among the Belief and Practice Data 

After establishing a degree of confidence among the sets of 

data within the three inquiry domains, I began to explore my 

"pedagogical moves made in teacher-student interaction[s]" 

(Kilbourn, 1992, p. 71), by analyzing the sets of data sorted among 

the three inquiry domains for congruent relationships. When the 

domains and related categories data were reviewed and compared for 

frequency and congruency relationships, several congruent 

relationships emerged. For example, while the degree of frequency 

of use count established how often a related belief was used in 

practice, the data comparison only identified a consistency of use 

count. However, when this comparison data was compared to 

current Constructivist and Vygotskian research theories, results 

sometimes revealed a lack of shared congruency between my 

understanding and current research understanding about the theories. 

I may have practiced a method or technique often in the classroom, 
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but this practice was not always consistent between my related beliefs 

and current educational theories. 

As I compared the sets of data within the three inquiry 

domains between and among each other, three relationships emerged. 

These relationships were coded among three Episodic Frames that 

represented degrees of congruency between and among my teaching, 

reading and learning beliefs and practices. The three frames -

congruent, ambiguous and incongruent -- each contained cases of 

relationships. Congruent relationships are defined as complete 

agreement between and among my beliefs, practices and theories; 

ambiguous relationships are defined as some agreement between and 

among my beliefs, practice and theories; and incongruent 

relationships are defined as no agreement between and among my 

beliefs, practice and theories. These three congruent Episodic Frame 

case relationships are shown on a continuum in Table 6. This 

continuum represents specific beliefs and teaching practices within 

my personal practical knowledge teaching system. 
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Summary 

This chapter chronicled the present study's data source, collection, 

and analysis. It presented the primary and secondary data sources, 

and the manner in which the data were initially analyzed. 

The analysis of the data revealed that the most useful technique 

was to use "Frames" as the unit of analysis for the study. The data 

were first separated using practical argument premises as boundary 

points. Second, these sets of data were coded as teaching, reading or 

learning related beliefs and practices, and sorted among three 

inquiry domains -- Teaching, Reading and Learning. Third, data 

within each of the domains were reviewed for specific methods and 

techniques used in instructional practice and sorted among three 

categories -- practical application, mediation and organization 

structure. A final sort of this data revealed 12 overarching practices 

among the three categories. These three categories represented the 

why and the how in my personal practical knowledge teaching 

system and were analyzed for degree of frequency of use, and for 

congruent relationships. Cases emerged from the comparisons and 

were sorted among three Episodic Frames -- Congruent Case 

Relationships, Ambiguous Case Relationships and Incongruent Case 
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Table 6 

Results of the Three Episodic Frame Cases of Relationship Continuum Sort 

Congruent 
Practices 

1. Practical Application 
Applied Research 
Literacy Tools 

2. Mediation 
Making Connections 
Question Probing 

Ambiguous 
Practices 

1. Practical Application 
Class Dialogue 
Collaborative Group 

2. Mediation 
Modeling 

3. Organization Structure 
Classroom Organization 

Incongruent 
Practices 

1. Practical Application 
Assess.lEvalua. 

~ Reading Aloud 

2. Mediation 
Student Presentations 
Teacher-Informing 

...... 
00 
U\ 



Relationships. Chapters Four, Five, and Six presents a description of 

each of these relationships. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONGRUENT RELATIONSHIPS: BELIEFS, PRACTICES, 
AND THEORIES 

... what we are doing here is exploring your rationale for 
the actions that you are taking in the classroom on the basis 
of your understanding of the situation there. ... And, I think 
it is an exploration for us also. I mean, we have questions I 
think, about practices, and so that will be something that we 
will be asking. These questions do not have right answers. 
And, there are also questions that we may all have about 
teacher education. (Dr. Virginia Richardson, practical 
argument transcription, p. 1) 

Presented in this chapter are the cases that were congruent 

between and among my beliefs, practices, and theories about 

teaching, reading, and learning, and among current constructivist 

and Vygotskian educational theories. The narrative represents 

careful thought and analysis of my own biases and personally held 

socio-historical realities of myself as a teacher educator (Richardson, 

1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Vygotsky, 1978). The chapter's 

descriptive analysis represents the complex nature of qualitative 

research (or for that matter, any form of research) in that the 

following discussion provides one of a multiple of possible pragmatic 

interpretations that can be argued from the present study's inquiry. 

(Rorty, 1982; Wolcott, 1991). This exploration is intended to 

enhance my understanding of my teaching practices. 



Presentation of the Data Analysis Results 

Presentation of the congruent practice relationships is the same 

format used to present the ambiguous practice relationships in 

Chapter 5 and the incongruent practice relationships in Chapter 6. 

For example, each practice is introduced with a degree of frequency 

of use and a degree of understanding results. A rubric defines the 

comparison parameters for the frequency of use: Seldom (0-2), 

Sometimes (3-5) and, Often (6+). The rubric is based on the number 

of times each of the twelve practices were observed among the seven 

selected class meetings. The higher the frequency use, the higher the 

degree of confidence that particular belief was practiced during the 

Fall 1992 semester course. The degree of understanding compares 

my understanding with current educational research community's 

understanding of Constructivist and Vygotskian contextual theories. 

Following the degree of frequency and understanding, each 

practice is represented by examples of belief and practice sets. 

Belief set are introduced by field notes previously written during the 

initial sorting process. Practice sets are supported by anecdotal 

records. Reflective discussions follow the sets to complete a case 

relationship about a particular practice. The cases of practice 
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relationships a relational organization between and among beliefs, 

practices and theories in practical application, mediation and 

organization structure categories. To provide clarity and avoid 

redundancy, all data presented in the three chapters have been edited. 

The original, unedited transcriptions and anecdotal records are 

available for inspection. Thus, each of the twelve identified practices 

are based on my personal interpretations of the data, my current 

understanding of constructivism (neo-Piagetian theories) and 

sociocontextualism (Vygotsky and neo-Vygotskian theories), and my 

personal biases and constraints as a teacher educator (Calderhead, & 

Robson, 1991; Flavell, Miller & Miller, 1993; Jacob, 1992; Piaget, 

1978; Rorty, 1983; Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1984). 

Congruent Relationships 

The cases of congruent practice relationships are: applied 

research, and literacy tools (both from the practical application 

category); and making connections, and question-probing (both from 

the mediation category). For the present study, congruent 

relationships are defined as complete agreement between and among 

beliefs, practice and theories. 
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Applied Research Practices 

Applied research practices were defined as practical 

applications of current research theories that were used to better 

inform students during classroom instruction. These theories 

provided alternative methods and techniques to the more traditional 

use of teaching, reading and learning strategies. The following 

section provides the descriptive congruent data that were 

representational of the overarching characteristics of how the 

practices were employed throughout the present study. 

Applied Research 

Seven out of seven classes contained the applied research 

practice techniques which yielded a frequency of use category of 

"Often" (6+) engaged. For the practical application category within 

the teaching, reading and learning domains, this meant applied 

research practices were represented and practiced in all observed 

classes. 

Review of the data revealed the degree of understanding 

relationships was congruent with current reading research 

understanding, and consistent in both my beliefs and practices. The 

following Learning Belief Set # 10 was illustrative of my belief in 
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the importance and value of including a theoretical grounding of 

reading and learning before practicing reading and learning 

strategies in a classroom setting. 

Learning belief set ten: Field notes. 

Learning Belief Set Ten (p. 59-60) discusses the students' 

researching of reading, language and learning, and the theories that 

support them. The discussion reveals my personal belief that 

students need to begin developing a good grounding of the reading 

and language acquisition theories so they can understand why they 

would practice such strategies and activities in a classroom. I wanted 

the students to develop a sense of awareness about these theories and 

recognize the purpose for using certain reading and learning 

strategies in their teaching practices. The discussion indicates my 

concern is not in practicing the theories, but of using theory to 

inform their practice. Since my belief is that each class and each 

learner is different, I want students to understand that teachers need 

to be aware of various theories to support their practice and 

interpretation of classroom situations. I set up the classroom to 

model and to develop an understanding about reading, language, 

learning theories and how there is an interconnectedness between 

them and day-to-day practice. 

Practical argument text Cp. 59-60). 

CS: And so, I wanted the students to develop a grounding of the 

different theories about reading and literacy and language 
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acquisition. That's why I selected different theories and 

knowledgeable individuals in reading and language 

acquisition for them to explore. The explanation I gave the 

students for this exploration was that I wanted the students to 

become aware of the theories that underpin the reading and 

learning strategies teachers often use in their practice. I also 

wanted the students to understand that most beginning teachers 

and many veteran teachers lack a good grounding in these 

theories which hinders their effectiveness in the classroom. So 

I chose individuals that either developed the reading, language 

and learning theories or that spoke about how to apply those 

theories in a classroom setting. Many of these individuals are 

represented in the textbook we used. For instance, Dan 

Holdaway and his theory of shared reading and the use of big 

books. 

VR: What textbook are you using in this reading class? 

CS: The Invitations textbook by Regie Routman. She discusses 

Dan Holdaway, Smith, Cambourne, Goodman, Teirney, 

Burke, Graves. One individual Routman did not talk about 

was Kathy Short and her work with Children's Literature. 

Because of the importance of using children's literature in a 

classroom, I included Short as an individual to research. Some 

others I needed to include were Piaget and Vygotsky. I made 

a list of all these individuals that I thought were representative 

of current reading and language learning theories and had each 
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group choose one, research the background of that individual 

and report back to the class. The research included obtaining 

articles that the person wrote or that someone else wrote about 

them and their theory. 

PA: So, in their small groups, what were they doing with 

those articles? 

CS: They were to present their understanding about the 

individual's theory, whether it was about reading or language 

acquisition, or a combination of both. And if possible their 

philosophy about teaching and learning. They were to discuss 

how that particular person IS theory could be applied in the 

group IS area of interest, such as Bilingual for example. I 

thought that by presenting the various individuals in this 

fashion, students would be able to compare and make 

connections between each groups presentation. Also, it seemed 

like a good way to begin class discussions. 

The above practical argument discussion was representational 

of how I practiced and applied educational research theories 

throughout the present study's semester. My concern was that, too 

often, teachers had been disempowered in their classroom practice 

because of traditional "training" procedures used in presenting 

alternative teaching strategies. Often, these training experiences 

represented one or two teacher in-service sessions that focused not 
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on the theoretical background of the identified strategy, but upon the 

use of certain classroom strategies and skills. The strength of these 

"training" inservices were in manipulating how a teacher should 

perform the strategies and skills during instruction. 

In my attempt to move away from a transmission style of 

teaching to a more interactive style of teaching, I chose to focus first 

on the theoretical background of teaching, reading and learning 

strategies, and second, on how this theoretical knowledge can inform 

the student's practicing of these strategies. This choice in teaching 

style was represented in the belief data. 

Practice Set Data 

The practice data revealed that my beliefs about research were 

instructionally practiced throughout the three teaching, reading and 

learning domains. For instance, the following practice statements 

recorded during the 10/15/92 and 12/14/92 class meetings supported 

my belief about the use of research to help inform classroom 

practice. Each time the students were to present, they were to 

include their understanding of the theory and how this understanding 

had helped inform their use of the strategy. 
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Anecdotal record. 10/15/92. 

The first round of group presentations will begin the next class 

meeting. The following guidelines need to be observed when you 

present. First, include in your presentation the theories that support 

the purpose for using certain skills and strategies in reading and 

language acquisition. You may choose from among the many we 

have discussed in class, from your textbook or from the articles you 

presented earlier. The presentation of these strategies and skills 

should support your group's interest. For example, the math group 

would want to show us how a particular reading strategy could be 

employed in a math content area. I would recommend no more than 

three different strategies for this first presentation. 

Anecdotal records. 12/14/92. 

Since this is the last class meeting for the semester, lets review 

what took place over the past semester. The focus in the beginning 

of the semester was to provide you with theoretical information 

about why we use certain teaching, reading and learning strategies in 

our practice. You were already familiar with most of these 

strategies because you were taught how to practice them in your 

elementary and secondary school years. What was unfamiliar was 

the purpose for using the strategies. So, the first class essay focused 

on discussing those theories, those purposes. The second essay 

focused on making connections between purpose and use, and how 

these strategies could be used in your area of interest. The third 

essay focused on developing classroom curriculum that supported a 
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theoretical purpose and use from a literature based classroom. All 

these connections are important in developing and building a level 

of understt;mding between your prior beliefs and knowledge and 

newer incoming information about teaching, reading and learning. 

The practice data suggested a consistency between and among 

the belief data and current Constructivist and Vygotskian theories. 

The data also revealed my personal biases to provide research 

informing opportunities to influence classroom practice. With 

respect to the constructivist growth and development theory, I 

provided opportunities for students to explore their own 

preconceived perceptions about teaching, reading and learning. 

These opportunities included provisions to allow students to 

question their own intuitive understanding about reading, to provide 

instructional interventions that facilitate students' conceptual change 

about certain prior reading understanding, and to reconstruct their 

conceptual understanding through social classroom interactions. 

With respect to Vygotskian learning theories, I provided 

opportunities for students to push their zone of proximal 

development envelope about teaching, reading and learning. The 

opportunities included mediation procedures between prior and new 

incoming information that used both a socio-historical reality of each 
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student and collaborative conversational instructional strategies. The 

instructional strategies included small group exchanges, whole class 

exchanges, written essay exchanges and student presentations. 

Provisions for these exchanges required the application of 

another practice, defined as literacy tools. Literacy tools provided 

opportunities to vary the application of research during instructional 

practice. Following is the case for literacy tool practice. 

Literacy Tools Practices 

Literacy tool practices were defined as opportunities for social 

learning interactions among classroom students. These social 

interactions were practiced through the use of reading, writing, 

listening and speaking. This section provides the overarching 

characteristics of the literacy tool practices. 

Literacy Tools 

Seven out of seven classes contained the literacy tool practice 

techniques and methods which resulted in a frequency of use 

category of "Often" (6+). For the practical application category 

within the teaching, reading and learning domains, literacy tools 

were represented and practiced in all observed classes. 
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Review of the data revealed the degree of understanding 

relationship was congruent with current Constructivist and 

Vygotskian research theories. The following Reading Belief Set # 7 

was representational of the congruent pattern between my beliefs and 

current theory for inclusion of literacy tools in my classroom 

teaching. 

Reading belief set seven: Field notes. 

The action that drives the Reading Belief Set Seven (p. 52) 

discussion is around the nature of reading within our classrooms. 

The action supports my belief that learning becomes more effective 

through oral and written dialogue. Having had the opportunity to 

become aware of Goodman's psycholinguistic model of reading, of 

constructivism, and of Vygotsky's learning theories, I sense I am 

trying to embrace these theories in my practice. Prior to my 

awareness of these theories, I was not even cognizant of the term 

literacy. This awareness has helped me to focus on literacy tools 

used in reading process. For example, reading was being taught in 

steps. First, the students webbed their understanding of the term, 

literacy. Second, the students constructed a sentence that reflected 

their webbed understanding. Third, the class as a whole discussed 

each webbing and their produced sentences. Fourth, each webbing 

was posted on the back wall of the classroom and continually up

dated throughout the semester as more information was obtained and 
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learned about the reading process. Each change was based on a 

reconstruction of prior knowledge about reading. I interpret this as 

a layering effect of new knowledge upon prior knowledge that was 

made available to the students through their readings, research, 

collaborative discussions and practical classroom application. The 

resulting effect was that students, as well as, myself reconstructed 

our understanding about the literacy tools used in the reading 

process. 

Practical argument text Cp. 52). 

PA: What is hanging on the back wall in this classroom? 

CS: It's a continuing project we started during the first two class 

sessions. I asked the students to first web their understanding 

of the term, literacy. Because they had already been placed 

into self-selected groups, the students were able to 

collaboratively brainstorm and produce a web about literacy. 

For most students, the webbing's held traditional notions about 

literacy that were representative more of reading and the 

reading process, than a literacy process. After each group 

shared their webbing with the rest of the class, I asked the 

students to write a definition statement that supported their 

webbing about literacy. This was difficult for them because 

they first wanted to know if their webs were correct before 

they could write a sentence about literacy. I explained that the 

purpose of the project was for them to tell me their belief 

about literacy, not for me to tell them my understanding. 
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While they didn't like my answer, the students finally came up 

with definitions, and displayed them on the back wall. After 

we discussed their work, I explained that they will have 

opportunities to change their definitions throughout the 

semester, as they acquire new information about the reading 

process. 

From the above discussion, it was evident I wanted to 

establish, at the beginning of the semester, my belief that learning 

occurred through a variety of literacy tools. I began the semester 

with the activity described above to emphasize to the students how 

the reading process related to the broader language concept. I also 

knew the presentation of the activity would be counter to most of the 

students intuitive understanding about the reading process. 

The focus on the literacy tools within the reading process did 

confuse most students. Relying on my own past memories and 

experiences as a classroom teacher, I wanted to move the students 

away from a behaviorist view that reading was a series of isolated 

skills to be learned (learning to read) before actual learning could 

occur (reading to learn) (Chall, 1969). Instead, students were given 

the opportunity to experience reading as a transaction process. My 

attempt to change this belief included providing more opportunities 
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in writing, classroom discussions, and listening to other students' 

interpretations, and opinions. 

Practice Data Set 

I believed that by actively practicing these literacy tools beliefs 

in the classroom, the students would experience, appreciate and 

possibly apply these interactive learning strategies in their own 

future classrooms. The following anecdotal record data from 

10/8/92 and 10/13/92 revealed how I attempted to implement a 

variety of reading strategies during classroom instruction. The two 

anecdotal recordings are typical literacy tool strategy that were 

employed throughout the semester. 

Anecdotal records. 10/8/92. 

Providing authentic language usage in the classroom involves 

the use of many different methods and strategies. Learning is more 

authentically constructed in our minds when reading and other 

literacy tools are incorporated to provide opportunities to make 

better connections with prior understanding and newer incoming 

information. 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

I have suggested to you that language is used in many different 

forms, and in various ways to encourage learning. The way we have 
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been practicing the various literacy tools in this class has provided 

you with opportunities to experience alternatives to teaching and 

learning. The value from these experiences has allowed each of you 

to reconstruct your previous understanding about reading to focus on 

the implementation of other literacy tools in all subject areas. For 

instance, the Science group (secondary) today began questioning the 

need for teaching literacy tools in a science class. The group 

members expressed their concern that students in science classes 

were not being given enough opportunities to help understand the 

content area. They presented the possibility of practicing all the 

literacy tools during a science class. They gave some good examples 

of strategies that would give science students opportunities to discuss 

their understanding of the content. Thinking about what the science 

group has questioned has led me to wonder about those students in a 

literate rich classroom environment. As the students begin to 

respond differently because of the opportunities to express 

themselves in a variety of ways, I wonder how the classroom would 

look like? How would these changes affect a science classroom 

discussion? 

The above two anecdotes typify how the congruent pattern 

between beliefs, practice and theory was present during the 

application of literacy tool strategies. As the practice data indicated, 

my intentions were to provide restructuring opportunities of the 

preservice teachers understanding about the reading process to 
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include other literacy forms in classroom practice. I wanted to 

stretch the envelope of the students' understanding about literacy to 

include all types of representational text (music, art, signs, symbols) 

that support literacy. These opportunities produced changes in 

students' thinking that were evident by such typical questions that 

were captured from the class meeting of 10/13/92. I purposefully 

posed these questions to help scaffold the students' connections 

between what we were practicing in the classroom and what they 

could practice in their own classrooms once out in the field. The 

science group typified how discussions in the classroom reflected a 

change in understanding about the reading process and the use of 

literacy tools. 

The provisions for restructuring prior understanding about 

literacy tools necessitated the implementation of certain practices to 

facilitate the process. The practices, defined as making connections, 

are described below. 

Making Connections Practices 

Making Connection was defined as practices that provided 

opportunities for restructuring prior knowledge constructs about 

teaching, reading and learning. The restructuring was assimilated 
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through the process of making sense between the known and new 

information being presented and explored in the classroom. The 

practices were in conjunction with the literacy tools practices. The 

combination of these practices encouraged sense making about 

literacy. 

Making Connections 

Seven out of seven classes utilized the making connection 

practice techniques and methods which resulted in a frequency of use 

category of "Often" (6+). For the mediation category within the 

teaching, reading and learning domains, this meant that sense making 

practices were represented among the seven observed classes. 

Review of the data revealed that the degree of understanding 

relationship was congruent with current ConstructivistlVygotskian 

teaching and learning theories. Taken from the Teaching Domain 

data, Belief Set # 10 provided evidence to support the practice of 

restructuring and scaffolding strategies during classroom instruction. 

The following discussion was in reference to how students with 

different teaching interests, namely elementary and secondary 

teaching, were provided opportunities to pursue their personal 

interests. The opportunities allowed students to make connections 
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between what they knew and had experienced with what they were 

now experiencing and learning in this course. 

Teaching belief set ten: Field notes. 

The action that drives Teaching Belief Set Ten (p. 58-59) 

revolves around the purpose for combining elementary and 

secondary groups within one class. Because of the combination of 

student interests and grade levels of teaching, the on-going class 

discussions and presentations were preventedfromfocusing on a 

particular grade level or group interest of students. Instead, the 

strategies discussed and viewed during class discussions, articles and 

the textbook were reminders that these were strategic tools that could 

be applied in classroom teaching practices. This particular belief set 

also represents the earlier notion that teaching and learning contained 

layerings of knowledge. This was evident from the classroom 

discussions that fused prior knowledge about reading with 

discussions that explored new information presented from the article 

presentations. 

Practical argument text (p. 58-59). 

VR: Are all the students in your class elementary preservice 

teachers? 

CS: No. There is a group of secondary students that have chosen 

to stay together. In the beginning of the semester, they would 

challenge some of the strategies as being inadequate for their 

future secondary students. But once we discussed the purposes 
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for using the strategies, they understood it was not about 

teaching strategies, but rather about how to apply these 

strategies to promote critical thinking and to make connections 

between prior knowledge and newer information. What is 

interesting is since that discussion everything the secondary 

group presented and discussed in class was always from a 

secondary teaching point of view. In fact, right here 

[referring to the secondary group in the video] they are 

clarifying how a particular presented strategy could be 

modified for secondary students. 

VR: The same thing happens in my classes. They, [referring to 

VR's last year's class] just got to the point where it was 

never really apparent when the secondary students worked 

with the elementary students. I mean, it was never an issue of 

putting this group against that group. 

CS: Yes, I know what you mean. But there were some clashes in 

the classroom between the elementary and secondary students, 

usually during their presentations. For instance, when any 

group presented, whether they were elementary or secondary, 

they were so focused on only presenting from their interest or 

point of view, that I would have to ask the groups each time 

whether this idea, this strategy could be used in different grade 

levels. I notice that if I didn't ask for clarification or 

modification of the strategies or activities being discussed, 

little attention was being to many of the presentations. 
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VR: Yes. I caught that on the tape. 

CS: I was trying to get the secondary group to critically think 

about was they could develop or modify elementary 

presentations to their own interest levels. I did this because I 

feel secondary students in these elementary top heavy classes 

usually feel excluded from the rest of the class. 

VR: Right. 

PA: I want to know how your students chose these articles to 

read. Do you selects them, or do the students select the 

articles and if so, where do they find them? 

CS: The articles are chosen by both the students and myself. 

Sometimes I give them a list to choose from, and sometimes I 

require the students to go to the campus library to search for 

the articles. But whichever way, the articles are from 

refereed journals of particular individuals, theories and 

strategies important to reading and teaching. 

PA: Yes. That's why you've got a Kathy Short article. 

CS: Yes. 

VR: And do these articles all represent the reading models? 

CS: No, not necessarily. The chosen individuals could be from 

the field of teaching, writing, and other language disciplines. 

PA: Is it a separate activity? 

CS: Right. This is a separate activity from the reading models we 

studied earlier. I guess you could say its piggy backing on the 

discussions and presentations around the various reading 
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models. I included these articles to help the students become 

better informed about how they can incorporate the various 

reading theories into day-to-day teaching activities. It's saying 

"O.K. We now have some understanding, some scope about 

reading models." "Now lets take this a step further and looks 

at different individuals who are actually involved in the 

reading process, the teaching process, as well as, other forms 

of literacy." "How do these individuals view these 

processes?" "What they are saying about them?" "Howare 

they suggesting teachers use them in classrooms?" 

I felt it important that students be given opportunities to make 

informed connections between theories and practices in teaching. By 

asking students to examine other possibilities for using certain 

practices and supporting strategies, my goal was to challenge the 

students existing constructs about teaching, reading and learning. 

A key component to this reconstruction process was providing 

dialogue opportunities. I hoped that discussions of articles among 

the groups would provide students opportunities to explore their own 

teaching belief systems on two levels. First, I hoped that classroom 

discussions and informal group article presentations would provide 

opportunities for the students to express their own understanding 

about current reading theories. Second, I hoped that through these 
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dialogue sessions, students would explore whether their own teaching 

beliefs may be similar or dissimilar to current teaching, reading, and 

learning theories. 

Practice Data Set 

The practice data below served to illustrate how I attempted to 

mediate deliberate thinking about teaching beliefs among the 

students. For instance, statements made during class meeting 10/8/92 

suggested to students what opportunities may arise when they initiate 

more in-depth discussions in their classrooms. Statements made 

during class meeting 10/13/92 represented opportunities I provided 

for students to think about their existing beliefs in connection with 

newer information on the same topic. Both of these anecdotal 

recordings were typical of scaffolding practices employed 

throughout classroom instruction. 

Anecdotal records. 10/8/92. 

When you provide opportunities for authentic classroom 

dialogue to take place in a classroom, your future students begin to 

make connections between information presented in the classroom 

with their own exiting knowledge and experiences. But dilemmas 

can arise from these opportunities because how you see these 

connections may not be how your students will see the connections. 
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What can you do to elaborate, assess or challenge these new 

connections? 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

Since we have started discussing vocabulary building 

strategies, I would like you to take a few moments to reflect and then 

discuss about the times you remember a teacher taught vocabulary in 

a contextual setting, and when a teacher taught vocabulary in a 

decontextual setting. It can be from any grade level, from different 

teachers or from the same teacher. Spend a few moments writing 

down your reflections, and then share those thoughts among each 

other in your group. Then I want you to think about whether those 

events have influenced how you view vocabulary should be taught. 

Remember, we are not looking for right or wrong answers here. 

Rather, we are looking at how events have shaped our beliefs about 

teaching. Are there differences between your beliefs and some of 

the current teaching and learning theories we have been discussing? 

The above two anecdotes typify the overarching practice of 

making connections between existing beliefs and current teaching and 

learning theories. The practicing of support strategies confirmed my 

belief that awareness of one's beliefs, in this case, about teaching, 

reading and learning, necessitates active reflection. Further, the 

conscious exploration about the quality of personal teaching beliefs 

was supported by Vygotsky's (1978) position that learners first 
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socially contextualized information (interpsychological) before 

learners' internalized (intrapsychological) variations of the socially 

contextualized information. It is from these contextualized 

understandings that we operate from. 

While the making connection practices provided the students 

(and myself) opportunities to conscientiously think about and 

articulate our theories, I also believe another practice was required 

to challenge our beliefs. The following practice, termed question

probing, provided opportunities to further the reconstruction process 

about teaching, reading and learning. 

Question-Probing Practices 

Question-probing was defined as practices that provided 

opportunities for students to articulate literacy beliefs during 

classroom discussions. Question-probing practice was used in 

conjunction with the applied research practices, the literacy tools 

practices, and the making connection practices. The following 

section provides the overarching characteristics of how question

probing practices were employed throughout the semester. 
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Question-Probing 

Seven out of seven classes contained the question-probing 

practiced techniques and methods which resulted in a frequency of 

use of "Often" (6+). For the mediation category within the teaching, 

reading and learning domains, this meant that questioning strategies 

were always represented and practiced among the observed classes. 

The data revealed that the degree of understanding 

relationships about the question-probing strategy was congruent with 

current ConstructivistlVygotskian research. For example, Learning 

Belief Set # 8 provided evidence in why and how question-probing 

strategies were practiced in a classroom environment. The set's data 

was in reference to challenging students to critically think about how 

reading research could help inform classroom practice. 

Learning belief set eight: Field notes. 

The action centering around Learning Belief Set Eight (p. 50) 

concerns how to apply constructivist theory within my practice. The 

discussion is on ways to question ourselves and revisit where the 

classroom dialogue has taken us. Often, in a transmission style 

classroom the direction or implications from a lesson or class 

discussion re not questioned. Students and teachers alike follow a 

pre-developed program. What I am attempting this semester is to 
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question the present mindset of the class is concerning reading and 

where the class can move toward a more informed opinion about the 

reading process. I believe that by providing the students 

opportunities to become aware of their prior beliefs and knowledge 

as new information is presented will help the students to understand 

changes in their belief systems and build upon the existing 

knowledge. Using a variety of questioning strategies provides one 

way. I view these questioning strategies as a layering process of 

prior knowledge with newer knowledge. This layering develops a 

pedagogy of one's content knowledge about beliefs and practices in 

teaching and learning. Part of this layering occurs through the 

classroom discussion that is scaffold from previous discussions and 

activities in the classroom. By using strategies to enhance 

reconstruction of experiences and prior knowledge, the individual 

learner may begin the process of developing a personal philosophy 

and beliefs about teaching and learning. 

Practical argument text (p. 50). 

VR: What I see Craig doing here isn't what I'd call bringing 

closure to his conversation. Rather, I see it as developing 

some intuitive sense here. What we are asking teachers to do, I 

think, and asking students, is to walk up a couple of levels 

analytically to say, "OK, now lets, lets begin to build a 

definition or lets see where we are as we begin to understand 

our intuitive understandings." So I don't think Craig is 

necessarily trying to bring closure to this classroom 
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discussion. I think this is where I would want the discussion to 

go. As I begin a discussion, I would want it to move to a 

somewhat more analytical stance. 

CS: And would that be the development of their pedagogical 

content knowledge that we want students to begin looking at? 

VR: Yes. Certainly that's how Shulman sees it and . .. 

CS: ... That's how I see it. 

VR: ... talks about it as, as pedagogical content knowledge. 

PA: ... Well I think then you need to boost it up one more step. 

And I think you need to step over to the side for a moment and 

say, "Now, lets analyze how this discussion went, and how we 

got to the point of having this sense of understanding about 

where we are at. " 

CS: I agree. We need to be asking where the discussion has 

brought us in terms of where we started from. What changes 

in our thinking, in our beliefs may have occurred because of 

our travels. 

PA: Right. Just getting to that sense of understanding doesn't 

mean that students are going to say, "Oh, that's how Craig 

got us to that point." I mean that's why pedagogical content 

knowledge theory says you get over to the side of the 

conversation, or you get up above it all and you look down 

and analyze what went on in the discussion from the teacher's 

perspective. 
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cs: That would be a powerful discussion. Having a discussion 

within a discussion. It would be very poweiful. 

VR: Except you don 't want the students to be focusing strictly on 

where the discussion has taken them. You want to move them 

a little bit towards meta thinking. 

CS: Right. Otherwise, the students wouldn't make connections 

about what they first thought, or believed, or even whether 

what they thought was strengthened or changed because of the 

discussion. 

Review of the above episodic frame revealed a belief that 

discussions became more powerful when provisions for connecting 

prior beliefs and knowledge with incoming information were 

included. The discussion suggested I believed sense-making 

opportunities were more successful when focused from a student

centered perspective. Inclusive to this student-center view was 

providing a variety of opportunities for feedback from the students. 

Elaborated earlier, a major practice for student feedback was 

dialogue between student(s) and teacher, and student(s) to student(s). 

Respectively, a specific strategy employed during the dialogue was a 

series of question and answer discussions that challenged a student's 

or a group of student's understanding, in this case, about teaching, 

reading and learning practices. 
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Practice Data Set 

My purpose for applying these question-probing practice 

opportunities was to afford students contingencies to review the path the 

discussion had taken, as well as, to make connections between their beliefs 

and the information presented during these classroom dialogues. Similarly, 

I was deliberate in the type of questions I asked the students. For example, 

I believed open-ended questions afforded the best response opportunities. 

Questions were often couched in scenarios that first retraced the steps in a 

classroom discussion and second, challenged students with a "what if" 

question. The following anecdotal recorded data from 10/13/92 and 

11/3/92 revealed typical series of question-probing scenarios that were used 

to challenge and explore students' understanding of related issues. 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

Let us review for a moment about what we have been 

discussing about the reading process. Many of you expressed 

remembering that reading was a required subject that occurred 

during a certain time. The text you remember reading from was the 

same for everybody in class, although not everyone was reading the 

same story because you were grouped by your individual reading 

abilities. Most of you remember having a lot of worksheets, others 

remember a lot of skill and drill exercises. We discussed that the 

name for this type of text was a basal. We also discussed that basals 



teach reading and language in a parts-to-whole manner. How does 

this way of teaching reflect how all subjects are taught in both 

elementary, and high schools? 

Anecdotal records. 11/3/92. 

From our discussion so far, we have said transmediation is 

defined as transferring knowledge from one schemata construct 

system to another construct system. Many of you said that 

transmediation was the difference between teaching reading through 

a literature anthology based text and a more traditional basal reading 

text. What effect would transmediation have on a student's learning? 

Also, what effect would this have on your teaching? 

Anecdotal records. 12114/92. 

Now that you have read Chapter 13 on Evaluations, did you 

come across other ways to evaluate students, and your teaching of 

which you were previously unaware? Which are they? Do you 

think you really would be able to ever use any of the information in 

Chapter 13? 

The preceding anecdotes support the present study's congruent 

patterns in that they represented a cross section of practical 

application of beliefs and practice question-probing practices. The 

use of question-probing strategies in conjunction with literacy tool 

and making connection strategies within my classroom instruction 

afforded opportunities for students to become aware of the 
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complexities in teaching. This complex teaching relationship, in turn 

provided a better informed sense about balancing the reading process 

throughout classroom instruction. Reviewing the data, I was pleased 

in how often I asked open-ended questions. I was pleased because, 

for much of my teaching career, I had asked literal, rote questions 

that garnered literal, rote responses from the students. What I 

discovered when I asked more higher-order questions, was that the 

students seemed much more responsive during classroom discussions. 

I also found the change in practice stimulated more diverse dialogue 

thinking exchanges among students during group and whole 

classroom discussions. 

The question-probing congruent cases concludes the 

presentation of Chapter Four's congruent case relationships. 

Following, is a summary of the four practices discussed in this 

chapter's Episodic Frame case relationship. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented four practices that were congruent 

between and among my teaching, reading, learning beliefs and 

practices, and current constructivist and Vygotskian teaching and 

learning theories. Definitions for congruent relationships and 
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applied research, literacy tools, making connections, and question

probing practices were explained. Evidence of practice for each was 

offered in the form of case relationships. 

Each practice was compared with a degree of frequency of use 

and a degree of understanding that was followed by belief and 

practice sets. A written narrative of my interpretations about the 

presented material followed the practice data that completed each 

congruent case. 

The results indicated that between and among the four 

identified congruent practice, each gave support to the other's 

congruent pattern. For instance, applied research practices became 

more powerful when scaffold with literacy tool practices, making 

connection practices, and question-probing practices. The results 

suggest that while each congruent practice is independent from each 

other, a gestalt effect seemed to have provided the congruent nature 

between practices. 

The next chapter, Chapter Five, continues the discussion of the 

practice results in describing the second Episodic Frame case 

relationships. Four cases of ambiguous relationships are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AMBIGUOUS EPISODIC FRAME RELATIONSHIPS: BELIEFS, 
PRACTICES, AND THEORIES 

At every opportunity, I have managed to express to anyone 
who would listen, how enlightening and confusing my 
doctoral studies have been. I experienced just how little I 
knew about reading, teaching and teacher education. At times 
I felt like a kindergartner sitting in a graduate classroom 
lecture, a bit excited playing grown-up, but very confused! 
Now, as I reflect upon my studies, I realize just why I was 
overwhelmed. The complexity of teaching and the teacher 
education community created a dissonance that challenged my 
beliefs, as well as my classroom practice. (Personal Journal 
entry 9/17/92) 

Presented in Chapter Five is the second Episodic Frame of my 

personal practical knowledge teaching system, the ambiguous 

practices. Discussed are the results of four cases of ambiguous 

relationships -- class dialogue, collaborative grouping, modeling and, 

classroom organization -- between and among my teaching, reading 

and learning beliefs, practices, and theories. 

An ambiguous practice was defined as some agreement 

between and among beliefs, practice and theories. For instance, 

analysis of the belief and practice set data indicated that certain 

practices supporting certain strategies were ambiguous among 

related beliefs or practices, but not among current teaching and 



learning theories, while at other times certain practices were 

ambiguous among my related beliefs and practice, and current 

teaching and learning theories. The presentation of the practices are 

in alphabetical order and not meant to represent degrees of 

ambiguity. 

Class Dialogue Practice 

The class dialogue was defined as practices that promoted 

discussion opportunities between student(s) to teacher, and student(s) 

to student(s). The use of dialogues were intended to clarify 

understanding about specific information, reduce confusion and 

frustration, to generate an understanding between beliefs and 

practice, to question or challenge the validity of a proposed theory 

or practice, and to extend or transfer knowledgeable subject content 

understanding across different given classroom situations. 

Class dialogue 

Seven out of seven classes contained the class dialogue practice 

technique and methods which resulted in a frequency of use category of 
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II Often II (6+). For the mediation category within the teaching, reading and 
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learning domains, this suggested class dialogue practices were represented 

in all observed classes. 

Review of the data however revealed there existed ambiguity in how 

dialogue was presented during classroom instruction, specifically when 

focusing on current ConstructivistlVygotskian classroom discussion 

theories. The analysis indicated mediation strategies were confusing good 

teaching practices with the desire to distance myself from a transmission

style of teaching. As I attempted to improve upon my teaching practices, I 

was sacrificing some effective teaching methods already established in my 

practice to follow exactly what I thought current teaching and learning 

theories were suggesting. Data analysis results indicated I lacked 

consistency in practicing related classroom dialogue beliefs. For example, 

the following Teaching Belief Set # 5 illustrated that while my 

understanding of classroom dialogue was similar with that of current 

teaching and learning theories, I constructed a disjointed schemata about 

the purpose for practicing classroom dialogue. I lacked the practice in 

understanding how to apply my belief about classroom dialogue during 

classroom teaching. The ambiguity between understanding and practice 

emerged when, as the data indicates below, I explained the difference 

between transmitting information and discovering knowledge. When asked 
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about the purpose for modeling classroom information, it became apparent 

that it was difficult for me to understand that modeling could be considered 

a type of transmission of information, or that transmission was sometimes a 

necessary part of teaching and learning. Further, the accompanying field 

notes preceding Teaching Belief Set # 5 revealed I had assumed that the 

practice lecturing was removed from my classroom instruction, and 

replaced instead by various classroom dialogue strategies. 

Teaching belief set five: Field notes. 

Teaching Belief Set Five (p. 19-21) continues the on-going 

practical argument discussion of using modeling as an effective 

means to promote a dialogic classroom teaching and learning 

environment rather than to simply use class time to transmit 

information to students. However, careful review of this practical 

argument text revealed a basic misconception that led to another 

conflict within my teaching knowledge system. It has come to my 

attention that I have been lacking an understanding about what 

transmitting information means, when to transmit information, and 

what the difference is between transmitting information and 

transmission style teaching. This conflict is clearly a self-induced 

mistrust between my past process-product (scientific or 

behavioristic) teacher training and interactive teaching. Perhaps I 

did not build on my past knowledge about transmitting information 

because in my zeal to find an alternative method to teach, I "threw 



the baby out with the bath water." I must have held such a strong 

dislike and anger for passive teaching (possibly because I 

experienced such teaching methods as a student) that Ifound it 

unacceptable to have any such method in my practice. This feeling is 

most evident when I voiced my belief that knowledge discovered 

through classroom discussions was a more valued teaching and 

learning strategy than was the transmitting by the teacher of how to 

use a particular strategy to the students. In Teaching Belief Set # 

Five, the discord is evident when it is revealed that there are times 

when I practiced transmission of information. With regard to the 

practical argument video tape, it suggests a lack of understanding and 

connectedness between the teaching and practicing of class dialogue 

strategies and the need to sometimes just explain the information to 

the students. Also, I think the confusion raised the question of 

responsibility between the students and myself. If I attempt to 

remove all practice that represents transmission of information, how 

and when would I relay my expertise and experiences on teaching, 

reading and learning? I seemed to fear suggesting a right or wrong 

answer and instead accept whatever answer was offered. 

Practical argument text (p. 19-21). 

VR: I mean this seemed to be a real clear statement about your 

approach with these students. Although you do give some 

suggestion, do you see a difference between giving them a 

suggestion and telling them what to do? 

CS: Yes I do. 
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VR: Do you think that they see it as a difference? 

CS: Well, I'm hoping they do. I can't really say whether they do 

or don't. But I'm hoping by using certain language such as, 

"This is a suggestion. This may be one way of doing it. " I 

am hoping that they see that this is just one possibility. I 

don't want to tell them that this is the only way. I feel very 

strong about the idea of always transmitting knowledge. And 

[pause] I feel that we've done that too often in our educational 

system. 

VR: And yet you will model some things. 

CS: I believe there is a fine line between modeling and 

transmitting information. I almost always have to decide what 

it is that I'm going to model. If I'm modeling a way to read 

aloud, for example, I don't see this as transmitting, as telling 

them what to do. Rather, I see this as one suggestion. 

VR: Showing them what to do? 

CS: Yes, to show. But I'm showing what, [pauses] yes, I'm 

showing them what to do, but I still don't see this as 

transmitting knowledge. My understanding of transmitting is 

saying that this is the way to do it. This is the only right way 

to do it. 

VR: And yet, when we saw the students reading aloud, they all 

picked that up from you on holding the book this way. 

CS: Yes, and that is interesting because most of them did their 

reading aloud exactly the same way I did. But I remember 
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how in the beginning of the semester, the students would ask if 

they had to stand up to read. I remember telling them that 

they could sit, stand and hold the book any way they choose. I 

gave them options, reminding them that what I was saying 

were suggestions to different ways to read to the class. [pauses] 

Although I can see now where modeling my reading aloud to 

them would be a strong suggestion of how they should read to 

the class [pauses] and in a way that is almost passing over that 

fine line into transmitting. [pauses] I'm really struggling with 

the idea about when is it that I am transmitting and when am I 

modeling information. For some reason I seem to have afear 

that I will transmit information to the students rather than 

allow them to experience discovery of that information. So I 

am trying to eliminate the whole notion of transmitting 

altogether. 

VR: Well, perhaps a difference would be that you would talk about 

it and talk about your own reason, [pause] your own theory. 

CS: And that's usually what I try to do. But I am not sure the 

purpose I choose is really effective. 

VR: OK. Then maybe that's the reason. I mean, my theory is the 

same as Patty's [Dr. Patricia Anders], that you would be 

showing pictures while you are walking around reading the 

story. You would be reading and showing the pictures. But 

you had a different theory for holding the book that way. And 

your theory became part of the students theory for holding the 
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book and reading aloud. I mean, the issue seems to me is that 

they have a justification for what it is that they do and their 

understanding of what it is they are doing. So, you gave them 

a justification. 

CS: You know Virginia, right now an image just flashed through 

my mind as you were describing my theory. I remember 

when I was in kindergarten, we were read to by the teacher 

holding the book the same way I held it in the video. I'm 

wondering if that's just an embedded belief I acquired because 

of kindergarten class experience? I know I have seen other 

ways to read aloud. In fact, Kathy Short's Children's 

Literature class offered a variety of ways. But because I 

practiced what I remembered from kindergarten early in my 

career, I always practiced that one way-even knowing there 

are other ways of reading aloud. 

VR: Right, just one of those embedded beliefs we don't think 

about. You learn to teach the way you were taught to. 

CS: That's right. And perhaps that's one reason why I don't 

want to transmit knowledge but rather to try to model various 

ways of teaching and to say that the way I am presenting the 

information is just one suggestion. But at the same time, I 

know teacher research suggests that when students go out in 

the field, they teach from what they remember they saw, not 

necessarily what was asked of them, but what they saw 

happening in the classroom and what they remember as 
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students throughout their educational years. It may represent 

ineffective learning, ineffective teaching or an ineffective way 

to read to your class, but we often teach from that point of 

understanding, as I have just discovered. 

My misunderstanding about transmission of information 

practice resulted in a belief that behaviorist teaching paradigm 

practices were ineffective because of the lecturing mode 

incorporated within the paradigm. Where and how I constructed this 

understanding is beyond the scope of the present study. But I believe 

such a narrow view may be the result of past teacher "training" 

experiences that suggested there was only one correct way to 

practice. Perhaps such a belief arose from my past learning 

experiences while living in Acapulco, where I most often relied on 

learning through observation, trial and error and self-discovery. 

What was interesting is how I merely exchanged one form of 

teaching style for another without incorporating the merits from 

both methods in my classroom instruction. 

Practice Data Set 

As I sought to improve my teaching practice, it seemed I 

needed to counter this belief about transmitting information by 
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incorporating a more dialogic classroom environment. To 

accomplish this, I provided opportunities to invite students to 

participate in class dialogue. These discussions were meant to 

provide mediation opportunities between students existing 

understanding about teaching practices and newer in-coming 

information so they would be better informed to make decisions 

about teaching and learning. The following two anecdotal recording 

captured during class meeting 10/13/92 were typical of my efforts to 

provide class discussions for scaffolding purposes. 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

Most classes in public schools are taught in a transmitting 

manner -- the knowledge is transmitted from the teacher to the 

student. Then the student practices what was transmitted back to the 

teacher. But, in this class, we have been practicing knowledge 

gathering strategies. We have been using class dialogues to help 

construct personal understanding. Little information is ever 

transmitted. 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

Your group presentation about sight words and the various 

activities to teach sight word recognition has been quite enlightening 

to us. One question I have is, would you explain to us a bit more 

what is meant by the term "dolch word list?" How does this list fit in 
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with the idea of sight words and how does a word list fit in with 

your definition for authentic language use that you gave us earlier in 

your group presentation? 

In the attempt to change my teaching practice from a 

transmission-style of teaching to an interactive style, I also needed to 

change my former belief that only one answer existed. The 

following anecdotals during 11/3/92 and 12/14/92 were typical of my 

attempts to share my understanding about presented information 

while at the same time suggesting ways to make connections between 

these informing discussions. However, as the dialogue in these 

anecdotals suggest, the purpose for these connections were to arrive 

at one particular answer. 

Anecdotal records. 11/3/92. 
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The Early Childhood group presented some very interesting 

activities today that included good information about the teaching and 

practicing of literature. I have been trying to make a connection between 

some of the reading theorists we have been covering in class with the 

information being presented, and I believe I can make one. The reading 

activity you are suggesting to use, "Sketch to Stretch" is a way of applying 

Rosenblatt's theory of aesthetic reading to instructional practice. 

Anecdotal record. 12/14/92. 

Dialogue between, and among, the teacher and students in a 

classroom will provide those students, as well as, the teacher, with 



opportunities to see alternative ways to critically think about 

presented issues. For those students whose interests become more 

and more diverse because of these types of classroom discussions, it 

will allow them to travel with that interest in many different 

directions. 

Review of student journals revealed that students often 

imitated my practice in stressing one answer. While my belief data 

prefaced suggestions and more than one possible solution, my 

practice usually indicated only one solution. Students' written 

responses supported my classroom practice rather than my beliefs by 

usually indicating an "either or" response to topic discussions. For 

example, the following student journal entry 10/8/92 was typical of 

these types of responses. 

Student journal #3, 10/8/92. 

The value of books was discussed. The use of basals was 

thought to be boring, controlled and not exciting. Modern methods 

include the use of literature books, with each student receiving a 

copy. The use of journals was also discussed. Journals should be a 

way to express one's feelings or thoughts or summarize information. 

Many felt that they should not be graded. Others felt that they 

should not be read by the teacher at all, while others thought that 

they should be looked at once in a while._ 
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The discussion about not using basals in the classroom resulted 

from my comments about the type of reading materials used in 

public schools. Since most students were not aware of the term, 

basals, the discussion activated students prior memories in reading 

classes. Rather than describing effective ways to interface basals in a 

whole language classroom as the textbook, as Invitations suggested, I 

moved the conversation away from using any basals series in the 

classroom. Because I saw the use of basals as a transmission style to 

teach reading, I considered any use of basals to undermine effective 

classroom reading instruction. This move, I remember, caused 

considerable confusion among most of the students. While causing 

cognitive confusion is appropriate to induce change, I did not 

provide mediation for students to work through this confusion. 

Instead, I gave an "either or" response. 

Classroom Organization Practices 

Classroom organization was defined as practices that provided 

ways to organize and manage students during classroom instruction. 

These practices included grouping students according to interests, 

pairing students during essays, group projects, collaborative student 
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presentations, and whole class discussions. The physical arrangement 

of the classroom had students desks in clusters rather than rows. 

Classroom Organization 

Seven out of seven classes utilized classroom organization 

practice techniques and methods which resulted in a frequency of use 

category of "Often" (6+) engaged. For the organization category in 

the teaching, reading and learning domains, this suggested the 

strategy was always observed and practiced among the classes. 

Analysis of the practice revealed that, while the anecdotal 

records verified that classroom organization had been consistently 

used among the classes, the degree of understanding between beliefs, 

practice and current educational understanding was not always 

congruent with ConstructivistlVygotskian theories. In addition, this 

lack of understanding was consistently observed, and similarly 

practiced throughout the present study. 

The following Teaching Belief Set # 7 and Learning Belief Set 

# 6 were typical representations of the limited usage of classroom 

organization strategies offered during the semester. While both 

belief sets and their corresponding field notes revealed my 

intentional beliefs, both sources also revealed limiting teaching and 
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learning factors that occurred throughout the semester as a result of 

the classroom's grouping arrangement. While my belief was to 

allow students the opportunity to become "experts" in a particular 

area of teaching by grouping them according to their interests (such 

as, Bilingual, Reading, Early Childhood, Math), it also limited the 

scope of content interrelatedness among the groups because of this 

singular focus. 

Teaching belief set seven: Field notes. 

The action that drives the Teaching Belief Set Seven (p. 39-40) 

discussion revolves around classroom interaction between and among 

the collaborative groups. The arrangement of the classroom suggests 

a strong sense of not wanting to do anything that reflects a traditional 

way of teaching-from the physical arrangement of the classroom, the 

way the groups were formed, the way discussions were created, to 

the location of the professor. There is an unconscious conflict, at 

least there seems to me to be one, between traditional teaching, 

transmitting knowledge, scaffolding, and the use of my prior 

teaching knowledge. By not including any traditionally Behavioristic 

teaching methods from the start of the semester, the student's prior 

knowledge about classroom organization was at first a bit confusing 

and uncomfortable for them. Also, the students were confused about 

their role in teaching and learning [pedagogy J. This confusion 

included the teaching of the reading process. What I find interesting 
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from the following discussion is that while I am modeling my way of 

teaching and classroom organization, I don't view it as transmitting, 

but as giving an alternative to the Behaviorist model of classroom 

teaching. Rather than building upon students' prior beliefs and 

experiences, and integrating that knowledge with a more holistic 

practice, I seem to be suggesting to the students the need to discount 

and even throw out everything in their repertoire that reflects a past 

traditional-style of teaching. But isn't teaching in of itself a 

tradition? And don't we improve upon teaching by building on what 

we already know? 

Practical argument text Cp. 39-401. 

VR: Did you always sit in the middle of the room with a group of 

students that way? 

CS: Actually, I sat with a different group each class period and 

throughout the semester I moved around from group to group. 

VR: OK. [pauses] Because one of the things that I noticedfrom the 

immediate picture [referring to the video] that we could see, is 

a lot of people had to give their backs to you. 

CS: Right. It was an interesting and different approach I took to 

the class that semester. I was trying to develop a risk-free 

environment so more students might participate in class 

discussions. And I didn't want the students to feel that they 

need always be looking at me when I was talking. Since the 

majority of the students were Hispanic, I was trying to respond 

to the Hispanic culture. From my past experiences as an 
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adjunct professor at this university, I noticed many students, 

especially female students, feel uncomfortable during class 

dialogue when they have to look directly in a persons eye or 

make direct eye contact with an authority figure, especially if 
its a male. Also, I was trying to move away from modeling 

my past traditional teaching role as being the primary source 

of information. 

VR: This one male student here on the tape [pointing towards the 

video], he seems to be writing away on something else not 

related to the class discussion. 

CS: Right. I noticed also that he was working on something else 

during this particular discussion. Several students often did 

that. But, then of course, I remembered that students did that 

in a lecture setting, too. 

VR: Right. He could possibly be listening on the side. 

CS: Yes. Well that was one of my hopes that some of the 

students are able to do both. 

Learning belief set six: Field notes. 

The action motivating Learning Belief Set Six (p. 44) seems to 

be about the ambiguity I display between my prior transmission-style 

of teaching with the more recent acquisition of the constructivist 

teaching theory. This conflict is interesting because while I hold a 

sense that I believe I know what is important for the students to learn 

and practice about teaching reading, I don 't recognize this as still 

being a teacher-centered priority. I have not investigated whether 
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any of my questions about teaching are the same as the students have 

about teaching and learning. I have a feeling that this conflict may be 

. why it is difficult for me to keep students "on track" during group 

discussions. It may be that the students are not ready for the 

particular information I think they need to know because through 

classroom dialogue, a different set of questions emerge. But isn't 

this was classroom dialogue is suppose to accomplish - empowering 

students to learn from their questions? I think I am gUilty of leaping 

to assumptions about the students needs. Which is interesting, since I 

began the semester by grouping students according to their interests. 

This thought certainly supports the constructivist notion that learning 

is not always going to happening in a linear direction. Rather, that 

learning takes on a variety of starts and side roads. I know this, yet I 

do not practice it, which leads me to conclude I don't completely 

believe in teaching from students' interests. Perhaps its because I 

have had neither the opportunities to practice from this point of view 

or to reflect on the purpose for the practice. Instead, like several 

other practices I have uncovered, I seem to peiform them because, 

like the mountains, they are there. 

Practical argument text (P. 44). 

VR: I noticed that in your discussion you are always trying to lead 

the students back to one direction. I wonder if this isn't 

something that is equally as flexible in terms of figuring out 

something else? Watching this I was just wondering, trying to 

figure out, do I do that in my discussions, and I probably do 
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that I kind of thing, lead them through a discussion, I mean 

until we get a sense of some understanding. I think what your 

trying to do is to get the students at some intuitive 

understanding about the difference between reading and 

comprehension. But, if what the students are saying is not 

really reading, then what is reading? 

PA: What were those girls saying, [referring to two students 

in the video], because I couldn't understand them, [because of 

the poor sound quality on the video]. Were they saying that 

you can read without understanding or without 

comprehending, and that's the same as word calling? 

CS: That's right. They were referring to the reading process as 

being just a skill. You either recognize the words or you 

don't. 

VR: They didn't even say reading was a word calling process. 

They said, " You read this thing and you don't always 

understand it. But, they keep referring that it is still reading. 

Even after your question about what they are saying, they keep 

repeating that it's still reading. 

CS: I got a sense with this discussion that I seem to get from 

the classroom discussion that there is a point in our discussions 

where I feel that the essence of what I'm trying to say or state 

or promote becomes very elusive and I loose the point I am 

trying to make in class. I get this sense because of the 

direction the discussions usually take while I am trying to get 
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the students to critically think about the question and to 

development different alternatives to the question. But I seem 

to loose the sense of what it was that I was trying to say. Not 

all the time, but I find that happening as it did with this 

particular discussion. I got the feeling that I just left the point 

of the discussion lay on the floor because I felt let down with 

the direction the discussion turned. Which is interesting 

because I thought I wanted the students to discover some sort 

of insight from our discussions. The question is then, from 

whose point of view, mine or the students. This reveals a 

great deal about my beliefs for class dialogue. 

VR: Yes, I think so too. I had that sense same sense about the 

discussions, because my sense was your original question was 

what was reading, and the discussion moved away from that 

question. 

CS: Right. And perhaps it happens because we were putting 

so many variables into that discussion. Our focus becomes too 

broad. We started talking about comprehension and about 

understanding what a reader does to comprehend and we 

really weren't learning. We didn't stop to define each one, to 

gain some sense, some understanding about what we were 

introducing to the discussion each time. And all of a sudden 

there's too much there to work with. I think that is why the 

whole issue around the question of what was reading became 

overwhelming. I think that this should have been when I 
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needed to stop the discussion and refocus the direction of the 

discussion for the class. 

VR: Did you know that the interesting issue there is your placement 

in the classroom, because one of the things that I would do 

would be writing on the board. That's an automatic reaction 

for me. I'd say "OK, what is reading?" I write the question 

on the board, and that would allow me to keep going back to 

where we are. But I still have the sense in my own discussions 

that I don't conclude them either. I mean, I don't always 

finish up class discussions from the stand-point of saying, "OK 

lets go back to the question." And I don't know whether I 

don't do that because I don't want them to be tied into 

something about the question quite yet, while they are 

developing their own definition to the question on the board. 

As I attempted to replace the traditional teacher/student 

classroom lectures for a more interactive dialogue setting between 

and among students and myself, I reasoned the traditional classroom 

arrangement would need replacing. What was interesting about my 

attempt was that I replaced one set of restrictions for another. For 

instance, to provide the students with what I considered would be 

more effective teaching and learning strategies which, in turn, would 

promote greater opportunities for class dialogue participation, I 

reasoned that placing students into small interest groups and 
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maintaining that arrangement throughout the class period would 

reduce a student's sense of risk-taking in class dialogues. As 

mentioned earlier, the arrangement limited eye contact between and 

among students, as well as, between me and the students. Also, to 

remove any semblance of a lecture format, I severely limited my 

movement around the classroom by always sitting with one group 

during each class period. As was pointed out in the above discussion, 

the self-imposed restriction limited my use of the chalk board as a 

tool to keep discussions focused. 

Practice Data Set 

The anecdotal records also verified that a consistent use of 

collaborative grouping was the primary classroom organization 

practice throughout the semester. Review of this data indicated that 

such practice was somewhat static, and provided the students with a 

limited opportunity to increase their practical knowledge about 

alternative classroom organization procedures. In addition, not all 

students felt comfortable in groups, nor were all groups effective in 

these settings. For example, the following anecdotal observation 

during 10/15/92 was noteworthy of the typical class structure 

throughout the semester. 
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Anecdotal record. 10/15/92._ 

Classroom organization is non-traditional -- class seating in 

groups; students discussing in groups during individual and whole 

class discussions; teacher/student dialogue; teacher-led questioning 

strategies; teacher seating among groups. Groups and whole class 

discussions evolve from this same arrangement. Teacher-led 

questions began most of the discussions in this class. 

The anecdotal notes were representational of the physical 

arrangement of the classroom. Originally, I assumed that a more 

informal classroom arrangement would provide more effective 

opportunities for learning and dialogue to take place within a 

classroom setting. I reasoned traditional rows of desks increased the 

likelihood of passive learning among the students. I also believed a 

formal classroom setting ignored the socio-historical culture of many 

of the Hispanic students. In the Hispanic culture, many of the non

traditional students that were attending READ 3323.02 considered 

direct eye contact improper with those in positions of authority. To 

reduce risk-taking among this group of individuals, I elected to 

maintain the small group format throughout each class period. My 

intention was to remove a restricting environment for many of the 

students. 
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However, review of classroom videotapes revealed, that while 

my intentions had merit, the positions of student groups limited 

teaching and learning. The arrangement consistently prevented some 

students from observing and reacting to other speakers from another 

group, as well as, having a clear view as I spoke. In my zeal to 

remove a restrictive learning environment, I neglected to give heed 

to the issue of eye contact among speaker and listener(s). Eye 

contact between and among peers and the classroom teacher provides 

a greater opportunity to respond to various signs and signals during 

dialogue. Feedback from dialogue responses provides all individuals 

involved to move back and forth in the dialogue as each attempts to 

make sense of what is being said. In my attempt to be non

conventional in my classroom organization, I inadvertently limited 

personable contact among all speakers and listeners in the classroom. 

Many students responded in their journals about the way the 

class was organized. Most responses articulated some confusion and 

frustration over the classroom arrangement. The following entry 

typifies alternate methods many students indicated they would 

employ in organizing their own classrooms once out in the field. 
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Student journal # 28. 11/5/92. 

Developing a system of management that is contrary to the 

traditional teacher- a control approach - is a difficult and slow 

process for most of us. It takes an understanding of whole language 

philosophy, the desire to have a collaborative classroom, time, 

experience, trial and error, risk-taking and trust with students. 

When setting up a classroom, I think we as teachers, should make it 

exciting for students when they enter the classroom. I would have a 

writing center with chairs, table, pencils, pens, colors, etc. Here the 

students can draw or write a short story. Also, a listening center, 

using headphones to listen to cassette recording to favorite books 

while they follow along in individual copies. Other learning areas or 

centers, would reflect what is going on in the elementary classroom, 

such as, there may also be areas for math manipulatives, science 

projects and other curriculum theme related study. 

Review of the students' journals about classroom organization 

revealed my attempt to encourage students to change their prior 

beliefs about classroom arrangement and management styles for a 

more integrated holistic style. But, the language the students used in 

their writing indicated I did more than influence their decisions. I 

played one style of teaching practice over the other. I believe I 

initially did this because of my past teacher training experiences. 

For instance, during my tenure in public schools, teachers were often 
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asked at the beginning of each new school year to embrace a new 

teaching program. These programs usually preceded the existing 

programs with new sets of noncomplementary rules and strategies. 

To help us practice these new programs, teachers were required to 

sit in on a number of in-services that trained us how to teach from 

the program. On an unconscious level, I seemed to have initially 

began my classroom practice during the Fall 1992 semester by 

attempting to do everything exactly the way the experts said 

(Routman, 1991). While I now recognize my naivete, I nonetheless 

had practiced from this point of view. I didn't even entertain the 

prospect of gradually introducing changes in classroom organization. 

I was operating from a construct that this was a new program and 

for it to be successfully implemented, I needed to change my former 

practices. 

Collaborative Grouping Practices 

Collaborative grouping was defined as practices that 

encouraged students to work cooperatively and collaboratively 

within group settings. Practices included providing students with 

choices in selecting interest groups, opportunities to express 

theoretical understandings within the group, peer problem-solving 
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activities, group and whole class discussions, and peer scaffolding 

support that enhanced the learning process. 

Collaborative grouping 

Six out of seven classes utilized collaborative grouping 

practice techniques and methods, which resulted in a frequency of 

use category of "Often" (6+) engaged. For the practical application 

category in the teaching, reading and learning domains, this meant 

practices were often represented and engaged. 

Review of the data revealed that the degree of understanding 

relationships was congruent among the current Constructivist and 

Vygotskian theories. However, the results also revealed that my 

collaborative grouping practice was static in practice. In wanting to 

physically change the classroom from a transmission-style of 

learning to an interactive-style, I requested that upon entering the 

classroom, students always arrange themselves into their groups 

before we started class. Regardless of whether class discussions were 

group or whole class, the groups' arrangement never varied during 

the semester. The following two typical belief data sets, Learning 

Belief Set # 9 and # 11, illustrated my belief about collaborative 
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groupmg. However, ambiguous features became apparent when I 

practiced collaborative grouping. 

Learning belief set nine: Field notes. 

The action centering around Learning Belief Set Nine (p. 56-57) 

concerns the affects of having elementary and secondary students 

together in a higher education reading class. In this discussion, I 

explained the use of grouping played an important part in 

reconstructing meaning and integrating previous knowledge, an issue 

discussed in Learning Belief Set Eight. My belief suggested that the 

practice of collaborative grouping helped to support reading in 

content areas, as well as providing opportunities to include particular 

literature reading within content areas.. The dialogue in this frame 

seems to suggest that by providing opportunities for reconstruction 

of individual students point of views about reading and content areas 

teaching, changes would occur in how students would learn the 

content's information. However, because I kept the students in the 

same groups throughout the semester, there was little opportunity to 

experience how reading would be different for different contents. 

While there was a great deal of discussion about various reading 

strategies that were applicable to each content, few were able to 

experience these varieties. 

Practical argument text (56-571. 

VR: Where all the students elementary, or where there secondary 

preservice teachers in this classroom? 
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CS: The majority of the students were elementary majors. But 

there was one group of six students who were interested in 

secondary. This sometimes led to interesting juxtapositions in 

their discussions. Each group of students, whether they where 

interested in elementary or secondary teaching retained 

narrow views about what could or could not be used in their 

practice. An almost egocentric view about grade levels. I 

often asked them whenever we discussed particular strategies 

or topics how the information could be adapted to fit their 

particular interests. Its for that reason that I placed the 

students into groups based on their area of interest in 

education. I was hoping that through collaboration and 

discussions they would broaden their point of views about 

what is teaching and learning, and not necessarily keep 

thinking that this or that strategy is inappropriate. What is 

interesting is that the secondary group began to transform the 

information given from an elementary group's presentation to 

ways they could apply it to secondary content areas. The same 

held true for the elementary groups when the secondary group 

presented. 

Learning belief set eleven: Field notes. 

The action centering around Learning Belief Set Eleven (p. 61-

62) discusses one of the scaffolding strategies I practiced during the 

semester. In order to develop a sense of awareness about the nature 

of reading, discussions were developed around the professional 
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literature about reading, learning and teaching theories and practices. 

The students were to research articles that discussed those ideas and 

then informally present the information to the class. Each group was 

to choose an article, read and discuss it among themselves first, and 

then present the information to the rest of the class. It was hoped 

that each group would read the article several times. Such a practice 

supported my belief about building upon existing knowledge, 

collaborative learning opportunities and providing an awareness of 

what practices they have seen in the past and would, most likely 

probably use in the future classrooms unless they became better 

informed of alternate methods. I was hoping that by having the 

students being aware of various theories, they could build on and 

make meaningful connections between what they already know, with 

new incoming information, to make informed decisions about 

classroom practice. 

Practical argument text Cp. 61-62l. 

VR: And each person in the group read the article? 

CS: Yes. Each student in a group were to read the chosen article. 

Then they were to collaboratively discuss the information 

among the other group members before presenting the article 

to the whole class. 

PA: Did you check over the articles to see what kind of article they 

got, and to make sure it was appropriate? I would worry if 
they were to get a very abstract research article that would not 
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be appropriate, you know, like an experimental research 

project, they would find little value in what they were reading. 

CS: One guideline I gave students in choosing an article was that it 

may be better not to copy an article that was a research study. 

I then went on to explain what such an article looked like. I 

explained my concern was the statistics involved in such 

research articles and how that may interfere with their 

understanding of what the author of the article is trying to 

contribute. However, if they did select this type of article, the 

whole group had to be in agreement before deciding to use it. 

But I really didn't have too great of a concern that they would 

choose an article that was too abstract for them because they 

were searching for articles that were written from among a 

list of teacher researcher in the field of reading, teaching and 

learning that we briefly discussed in class. Most of the names 

came from the textbook. So they had the option of pulling the 

articles that the author, Regie Routman, had used and cited in 

her writing, or locating articles that dealt with issues and 

topics we were discussing in class. Also, I suggested they 

might limit their search to the Journal of Reading and the 

Reading Teacher. 

These two belief sets suggested that collaborative grouping 

allowed students to build upon prior knowledge and experiences. 

However, results from the review of the belief and practice data 
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revealed that I neither expressed nor practiced alternate grouping 

procedures. For example, I did not reposition students' seating 

arrangements during whole class discussions. Also, I never 

attempted to restructure or diversify the groups. Once students were 

grouped, they remained in these groups for the duration of the 

semester. 

Practice Data Set 

The ambiguous nature of my collaborative grouping practices 

suggests that while I may have know about different grouping 

practices, I did not recognize the need to practice different grouping 

procedures. The following anecdotal practice set data 10/8/92, 

10113/92 and 1115/92 are representative of typical collaborative 

grouping procedures employed during the semester. The data are 

observation notes that describe the physical setting of particular 

grouping arrangements used on these class dates. Review of the 

other class videos revealed similar arrangements, thus confirming 

that the purpose for practicing grouping was limited to a single 

arrangement. 
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Anecdotal record. 10/8/92. 

A students directs a questions to the teacher educator (myself). 

I respond by asking the rest of the class to share possible answers or 

any other comments to the question. Students are observed sitting in 

groups. The groups are clustered around the room. I am seated 

with the math group. A whole class discussion begins around the 

question and the responding answers. Some students have 

repositioned their chairs to face me as I discuss the answers. Most 

everyone seems to be taking notes about the discussion. 

Anecdotal record. 10/13/92. 

A student begins the class by reading aloud. All students are 

clustered in groups. The Special Education group presents an 

overview of their chosen article on vocabulary teaching. They 

describe their understanding about the article's definition of 

contextualized reading versus decontextualized reading. Included in 

their discussion was the group's consensus understanding of each 

member that any word that becomes familiar to the reader in a 

contextual setting can be viewed as a learned sight word. Teacher 

educator (myself) is seated with the Early Childhood group. A 

whole class discussion around the article continues for the remainder 

of the class period. 

Anecdotal record. 11/5/92. 

A student begins the class by reading aloud. Story a bit long. 

A number of students are talking or reading other material. Teacher 

educator (myself) is standing in the middle of the room. Asks 
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students to discuss a posed question in their groups first, and then 

discuss their answers among the whole class. I explain that if any 

member of the group has a question, they are to ask each member 

before they ask me. I select a group to sit with for the remainder of 

the class. I seem to be doing most of the talking. The video shows 

the two closest groups around me are listening and taking notes. 

After the whole class discussion, the Reading group begins their 

article presentation. Because of time, their presentation will 

continue next meeting. 

For triangulation purposes, the students' journal of READ: 

3323.01 Fall semester class, were reviewed for any discussion about 

the classroom grouping arrangement. The results revealed that my 

practice promoted group collaboration within classroom. However, 

these same entries also seemed to accept the arrangement of 

stationary grouping as common place. While the students saw value 

in grouping, they did not discuss how different groups could be 

formed for different purposes during classroom instruction because I 

did not provide these experiences in my practice. Rather, students 

reacted to grouping favorably in their entries from a different point 

of view, suggesting these opportunities provided for more dialogue 

time in the classroom. Data pulled from these journal entries 

supported the ambiguity present between and among my beliefs, 
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practices and theories about collaborative practice. That is, grouping 

provided more opportunities for classroom dialogue, but little 

opportunities to form diverse groups that reflected diverse student 

interests as new information was introduced in the classroom. The 

following are two typical student journal entries that reflect not the 

dynamics for grouping, but the importance to include whole class 

dialogue. 

Student #4 journal entry, 10/8/92. 

Group presentations began today. It was very interesting. 

The groups explained ways that can get learners to become critical 

thinkers. I agreed with the class discussion on participation. I think 

its very important to get students used to participating in class 

discussions because it gives them the opportunity to ask questions and 

clarify anything they might be confused about. I feel many students 

in school today could do much better if only they asked more 

questions. Many times, however, they continue to fall further 

behind. If a teacher encouraged students to ask questions, I think 

they'd eventually get students out of their shell. Then they could 

clarify any confusion's and really become more effective teachers. 

Student #18 journal entry, 11/3/92. 

Today my group had to present. It was a wonderful 

experience. We all pitched in and pulled together the information 

and got our data organized to present to the class. There was a very 
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interesting question brought up in class by one of our group 

members. The question was: Should a teacher stop reading a story in 

order to answer questions that students ask or should the teacher wait 

until the end of the story? There was a great deal of discussion 

about this question. and we all decided that there are times when you 

would stop reading and other times when it would break 

comprehension. 

The practice of collaborative grouping in the classroom during 

the Fall 1992 semester revealed an interesting juxtaposition in my 

teaching. While my beliefs and practice were both congruent with 

contemporary research understanding in applying collaborative 

classroom grouping during classroom instruction, analysis of my 

practice revealed an ambiguous relationship between understanding 

the purpose of grouping, and the practicing of grouping. Though I 

consistently practiced collaborative grouping, the dynamics of the 

groups never changed. While I implemented grouping, and 

suggested that groups might reorganize themselves to meet the 

changing dynamics of the classroom curriculum, the data revealed I 

continued to model a more traditional interpretation of grouping. 

There was little encouragement or opportunities to rotate groups, 

combine groups or divide groups once they had been formed. A 
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possible origin for this tension between my beliefs and practice may 

be rooted in my past elementary teaching experiences. How I 

grouped the pre service teachers mirrors the way I grouped my 

elementary students during reading time. For instance, the 

elementary students were pre-determined by ability and grouped 

accordingly, and rarely, if ever, did any student move between 

groups. While the preservice students grouped themselves according 

to personal interests, they did not move from group to group as 

diverse interests arose from classroom dialogue either. Cognitively I 

understood the purpose for grouping (ie. collaborative and diverse 

learning opportunities), but I lacked the practical application to make 

these final connections between purpose and learning opportunities. I 

suggest the ambiguous status of collaborative grouping is related 

more to my uncertainty in practicing collaborative grouping, than in 

the lack of understanding the practice. 

Modeling Practices 

Modeling was defined as practices that promoted opportunities 

to demonstrate practical application of particular teaching, reading 

and learning methods. At times the modeling was practiced by the 

instructor, such as during whole class instruction or on one-to-one 
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conversations with a student, and at times by students in group 

discussions, peer-to-peer, and whole class presentations. 

Modeling 

Seven out of seven classes contained modeling techniques and 

methods which resulted in a frequency of use category of "Often" 

(6+). For the teaching, reading and learning domains, this suggested 

modeling was always represented and practiced among the observed 

classes. 

Review between the related belief and practice data revealed a 

consistent use of the modeling, but the results indicated that these 

related beliefs and practices lacked congruent patterns with current 

ConstructivistlVygotskian beliefs when practiced. While these 

theories suggest that modeling practices were designed to offer both 

the teacher and the students a variety of alternative ways to proceed 

through an activity, analysis between these theories and my practical 

use of these theories suggested an ambiguous relationship existed 

during practice. The most compelling ambiguity among the 

modeling data was clearly expressed during the "reading alouds" I 

practiced in class. 
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For example, the practical argument transcriptions indicated 

that, while I held a belief for the purpose for reading aloud, these 

beliefs were not consistently practiced in the classroom. I suspect the 

ambiguous nature of these read alouds occurred because again, from 

a constructivist view, I lacked practice. Since meaningful 

understanding, according to constructivist theorists, comes from 

experiencing various practice opportunities, the lack of these 

opportunities limited my ability to make meaningful connections 

between my understanding and the actual practice of reading alouds. 

Following are Teaching Belief Sets # 3 and # 4 that were typical 

representations of my beliefs to practice modeling within my 

teaching repertoire. The practical argument dialogue revealed how 

little reflective thought went into why I would want to model such 

practices as read alouds. 

Teaching belief set three: Field notes. 

The action in Teaching Belief Set Three (p. 12-13), reading 

and holding a children's literature book, begins the first in a series of 

related conflicts between the knowledgeable understanding of 

effective teaching and my past traditional process-product belief 

driven practices. The previous belief set (Teaching Belief Set Two) 

described in detail the necessity for reading aloud, the reading 
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process as well as the constructivist theory about learning. In this 

set, the actual discussion of why I modeled reading aloud by holding 

the book in a certain manner uncovered a traditional belief about the 

purpose for reading aloud to class. The dialogue suggests there are 

alternative ways to present, and to hold a book while reading aloud 

to the class. However, I modeled only one way, which the students 

all copied when they each in turn read aloud to the class. This 

imitation can be observed among each of selected class meetings. 

The way I practiced read alouds seemed to represent a discontinuity 

or ambiguity between modeling the knowledge of reading aloud in 

practice. There was a sense that critical assessment and adjustment to 

the manner in which I was holding and presenting the book was 

never questioned, nor was the purpose for reading aloud really stated 

in class - the data supporting reading aloud revealed no definition 

was expressed as to why I modeled reading aloud the way I did. I 

thought the implication suggests a rather a positivist point of view -

to accept reading aloud, and the manner that I modeled it, without 

questioning why and the alternative ways reading aloud can be 

practiced. Such practice reduced the need to explain the theoretical 

purpose for reading aloud. 

There is further conflict about modeling when the discussion 

in this belief set turns to an inquiry about "why does the teacher have 

to be uncomfortable to read?" The value of showing the pages as a 

teacher reads supports the notion of how important illustrations are 

to the text and to the reader. However, Frank Smith's posture about 
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shared reading represents the pleasure of reading and why he 

developed the use of big books. None of my reading aloud modeling 

ever included those types of books. Nor was it suggested that reading 

aloud could be used just for pleasure. In fact, my practice in reading 

aloud to the students this semester consisted of four books before I 

asked for volunteers for the remainder of the semester. 

Practical argument text (p. 12-13l. 

VR: I just wondered why you would hold the book the way you did 

during your read aloud. 

es: I felt that if I just read it this way [holding the book to face 

myself], it would look as though I was reading to myself. I was 

concerned the students would feel I was discounting them. 

VR: Well, think of yourself, as a child out there, a student, an 

elementary student. What is it you think they are 

seeing? The way your reading, you get a kind of a crooked 

neck. So, for the teacher, reading aloud to the class that way 

may not be the most comfortable way to do it . 

es: That's interesting, Virginia. Why does a teacher usually 

read that way? Why did I read that way? Why do I have to be 

uncomfortable to read aloud? 

VR: I think it has to do with the illustrations. If the illustrations 

are particularly important for understanding the story, then 

you want to tie them in as you read aloud. 

es: Yes. But, you know, many of the students couldn't see the 

illustrations anyway. For instance, the groups that were sitting 
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towards the back of the room, they couldn't see the 

illustrations. And then, there were a number of students with 

their backs to me and weren't able to see the pictures either. 

Now that you both brought it up, that's really quite interesting, 

because this semester [referring to the semester following the 

data collection semester] I've found myself reading aloud to 

the class differently. I read with the bookfacing me as though 

I was reading to myself. I changed the way I read from last 

semester because it just didn't seem practical. I would get 

tired of holding the book the other way [referring to the past 

semester] and I couldn't always see the words that well since 

my glasses seemed to forever be slipping down my nose. 

Teaching belief set four: Field notes. 

The action driving Teaching Belief Set Four (p. 15), was a 

continuation of an earlier discussion on modeling reading strategies. 

The result of this set's discussion continues to support a modeling 

conflict between beliefs and practice. During the discussion, it 

became apparent that the intention of modeling reading aloud in the 

classroom did not include a shared understanding that reading can 

often be just for pleasure. Rather, the intention for reading aloud 

was to promote some teaching moment, some tie in with a lesson, 

that follows the reading aloud. This contradicts the valuative and 

theoretical issues related to reading aloud and the practice of reading 

aloud. I seem to hold a naive sense of purpose for reading aloud, as 

though everything I do in the classroom must be related to some 
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teaching activity. My belief has a definite sense of how to read and 

hold a book that resembles an acceptance of "that's the way its always 

been done" attitude. Definitely not an empowering attitude. 

I find this most interesting since it is counter to current 

reading research. Further, the acceptance in how I practiced reading 

aloud as well as, the very act of how I held the book suggests little 

thought went into the reason for my action. Once I became 

cognizant of these practices, other possibilities to read aloud arose, 

such as allowing "students to listen without actually seeing the 

pictures and developing images in their mind." Also, I found when I 

reviewed this data the notion that reading aloud may contribute to 

critical thinking had not been a part of my belief for reading aloud 

to the class. I find this most insightful. 

Practical argument text (p. 15), 

VR: ... I would imagine there are a lot of different theories 

about reading aloud. I've got my own set of theories. 

CS: Well, my theory for reading aloud is to elicit more active 

participation. So, I model how we could all be part of this 

book, even though I'm uncomfortable and I can't see what I 

am reading half the time. But, now I am not so sure the way I 

practice reading aloud to the students elicits any more 

participation than another way. Perhaps changing the way I 

read would provide a different way for students to listen 

without actually seeing the pictures. They could practice 

metacognitive skills by constructing images in their mind or 
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pictures about what they are hearing. The change in how I 

approach reading aloud may provide another way to practice 

listening skills and prediction strategies. There could be a 

lesson around these issues with the students describing what 

they pictured in their minds. Then later, everyone could see 

the actual illustrations. 

PA: Did any of the students, as they were reading aloud, 

ever talk about the pictures in their books? 

CS: I believe towards the end of the semester there was one student 

who was reading aloud to the class and commented that the 

pictures were quite small so she would explain the drawings. I 

remember she also commented that she found the text and 

illustrations were not supportive of each other. 

Review of the modeling belief data revealed I often expressed 

a knowledgeable understanding about teaching, reading and learning 

practices. But the results also indicate that conflict occurs because of 

the degree of reflection and the degree of practices between and 

among the modeling of a particular concept. For instance, each of 

the twelve overarching practices that were sorted among the three 

categories -- practical application, mediation, and organizational 

structure -- needed some type of modeling from myself for the 

students to get a visual "fit" for that practice in classroom 

instruction. The results from the modeling belief data suggested a 
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key indication for the way the "fit" of the practice fell among the 

students was the way these practices were modeled. This "fit" with 

practice seems to suggest that ambiguous relationships were most 

observable in practice (ie. collaborative grouping, classroom 

organization, and classroom dialogue), while the congruent cases of 

practice relationships discussed in Chapter 4 were practiced with a 

more informed understanding between purpose and practical 

application. 

To fully appreciate the ambiguous nature at times of my 

modeling, I chose the reading aloud modeling data to show how 

ambiguous relationships between beliefs, practices and theories 

interacted. The results from this data indicated a clear division 

between beliefs and practice when the purpose for the practice has 

not been clearly thought out. The confusion found in the present 

study between understanding the scholarly purposes for applying a 

practice and the practical application of that practice in classroom 

instruction is apparent from the practical argument dialogue about 

reading aloud. The division between my beliefs, practices, and 

purposes are further explored in Chapter 6 where I describe the 
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incongruent nature of the reading aloud relationship between my 

beliefs, practices and current theories. 

Practice Data Set 

Results of the ambiguous modeling practices revealed several 

of my modeling behaviors were reminiscent of past learned teaching 

practices that I had accepted without regarding the purpose for the 

practice. For example, reviewing these ambiguous relationships, the 

results suggest that I may have constructed alternative cognitive 

understanding about the implementation of a particular teaching 

practice. Appleton (1992) describes these alternative constructs as 

false accommodations that are "recalled most readily in a context 

similar to that where it was provided and may not be accessible in 

other contexts." (p. 270). Such a notion is similar to the experience 

of following the same particular route to some location because that 

was the route first shown. Even when surroundings become 

familiar, we often continue along the same route without giving it 

much thought because it has become familiar in a daily routine. 

Until we consciously decide to change the course of the route, it 

remains constant. Such inconsistencies seem to have occurred in my 

teaching. The practice became a familiar part of my teaching. 
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To review, the previous belief sets revealed that while I held a 

knowledgeable, albeit an incomplete understanding, about reading 

aloud, my modeling of the strategy was governed by a much more 

embedded belief about how to practice reading aloud. I modeled 

only one way, not taking into consideration the various other ways 

reading aloud could be practiced. Results suggest that I had 

assimilated but not accommodated the recent information about 

reading aloud within an existing reading aloud construct. Rather, I 

may have constructed a new schema set for temporary equilibration 

purposes. 

For example, the discussions in the previous two sets would 

support this possible explanation of ambiguous practice that let to 

disequilibration between beliefs, practices, and theories. When 

reviewed, the practical argument text revealed such a conflict. 

During this particular practical argument, two distinct sets of beliefs 

were evident when I had described my beliefs for reading aloud. 

One belief supported past reading aloud practices and experiences. 

The other belief held more recent information about reading aloud 

practices. Because of the contextual setting and the arrangement of 

the preservice classroom, (grouping and reading to students) the first 
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belief that was based on past classroom practices and experiences 

emerged during practice. The other more recent belief held current 

information and experiences about reading aloud that emerged 

during the discussion. Because of the dialogue between the "Others" 

and myself during this practical argument discussion, a restructuring 

of these two beliefs into one occurred, which is the purpose for a 

practical argument. The insight afforded me an opportunity to bring 

equilibration to ambiguous practice. Review of the previous three 

ambiguous practice relationships described in this chapter -- class 

dialogue, classroom organization and collaborative grouping -

suggest a similar occurrence between separate beliefs being 

accommodated through a restructuring process into a new 

understanding about the purpose and practical application of the 

practice. 

Results from the classroom discussion modeling data supported 

this false accommodation hypothesis as well. For example, as 

discussed previously, while I tried to exclude lectures from class 

discussions, review of practice data revealed how often I presented 

mini-lectures during classroom discussions. The following anecdotal 

records during 10/8/92 illustrated how I confused mediation 
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(Vygotsky, 1978) with teacher-dependency. The practice suggests I 

was operating from a past transmission-style of modeling and not 

from a newer belief about the importance for collaborative learning 

through self-discovery. 

Anecdotal records. 10/8/92. 

Let me take a moment to explain what I just did. By 

paraphrasing [student name J response, and then asking her to make a 

connection between her response and a theory we had covered, I was 

modeling for you a way to encourage learners to "scaffold" new 

knowledge with existing knowledge. I think it is important how we 

come across to our students. By that I mean how we model learning 

events. Your students should not be dependent upon the teacher for 

answers. That is why I keep asking the rest of you in class for your 

opinions when another student asks me a question. 

My concern in eliciting a holistic classroom setting was offset 

by my more conventional form of modeling, a practice earlier 

discussed in the classroom dialogue section of this chapter. I asked 

appropriate questions when a student or group spoke, and gave 

opinion-based lectures at the end of a typical question-and-answer 

session. While the above anecdotal records revealed my concern for 

teacher-learning dependency by the student, it also revealed how 
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often I modeled teacher dependency through these classroom lectures 

instead of modeling more question-probing and question-solving 

practices. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter chronicled four ambiguous practice case 

relationships -- classroom dialogue, classroom organization, 

collaborative grouping, and modeling. Each ambiguous practice 

represented relational dissonance between my beliefs and 

instructional practice, as well as, between current educational 

research theories. 

Results from the first case relationship, class dialogue, 

suggested tensions existed between a past transmission-style of 

teaching and a more recent interactive-style of practice. The data 

revealed my deep concern in wanting to remove all past 

transmission-style of teaching from my practice; a misunderstood 

concern that attributed to an ambiguous class dialogue practice. 

Comparison between and among belief, practice and theory 

suggested that while my beliefs spoke of wanting to teach from an 

interactive-style practice, I more often practiced from a 

transmission-style of practice. 
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The second ambiguous practice, classroom organization, 

illustrated similar tensions between beliefs and current theories with 

relationship to the purpose for classroom organization. Results from 

this data indicated my practices were limiting in their use and usually 

were supported by more traditional beliefs about classroom 

management. The results suggest a discord between meaningful 

understanding about classroom organization and practical application 

of this understanding during my classroom instruction. 

The third ambiguous practice, collaborative grouping, 

suggested tensions also existed between my cognitive understanding 

for practicing collaborative grouping and the actual implementation 

of this practice in a classroom setting. Results from this data reveal 

that while I understood the purpose for collaborative groups, I 

practiced from a past interpretation of grouping that held to more 

traditional beliefs and purposes about grouping and learning. Using 

reflective inquiry, I determined that when I grouped the preservice 

students in this study, grouping was based on past experiences and 

beliefs about the purpose in grouping. Once I grouped the students, 

I felt as if that part of the classroom organization process was 

completed and we could tum to other things on the agenda. While I 
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was concerned with establishing an effective and meaningfulleaming 

arrangement, and knew collaborative grouping provided such an 

environment, once students were grouped I felt satisfied and moved 

on to other classroom practices. Results reveal my purpose in 

grouping students reflected more of a classroom management style, 

than a collaborative learning style practice. 

The last of the four ambiguous practices, modeling, was 

similar in scope to the other three ambiguous relationships. Results 

of the data reveal how engagement during the modeling of these four 

practices presented the ambiguous nature between my beliefs, 

practices and theories. The results from reviewing the modeling 

practice relationships in relationship to the other three case 

relationships suggest the lack of my prior practice opportunities 

presented a major factor in determining the degree of ambiguity 

among these cases. 

The final four practices -- assessment and evaluation, read 

aloud, student presentations and, teacher-informing -- are presented 

in Chapter 6. The chapter presents the cases of incongruent 

relationships between and among my beliefs, practices and theories. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

INCONGRUENT RELATIONSHIPS: BELIEFS, PRACTICES, 
AND THEORIES 

People who have little insight into teaching may assume that 
achieving professional teaching excellence results from 
acquiring a technical knowledge base. Think of this 
knowledge base as a savings account. You deposit your 
"earnings," or the standardized techniques you have learned, 
and later withdraw them whenever necessary. According to 
this view, a teacher who faces a problem need only select an 
appropriate technique from a learned repertoire and apply 
it to solve the problem. (Henderson, 1992, p. ix) 

Presented is the third Episodic Frame. This chapter discusses 

the incongruent practices -- assessment and evaluation, read aloud, 

student presentations and, teacher-informing -- revealed in my 

personal practical knowledge teaching system. These four 

incongruencies were defined as containing no pattern of agreement 

between and among beliefs, practices and theories. 

Results from the data analysis of these incongruent practices 

suggests that there were some developmental change in beliefs, little 

change in instructional practice, and little change in metacognitive 

awareness of assessment and evaluation, read aloud, student 

presentations, and teacher-informing practices. 



These four incongruent practices reveal the most 

disequilibrated conflict between and among the twelve overarching 

teaching practices, suggesting these practices offer the greatest 

challenges for change in my teaching practice. This challenge is not 

seen as deciding which "wrong" teaching event is needed to be 

changed to follow some current instructional teaching approach. 

Rather the challenge for change is in recognizing how my classroom 

practices are affected by these inconsistencies. The challenge is in 

seeking how research affects my practice and how my practice 

affects current research understanding about classroom instruction. 

The presentation begin with the review of the assessment and 

evaluation cases which were found to be incongruent. Next, the read 

aloud cases, the student presentation cases ,and the teacher-informing 

cases, all of which are incongruent are described. 

Assessment and Evaluation Practices 

Assessment and evaluation were defined as practices that 

provided a balanced, informative and useful way to assess and 

evaluate students understanding of presented material in the 

classroom. The practices included journal writing, article 

summaries, essays, and group presentations. Students were required 
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to include these artifacts in their portfolios as part of the overall 

semester grading procedures. This section reviews and describes the 

overarching characteristics of how assessment and evaluation 

practices were employed during classroom instruction. 

Assessment and Evaluation 

Four out of seven classes included the assessment and 

evaluation practices which resulted in a frequency of use category of 

"Sometimes" (3-5). For the practical application category within the 

teaching, reading and learning domains, the results indicated that 

engagement to assess and evaluate reading development between, and 

among, students and their groups were usually practiced. 

Review of the degree of understanding the purpose in using 

assessment and evaluation practices indicated the understanding was 

not congruent between either beliefs or practice, or current 

ConstructivistlVygotskian teaching and learning theories. Results 

indicated that my incongruent behavior may have resulted because of 

dual constructs about assessment and evaluation. Dual constructs are 

thought to exist when an existing mental construct related to a 

specific contextual situation is left structurally unchanged and instead 

an alternate pseudo-construct designed to specifically cope with that 
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situation is developed (Appleton, 1989). The new pseudo-construct 

reflects surface learned knowledge from a book, teacher, or some 

authority figure, without making meaningful connections to existing 

knowledge. This surface learning is recalled during a similar 

contextual setting that "may not be accessible in other contexts. " 

(Appleton, 1989, p. 270). For example, Texas interprets students' 

educational successes in terms of normative mastery scores that are 

based on state mandatory tests. Because teachers are held 

accountable for their students level of proficiency on these state-wide 

standardized test scores, classroom instruction focuses more on the 

transmission of literal knowledge that can be easily evaluated. My 

prior practical application experience of assessment and evaluation 

were constructed upon these state mandated tests scores. Therefore, 

to me, assessment and evaluation were synonymous terms that 

referred to learning. 

But, from a constructivistlVygotskian perspective, learning is 

not based solely on skill and drill practice that is then tested for 

degrees of standardized proficiency levels. Rather, learning gains 

are expressed around more individual interpersonal and 

intrapersonal cognitive relatedness (Vygotsky, 1978). As I acquired 
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this alternate information, and because I was bent on removing any 

practice that reflected a transmission-style of practice, I made little 

connections between my existing assessment and evaluation 

constructs and this new notion about learning. I simply ignored what 

I already knew. 

One possibility for this reaction may have been the result of 

my behaviorist teacher training where "experts" passed down the 

necessary teaching and learning information to the teacher. I was 

looking for the "right" practice from the "right expert." The 

incongruent results suggested I may have dutifully and routinely 

learned the constructivist and Vygotskian theories since the 

information came from a more knowledgeable authority figure 

source. 

In addition, constructivist theorists agree that active reflective 

practice between practical experiences and the in-coming 

information is paramount for meaningful restructuring to occur. 

The practicing of the newly constructed pseudo-assessment and 

evaluation construct lacked practical application experiences of these 

theories, while my prior construct held a great many experiences 

about assessment and evaluation practices. So the possibility for 
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dis equilibration between beliefs, practices and theories may have 

occurred because I gave little thought on "how" or "why" I practiced 

assessment and evaluation during classroom instruction. 

The following Teaching Belief Set # 9 (p. 55-57) provided a 

view of the disequilibrated tension that occurred in my practice of 

assessment and evaluation procedures. The belief frame captured 

elements of the dual constructs I held about assessment and 

evaluation. 

Teaching belief set nine: Field notes. 
The action that drives Teaching Belief Set Nine (p. 55-57) is 

around a class discussion on the reasons we grade students. The 

discussion shows a clear conflict between my beliefs about learning, 

and teaching and my practices in assessing what a student is taught 

and learns. Such conflict can be seen in comments as: "1 look at that 

process from their developmental point. I look at what they have 

been producing over the semester. And then I say that's the grade 

they've earned based upon what they're producing." Such statements 

tend to support a notion of process-product teaching. That the 

knowledge a student acquires must be identified and labeled and then 

graded seems to support one point of view in the assessment and 

evaluation literature. 

It is interesting how I combined two separate understandings 

about assessing and evaluating students. It is as though that while I 

am saying to the students there are no right or wrong answers, I am 
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practicing from a belief system that is suggesting I am looking for 

that one right answer. 

Practical argument text (p. 55-57). 

PA: That reminds me of a student last semester who was upset with 

a grade. She said she needed to have a higher grade from my 

class so she could obtain a higher GPA. I said that her 

reasoning for needing a higher grade for the class doesn't 

convince me that I need to give her another grade. 

CS: Nor, I think, do we give grades. It's what the students earn. 

VR: But we do give grades. 

PA: We decide what's successful. 

CS: Yes, that's true, we do decide what is successful. I mean, you 

look at each individual and their abilities. You determine their 

success levels on this information. For instance, when I grade, 

I grade on an individual basis. 

VR: But I like that. I mean I would like to try it on a student. I'm 

not giving you grades, you're earning it. 

CS: Well, yes. That's what I telilhe students. 

PA: You know when I learned that idea about not giving but 

earning a grade? It was when I read "Schools 

Without Failure" by Glaser, back in the beginning of my 

career. He discusses how teachers have the power to decide 

what success and failure is and what's in between. 

CS: Yes, I agree with Glaser. 
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PA: So we do have the power of giving grades. I mean that's 

really what it is. 

CS: But we struggle with that idea, don't we, between giving and 

earning a grade? 

PA: Oh, yes. But that's not the point. I mean yes, of course, its a 

thing that teachers always say they hate to do and for any 

number of reasons. As you just said, for reasons of individual 

differences, I might give marks on what students might earn. 

See where there's a contradiction there? Because, at least in 

my mind, if students are earning grades then there ought to be 

something that we all do the same way that would show the 

fairness in earning these grades. Just the metaphor of 

earning ties in with banking and with capitalism, and ties 

in with the idea that some of us have it, some of us don't. 

CS: But, when I look at what the individual student has earned, I 

look at the whole developmental process. I look at what they 

have been producing over the semester and based upon what 

the student produced, that's the grade they've earned. 

PA: O.K. Lets look at what we're suggesting. There is a person at 

this point [gesturing to an imaginary point in the air] that 

means she has this grade. Then we assess the students' 

progress and by the end of the semester, we say they have 

grown to this point [again, gesturing to an imaginary point]. 
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es: Right. We assess and evaluate their work by looking 

through their essays, through their summaries and, through 

their dialogue journals. 

VR.; And through their interpretation of theory. 

es: Through theirs and my interpretation, yes. Also, and this is 

the area I have the most difficulty, I detennine a grade 

through subjective guessing and making assumptions about the 

students' progress. 

VR: But see, when you assess a student's progress in that manner, 

you're being completely objective in this process. 

es: Well, I disagree. I'm being very subjective because I am 

interpreting what grades the students have earned based upon 

their process and products. 

VR: Well, then it not simply their earning the grades, but your 

objective interpretations you place on their work. 

es: After listening to what I just said, perhaps your right. What I 

want the students to think and what actually occurs are two 

different things. I mean, I want the students to work harder, 

so I say the grade they receive is what they earned. Does this 

make sense? 

VR: I understand what you're saying. I just wonder whether you 

believe it. 

es: That does seem to be something I keep struggling with in this 

conversation, whether or not I believe what I am saying. It 

seems I first say something about assessing students that 
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supports an understanding about assessing and evaluating, and 

then I contradict myself with a belief statement. 

Review of the belief frame suggested I was struggling to make 

sense about assessment and evaluation procedures. This struggle 

suggested I was operating from dual sets of constructs about the issue 

of assessing and evaluating students. My responses lacked a 

confidence in describing an equitable grading system purpose, as 

well as, a lack in understanding the difference between subjective and 

objective grading procedures. My initial disagreement with Virginia 

over subjective and objective practices indicated my conflict in 

trying to make sense between my practice, my beliefs, and theory, as 

well as understanding the two types of assessment procedures. 

Practice Set Data 
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The difficulty in understanding the purpose, use, and type of 

assessment and evaluation was indicated in my daily classroom practice. 

For example, pulled from the anecdotal records during class 12114/92, the 

language I used suggested an underlying confusion existed as I articulated 

the purposes and methods for applying assessment and evaluation 

procedures during daily classroom instruction. 



Anecdotal records. 12114/92. 

In a whole language classroom setting, evaluation is a 

continuous on-going individual process. The information covered 

this semester may seem rather overwhelming to you. A great deal 

has been presented that may challenge existing beliefs about teaching 

and learning. What you have learned in this class this semester may 

not be clear. But as I talk to you and listen to your response, I am 

evaluating you individually and as a class. You must continue to 

evaluate your students at all times. 

I found it interesting that the above statement suggested 

reciprocity of learning seemed limited to how well students modeled 

back what they learned in class rather than in well students 

individually understood the information. I seem to be suggesting 

that what is important is looking for a shared consensus among 

students' understanding for what is being presented. Such a 

limitation supports my incongruent view of the learning process and 

the types of opportunities I provided in the classroom that limited 

these connections. 

The data also indicated I viewed assessment and evaluation 

synonymously in my practice. I often used the two terms 

interchangeably when speaking to the students. For instance, the 

practice data revealed I often took an evaluator's stance, rather than 
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encouraging self assessment in the classroom. This form of 

accountability may have prevented some students from participating 

in whole class discussions. For these students, commanding the 

"right" answers may have been an issue for active participation 

during class discourse rather than experiencing the learning process. 

The review of secondary artifacts supports my lack of 

understanding the difference between assessment, evaluation and 

objective grading procedures. For example, review of the class 

syllabus revealed how I stated the class grading policy requirements. 

Grading Policy 

Each assignment, project and written essays are worth 100 

points. Total number of grade points are divided by the number of 

required assignments. A=100-90, B=80-89, C=70-79, F=69-below. 

The grading policy gave equal weight to each assignment, 

project and essay. This policy suggests that assessment and 

evaluation contain an equal value system. For example, students 

were required to keep reflective journals as part of the over-all final 

grade. Entries were to reflect each class discussion. But, during the 

final class grade evaluation, I discovered some students had missing 

entries, and I still gave them full credit for keeping a journal. 
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Also missing from the syllabus was an explanation about the 

maintenance of students' portfolio to represent their "best work" 

attempted. The omission suggested my lack in understanding 

assessment and evaluation procedures. Instead, my goal seemed to be 

to provide opportunities for the students to show evidence of their 

work regardless of the quality offered. 

My confusion about the purpose and usage of assessment and 

evaluation may be a reflection of the confusion that the broader 

educational research community exhibits about assessment and 

evaluation. Depending on the supporting paradigm, the "how" and 

"why" for assessment and evaluation procedures drive a teacher's 

purpose for the type of practice used in classroom instruction. But 

even in this research, purpose and use are sometimes confused with 

the developmentally appropriate learning processes. While my 

classroom instruction reflects my struggle to incorporate different 

assessment and evaluation purposes and practices, my struggle may 

represent the broader educational research community's struggle to 

make sense of assessment and evaluation. 
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Reading Aloud Practices 

Reading aloud was defined as a practice that promoted 

Children's Literature appreciation and classroom use in day-to-day 

classroom instruction. The practice of reading aloud in the present 

study was completed at the beginning of each class period by 

different students who volunteered to read. The premise for 

providing reading aloud opportunities was to encourage preservice 

students to include authentic literature in their teaching practices, to 

promote pleasure reading, to practice listening skills, 

comprehension, and vocabulary development. The following section 

describes the overarching characteristics of how reading aloud 

practices were employed in the present study. 

Reading Aloud 

Five out of the seven classes included the reading aloud 

practice, which yielded a frequency of use category of "Sometimes" 

(3-5) engaged. For the practical application category within the 

teaching, reading and learning domains, this meant reading aloud 

was usually represented and practiced in the course. 

However, results from the data analysis revealed the degree of 

understanding relationship was not congruent with current reading 
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research understanding about purpose and use of reading aloud 

practices. To support the reading aloud incongruent data the 

following two belief sets were chosen to represent the inconsistencies 

between beliefs, practices, and theory. The first set, Teaching Belief 

Set # 2, presented information that suggested the purpose for reading 

alouds were to provide students with an awareness to include the 

practice on a daily bases. 

The second set, Reading Belief Set #4, presented a belief 

construct that was contrary to the first belief set, Teaching Belief Set 

# 2. While Teaching Belief Set #2 suggested the intent for reading 

aloud was to promote a Children's Literature reading awareness, 

Reading Belief Set # 4 data suggested reading aloud was employed 

because research suggested that in a literate classroom, reading aloud 

was appropriate. Belief set #4 revealed I was still teaching from the 

Reductionist process-product paradigm. The language suggested a 

contradiction in my belief statements that supported a transmission 

learning style. This contradiction showed little change with regard 

to my learning from such a practice. My teaching belief about 

learning suggested that I needed to follow in my teaching practice 

what more knowledgeable experts suggest are ways to interact 
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authentic literature within classroom instruction. I was accepting a 

practice, not because I understood the reason for including reading 

aloud, but because those I regard as knowing the purpose were 

making these suggestions. 

Because of these dual constructs, conflict between a prior 

reading aloud construct and a newer theoretical read aloud construct 

clouded the original intent for the practice of reading aloud. 

Following, belief set # 2 and belief set # 4 are typical indicators of 

my conflict with purpose in using reading aloud practices during 

classroom instruction. 

Teaching belief set two: Field notes._ 

The actions driving Teaching Belief Set Two (p. 8-9) describes 

the purpose of reading children's literature books aloud to students. 

In response to a question, the dialogue in this belief set begins to 

define my personal reading practice beliefs, such as shared reading 

and reading aloud. My belief stems from current literature theory 

that suggests providing a variety of opportunities to include more 

literature and language use in the classroom. My purpose in 

modeling this practice supports my belief that there is a lack of such 

practice in most of the South Texas valleys' classrooms. The 

problem is that my belief has not effectively changed my practice in 

using authentic literature in my classroom teaching. 
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This particular belief set further describes my belief that there 

are layers to teaching and learning. The layering first begins by 

activating prior knowledge through a series of discussions, then 

modeling. Such a process supports the constructivist theory of 

learning - that there is a relationship between prior knowledge, 

beliefs, discussions, modeling of strategies, and practice. 

Practical argument text (p. 8-91-

VR: OK. And what would you call what that student is doing with 

the book? [referring to the video tape of a student reading 

aloud to the class]. 

CS: I would called it modeling or demonstrating reading aloud. 

Although later on in the tape I explained to the class that we 

participated in a shared reading. We then discussed Dan 

Holdaway and big books. I asked the students to read aloud 

because I wanted to have them experience a different way of 

practicing to read more in class with their future students. I 

also wanted to model to the students the joy of reading for 

pleasure and how even we as adults enjoy being read to. We 

started every class period by having a student read a story to 

the class. Its something that I acquired from Kathy Short's 

Children's Literature class. I had never used or thought about 

reading this way before , simply for pleasure I mean, in my 

teaching. But then my background for teaching reading came 

from a skills based approach. I was trained to teach how to 

read for learning purposes, and definitely not to suggest that 
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reading was pleasurable. The other reason I wanted the 

students to practice reading aloud was because I realized we 

don't read enough to our students in the Rio Grande valley. I 

think we are still extremely traditional in how we teach in 

Texas, especially in the Valley. So, I am hoping the students 

will continue to practice reading aloud in their classrooms. 

Teaching belief set four: Field notes. 

The action for Teaching Belief Set Four (p. 30) centers around 

the discussion of my belief about reading aloud. The student in the 

video reading aloud has chosen a picture book with long passages. 

The remarks I made included the suggestion that other "forms of 

literature . .. could be read aloud to the class." Such a suggestion 

led to a class discussion of bringing in other literature genre, 

something that was not previously modeled to the students. In 

reexamining this belief set, it is clear that there needs to be more 

modeling and further discussion of using a variety of literature 

genre. I need to introduce what kinds of books may be appropriate 

to read aloud, rather than simply suggesting the student brings 

whatever they would like. 

Practical argument text (p. 30). 

PA: Maybe there's not been an emphasis in class on picture books. 

You want to emphasize or reinforce or encourage students to 

read different type of books to bring different views into the 

classroom. They [the students in the video 1 didn't seem to 
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know why you were discussing the idea of different genres and 

this made me wonder if you don't value picture books. 

CS: That's interesting. I do value picture books, but I can see how 

it might be interpreted as I don't value picture books. Now, 

I'm wondering if I started the discussion about genres I 

because wanted the students to understand that there are other 

types of Children's literature to choose from than picture 

books. Also her choice wasn't particularly appropriate. 

PA: Because you thought it was long? 

CS: Yes. I thought it was long. Instead of just saying the book 

was too long, I was trying to be nice and not discourage her by 

suggesting alternate books to read aloud. 

VR: That's she doing good. 

CS: Exactly. I probably thought that it would be a nice way to 

encourage her to bring in another book. She may have felt 

uncomfortable because of her choice. 

VR: I think is interesting that right here after she finished reading, 

she gave an example using the book in a lesson. Then you 

asked what reading model supported her example. And I'm 

sitting there thinking to myself, what if they don't come up 

with something. What would be the next question? Then I 

thought the next question, for me, would be to ask the student 

to talk about reading. Because that's much more concrete than 

trying to come up with a theory about reading. I just found it 

interesting that you gave her wait time and, in fact, the student 
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gave an example of a reading model. She gave an example, 

and you said OK, that's an example of one. But, then you 

again asked what is a reading model? 

I found it interesting that while I thought I held a sound theory 

for reading aloud, my practice did not reflect my beliefs. Nor did 

the conversations above present a deep understanding of the purposes 

and uses of reading aloud. I understood the value in reading for 

pleasure, yet after each read aloud, I always reviewed with the class 

ways they might infuse the story within a lesson. Even though I 

understood that reading aloud helped promote language acquisition, I 

rarely spoke of that importance. More importantly, while I had 

experienced several different ways to read aloud (several were 

practiced in Dr. Kathy Short's Children's literature class), I modeled 

a reading aloud belief I remembered as a student in Kindergarten. 

The dissonance between my belief and practice was 

reminiscent of Shipman's (1967) reference that teachers usually 

suppressed their beliefs with a thin veneer of change. But once back 

in the classroom, that veneer was replaced by past day-to-day 

teaching practice and beliefs. Reviewing these two episodes, it was 

apparent I had operated from two different constructs. 
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The dual construct principle was evident in my practice. 

Analysis of the reading aloud anecdotal data revealed an incongruent 

practice. The following two anecdotes during 10/13/92 and 11/3/92 

were typical of my knowledgeable understanding for practicing 

reading aloud in the classroom. 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

Practicing language in the classroom involves using many 

different methods. One particular method is reading aloud authentic 

stories to the class. For instance, you could read predictable stories 

aloud to your students. Reading predictable books would help them 

to engage in critical thinking about what may come next in the story. 

This practice also helps a learner to become a better predictor in 

other language settings. Reading aloud helps to contextualized 

language rather then to decontextualize it. 

Anecdotal records. 11/3/92. 

We need to communicate to our learners that language has 

specific sets of systems that give labels to objects for a shared 

understanding. Reading aloud in class helps to share these 

understandings by providing a contextual setting for the language. 

Although I understood the purpose for reading aloud, the 

manner in which I practiced this understanding may have misled 

many students to instead to view the intent of reading aloud was to 
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set the tone for a coming lesson. For instance, after a read aloud, I 

always asked to students how they could incorporate the story into 

their teaching curriculum. This practice discounted my previous 

reading for pleasure belief for ways to use authentic literature in the 

classroom curriculum. While I operated from two compatible 

understandings about the purposes for reading aloud in the 

classroom, I viewed each purpose as distinct and separate. Again, 

operating from a process-product teaching point of view, I was 

practicing with only one correct answer in mind for that practice. 

Student Presentation Practices 

Student presentations were defined as opportunities for 

students to experience the practicing of general and content-specific 

reading related practices in a classroom environment. There were 

two types of student presentations required of the students, informal 

and formal presentations. Informal presentations were done at the 

students' desks, while formal presentations were in front of the class. 

The approximate length of time for each presentation was thirty 

minutes. 

The purpose for student presentation practices were to 

promote a literate-rich language environment that provided 
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opportunities to observe classroom peers in their delivery of several 

supporting classroom teaching practices .. These practices included 

reader response, think-pair-share, critical thinking questions, round 

table discussions, retellings, predicting, book making, literature logs, 

problem solving, drama, and art. Each practice was to integrate 

comprehension, collaborative reasoning and sense-making into the 

lesson. 

Student Presentations 

Six out of seven classes included student presentation methods 

and technique which resulted in a frequency of use category of 

"Often" (6+) engaged. For the mediation category in the teaching, 

reading and learning domains, this suggested the practice was 

observed throughout the semester. 

The student presentation belief data revealed a congruent 

relational understanding with current constructivist and Vygotskian 

views, but the degree of understanding was not congruent during 

practice. The incongruent practice was most evident in the data 

from the following belief set. 

Teaching Belief Set # 1 was representational of my inadequate 

understanding in the purpose for applying student presentations 
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during classroom instruction. For instance, the use of simulated role 

playing represented an important caveat in how I viewed student 

presentations. I felt there was little value for students and 

participating audience when this type of practice was engaged in a 

controlled environment, such as in a teacher education classroom. 

However, the results from Belief Set # 1 revealed an inconsistency 

between my belief and my practice with the role playing issue. 

Teaching belief set one: Field notes. 

The action identifying Teaching Belief Set One (p. 10) 

concerns role playing during student presentations. The concern is 

type of understanding that occurs when students (and teachers) role 

play at being young school children. Those role playing as teachers 

are responding to artificial situations created by adults role playing 

as children. A major concern is these artificial environments are 

reinforcing the behaviorist paradigm that view teachers as 

technically trained technicians, rather than as professionals, in the 

teaching profession. A "if-you-do-this, this-is-what-will-happen" 

type of pedagogy belief. 

However, the dialogue indicates that there seems to be two 

different learning events taking place in this practice - learning 

drives knowledge, but that knowledge does not always drive 

learning. While the discussion is against practicing role-play 

simulations, my practical argument revealed that I have not thought 
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about my belief about role play beyond a conceptual understanding. 

I have not thought about how I practice my own form of role 

playing or modeling in class or in what ways, subtle or otherwise, I 

often ask students to role play in the classroom. Its what 

constructivists refer to as false accommodation. This inconsistency is 

clear when I ask students to read aloud. While it is true that the 

learning process evolves through continual practice and the continual 

conceptual restructuring from that practice, I think it is also true that 

role playing invites a social and cultural element different from what 

an authentic setting of the practice would provide. 

Practical argument text Cp. 10). 

PA: What do you mean by simulation? 

VR: Sometimes we ask students in teacher education to teach a class 

as if they were teaching to the students that they are going to 

be teaching. We also ask teachers during inservices to do the 

same thing. We refer to this as simulation. It's got its own set 

of problems because the events in a simulation are not crucial 

to these students. 

CS: Yes, that is the very reason why I did not want the students to 

talk to us as though we were role playing . .. 

PA: ... children? 

CS: Exactly. Role playing a particular group and age level. 

Instead, I wanted the students to understand that in this class 

they are developing themselves as professional teachers in a 

profession. The idea of role playing does not support this 
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sense of becoming professionals. I believe that role playing 

strengthens students beliefs that teaching is more like being a 

technician. The message is that the experts knows best what 

teachers need to teach and practice. Just follow what we ask 

you, the teacher, to do in your classroom and you'll be 

successful. Its such a Behaviorist process-product notion 

because teachers and preservice students are being asked to 

be something other than what they really are, professional 

teachers. That is why for the class presentations, the students 

presented information as teachers to teachers, rather than as 

students to students. 

VR: O.K. So tell me then a little bit more about the students 

reading a Children's book to the class. 

CS: [pauses] Tell you something? 

VR: Right. What was the audience getting out of it? 

Review of the above discussion suggests I viewed role playing 

as a comer stone to transmission-style of practice. The belief was 

evident in my definition about teachers as technicians. In my 

determination to remove this style of practice from my teaching, as 

well as, from my students' practice, I assumed that by changing 

students presentations to resemble on-going staff development 

sessions, I could change the lecture environment typically practiced 

in classrooms. What I neglected to address in this change of practice 
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was the students points of views about classroom presentations. 

While the students were asked to role playas knowledgeable teachers 

presenting to teachers particular strategies for classroom instruction 

use, they had little, if any, prior practical experience being teachers 

or in teaching these strategies. The only prior knowledge and 

experiences the students did have about the strategies were as 

students, not teachers, practicing those strategies. During 

presentations, the video tapes revealed how the students relied upon 

their past experiences to cope with these presentations. 

The lack of practical experience was not limited to the 

students. Much of what I interpreted as modeling was actually a 

form of role play. For example, before this study, I had no prior 

experiences with student presentations. Like the students in the 

present study, my past classroom presentation experiences were tied 

to my experiences as a student in undergraduate and graduate studies. 

While I revealed an incongruent pattern among my beliefs, my 

practice suggested a similar in congruency among instruction. For 

example, a statement made during the 10/15/92 class meeting 

suggested a more traditional tone for the purpose of student 
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presentations, one that allowed for role playing, as well as, 

transmission-style practice. 

Anecdotal records. 10/15/92. 

Now that we have completed the first set of informal class 

presentations, lets discuss the next set of presentations. This next 

round of presentations are a bit more formal. Groups can present 

their strategies as a workshop, or you may have us role playas a 

group of elementary or secondary students. 

Results from the comparison between the practice and belief 

data highlighted an incongruent practice I was unaware existed. For 

instance, this particular anecdote provided evidence to suggest that 

role playing was a viable option to consider. I found this practice 

statement contradictory to my earlier belief statements about 

simulated role playing. In trying to understand the contradictory 

statements, my initial thought was that some event occurred in class 

that had changed my belief about role playing. But, review of the 

selected practice and belief corpus data did not indicate any specific 

classroom incident had occurred that might have influenced my 

original belief about role playing. The data does suggest however, 

that I was operating from a different set of theories and practices 

during my classroom discussion about student presentations. I offer 
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this suggestion to the reader because review of the 10/15/92 video 

class meeting revealed the role playing statement was made in 

response to a student's question about the up-coming presentation. 

Review of the statement indicated it was made matter-of-factly which 

suggested I gave little thought to my answer. 

Review of the student journals indicated the inconsistency 

between my beliefs and practice was not of prime concern with the 

students. For example, the following two student journal entries 

were typical of the students' comments about classroom 

presentations. The students were more concern with completing the 

required presentations successfully. 

Student # 8. journal entry 10/15/92. 

I like the idea of the new presentations. I always like to plan 

lessons with a group because I think it is really a good way to 

exchange ideas. I always come out of the experience with new ideas 

for future teaching. I also enjoy watching other groups give 

presentations because I can also get ideas from them. 

Student # 13. journal entry 10/15/92. 

Today we continued our group presentation on measuring and 

estimating. We made a large group graph that represented the 

various colored clothes our classmates wore today. Everybody 

wearing red were put in one line. The students wearing purple, 
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green and so on were put in different lines. We explained that the 

children can enjoy and grasp the concept of graphing better when 

they can create a graph with real concrete objects. I also brought a 

stuffed toy caterpillar to class. We presented different activities that 

a teacher could do with the caterpillar. For instance, measure the 

length of the caterpillar by pencils and questions like how many 

shoes does the caterpillar wear. We also talked about estimating. 

Young children are wild guessers when they first begin to guess. 

These activities are neat to do with young children. I liked our 

presentation. I think that I am learning a lot as I participate with the 

different presentations. 

The journal entries suggest students were finding value in the 

class presentations. From the students' point of view, the mediated 

exchange of ideas were more appreciated more than traditional 

lectures. For example, a classroom discussion during 10/13/92, 

revealed that as the early childhood group presented their 

interpretations about the learning process, they stated that students 

must learn certain concepts "because they need to know them. That's 

why they go to school." In rebuttal, a group commented they did not 

agree, and read a quote from an article that stated, "Learning takes 

on different forms for different purposes. Sometimes it's academic; 
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sometimes its for social purposes." Such discussions were common 

among the students once they realized their opinions were valued. 

Teacher-Informing Practices 

Teacher-informing was defined as practices that provided 

students opportunities to mediate teaching, reading and learning 

information with their knowledge and experiences about teaching, 

reading and learning. These practices were used during whole class 

and group discussions, during essay questions, and through various 

classroom projects and written artifacts. This section reviews the 

overarching incongruent characteristics of these teacher-informing 

practices. 

Teacher-Informing 

Seven out of seven classes utilized teacher-informing methods 

and techniques which resulted in a frequency of use category of 

"Often" (6+). For the mediation category within the teaching, 

reading and learning domains, this meant that teacher-led practices 

were represented in all observed classes. 

When reviewed for the degree of understanding relationship 

between beliefs, practices, theories, the results indicated 
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understanding was not congruent. Similar to the other incongruent 

cases of practices, the data indicated my incongruent behavior may 

have resulted from two separate and different constructs regarding 

teacher-informing practice. 

The following Teaching Belief Set # 6 provided a description 

of the incongruent relationship between my related beliefs about my 

role in informing students. The analysis revealed my erroneous 

theory about transmission-style teaching which, I discovered, was a 

reoccurring issue among the ambiguous cases of relationships 

practiced in the present study. 

Teaching belief set six: Field notes. 

The action that drives Teaching Belief Set Six (p. 21-25) 

continues the discussion about my wanting to remove a transmission

style teaching environment from the classroom. I keep expressing 

my concern that such a practice style will suggest to the students that 

the classroom teacher would be the single source of knowledge, 

rather than one many sources the student can depend upon. 

Therefore, I suggest effective teaching is dependent upon the limited 

use of transmitting information. The constructivist theory is 

discussed to support my theory to reduce the notion of transmitting 

knowledge. There is a sense that total and personal discovery is 

paramount to learning. 
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But my very zeal in attempting to reduce transmission-style 

practice has created a dissonance with my belief system. For how 

else do we construct knowledge if not through observation and 

practice? How does a learner know what may be useful, effective 

and/or important in developing a personal teaching and learning if 
not by some transmission of knowledge. Isn't scaffolding and the 

Vygotsky ZPD theory guided in part by some transmitting of 

knowledge-the notion of expert and novice? I wonder if in trying to 

remove transmission of information from my practice, I have 

substituted one type of transmitting for another? Aren't I telling the 

students that my way is the right way. 

Practical argument text (p. 21-25). 

VR: You saw something that you really thought was problematic 

during this class discussion but didn't respond to it. At what 

point would you say we need to sit down and talk about this? 

CS: That's an area I have some difficulty with. I usually allow 

students to speak their minds, but when the discussion becomes 

disruptive and non-productive, I can become short tempered 

and want to end the discussion then and there. 

VR: You said that you feel that's a weakness or do you feel 

that maybe there is nothing you can do about it? Do you 

feel there should be other ways of handling it? 

CS: Well, I guess I say I felt this to be a weakness because I am 

suppose to be the teacher and in control of classroom 

management. But thinking about what you just suggested, I 
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think its one of those teaching dilemmas that I become 

frustrated with. It depends on the situation, the topic, whether 

its a political issue and how important is it. So often these 

kinds of discussions can lead to other issues that become just as 

important. While I want to touch upon each topic, I worry 

about time constraints. So, I deal with what seems important 

at the moment, as you suggested. 

PA: But as a teacher educator, there are some things that I feel 

compelled to talk about. Like racist or sexiest behavior. I 

may have a hard time writing that person a recommendation 

or supporting them as a teacher if I've seen them behave in 

those kinds of ways. So I would be inclined to talk. Now if I 
talk directly, is that transmitted? Or is that not an issue in this 

discussion? 

CS: I don't see that as transmitting, [long pause] Do I see that as 

transmitting? I guess like you, I think it depends on the issue 

and how strong I feel about this issue. [pauses] There's an 

incident that happened this semester where students were 

talking about the idea of being eclectic teachers. I was totally 

against that notion and gave my explanation. I explained that I 

used to believe being eclectic meant becoming a better teacher, 

but what happened was I never developed a true philosophy, a 

grounding in my teaching that I could return to. I never 

looked at my beliefs. I was just pulling beliefs from other 

areas and throwing them together. But as I said these things to 
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the students, I suddenly realized my teaching beliefs were still 

operating from an eclectic philosophy, and I was in the process 

of transmitting what I learned. We then got into this big 

discussion and I became very agitated over it. I apologized 

later to the class for being a bit ovelwhelmed by the 

experience and explained how the discussion itself had evoked 

certain feelings in me. I went on to explain how I have been 

concerned about transmitting information and that the 

discussion has led me to believe I have been transmitting 

information in the class. [Pauses] But now that I am telling 

you this, I'm wondering if I'm always going to have to be 

concerned about transmitting. When do I justify it as 

transmitting and when do I justify what I am saying as an 

active discussion? 

VR: Its interesting how we have accepted this theory. We say that 

we don't transmit, that I'm not into transmission. And yet 

there is a lot that goes on that concerns us as experts. In fact, 

we may feel some expertise about what we bring into the 

conversation and reveal this through modeling or whatever. I 

think what you are saying is that what you attempt to do is to 

say this is one suggestion. I don't necessarily have the right 

answer. I keep inquiring into what it is that I'm doing and 

what is it that I believe. The students may pick up on what 

you are doing. But hopefully they're going to have some sense 
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that this is not necessarily a true belief that we are dealing 

with. 

es: Yes. That what I try to express in class. My explanations, or 

expertise, if you will, come from my own sense making about 

research, from my own experiences and beliefs. I ask the 

students to view what I am saying as an opportunity to hear 

another person's suggestion about that particular topic under 

discussion. I also explain to the students that my teaching 

philosophy has changed from what I used to believe. That for 

me to be an effective teacher, I try not to transmit or lecture, 

try to provide situations that allow learners to construct their 

own sense-making. But, you know, as I am listening to you, 

I'm thinking to myself, my definition for a transmitting-style 

teacher may be too simplistic. I am reacting to how I believe a 

traditional teacher practices because that is how I was trained 

to teach. I lectured most of the time in class and then the 

student was suppose to understand the material and make some 

sense of it because I told them. The feeling is that they heard 

it and read it, so now they know it and I'll test them to verify 

that they know the material. Now, because of my doctoral 

studies, I've done a complete turn about in my belief about 

teaching. My teaching pendulum has swung completely in the 

opposite direction. Now I am trying to remove anything that 

resembles my past teaching practices. I don't want to lecture, 

give traditional multiple choice tests, or use the overhead. 
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Rather, I want to allow more classroom discussions, more 

freedom of expression in the classroom, and suggest to the 

students that it's O.K. if I believe this way and you believe or 

interpret the information a bit differently as long as we all can 

come to some shared understanding. But what I am reacting 

to is my prior experiences as a teacher. I see transmission as 

part of that past practice rather than how I used the practice of 

transmitting information. I think I've been looking at the idea 

of discovering personal understanding and progressive 

teaching in the same narrow view as I viewed the transmitting 

of knowledge. As we are discussing this idea of transmission 

and your comment that we do transmit more than we may 

think we do, I see now that there will be times we will want to 

transmit some information. It is how and when we use 

transmitting information as an effective tool that becomes an 

issue. 

VR: Well, I think the issue is what and how do the students take it? 

How do they view the information being given? Do they try 

to figure it out by saying, ""O.K., now this is going to be on 

the test and it is a kind of school knowledge." It's not some 

thing that they necessarily connect with their own 

understandings and that's what is the concern about 

transmission. So it seems to me the question is about the good 

things that we do that we think are outside of this transmission 

model, but in fact may have the same effect on the students. 
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CS: Sure. [could be doing that every day and every time that I'm 

saying to the students that this is just a suggestion or that this is 

my personal interpretation of the whole language philosophy. 

Then when [find many of the students saying, "[ like whole 

language" and "[ want to know more about whole language, 

because [ think that this is the way to teach" [get very 

concerned. Did [just plant the seed? Are the students simply 

saying, "[s this what this professor is advocating and 

suggesting, so therefore it must be good? 

PA: Well [think there is another angle to this notion of 

transmitting that [ never thought about before until just now 

with this discussion on transmission, and that is you're 

saying, [ have my opinion and you have your opinion and 

that's alright. Now, I'm thinking, no it's not. [have and hold, 

some opinions or beliefs that my students might hold that [ 

might very well want to change. Maybe not particularly 

change them, may be that's the wrong emphasis. But [ want to 

hear their evidence, and [ want to evaluate the quality of their 

evidence for that belief. If they don't have good evidence, 

then [ expect them to change their belief. So maybe I'm more 

into transmission than [ think [ am in terms of my 

expectations. 

VR: No, that's not a transmission for us. That is a philosophy for 

us. 

CS: Sort of saying, "OK. Convince me of your philosophy. " 
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VR: Right. That you have an equal place in this conversation and 

you can talk about your belief, your understanding. But you 

have to present the evidence for the rest of the group. And 

someone can say that's not very good evidence. In which case 

it doesn't effect the groups thinking, or the social construction. 

PA: Well then, is transmission and construction at opposite ends of 

the continuum? One of the things that we have been talking 

about through AERA and in class the last few weeks was what 

does it mean to construct knowledge in our classes, and do we 

allow for it. There is a discipline out there, and there is 

content to be engaged. What does it mean if we're expecting 

people to construct personal meaning? 

The discussion above was quite informative about how I 

viewed transmission practice. The results from this dialogue 

suggested my reactions to teaching from a transmission or 

Reductionist style of teaching to an interactive style of practice had 

tried to dismantle rather than to build upon my past teaching 

experiences. I constructed new sets of values about teaching and 

learning as I encountered the information in my recent graduate 

classes and perceived this existing schemata had provided an adequate 

explanation for the experience. I was able to use the appropriate 

vocabulary to give the appearance I understood the newer 
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information and had been successful in accommodating that 

information within my existing schemata. However, as the 

discussion suggests, I really constructed two sets of schemata about 

transmission-style teaching. One referred to how I taught in the past 

and the other construct referred to how I wished my practice to be. 

Rather than transmitting information, I viewed my discussions as 

informing the students with alternate suggestions. The difficulty was 

that when I practiced from this second construct, disequilibration 

occurred because these new experiences were never previously 

tested. I never made the connection that the practice of transmission 

could be a useful and accessible tool in my teaching. 

The following anecdotal recording from 10/13/92 exemplified 

my use of transmission during classroom discussions. Not until I 

reviewed the practice data did I realized how often I transmitted 

what I considered important information for students to know. 

Anecdotal records. 10/13/92. 

I think that a traditional classroom setting that includes a 

traditional curriculum of teaching reduces the chances for effective 

learning to occur. For instance, always teaching to grade-level 

reading and learning often goes against individual learner's abilities 

and capabilities. Research has provided us with information that 
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suggests sight words are less effective when they are taught in 

isolation, which in turn, is less effective when trying to promote and 

build vocabulary. Also, when teaching is dominated by lectures and 

then students are tested on the lecture, students are less likely to 

develop critical thinking skills. Therefore, I think it is important 

that early in your teaching career you develop ways to incorporate 

critical-thinking question strategies. You need to be prepared to 

expect answers that reflect diverse thinking. Empowered learners 

ask themselves what the purpose is for whatever they are doing. 

Does it make sense? Is it important information to know? How do I 

use this information effectively? You need to be prepared to answer 

these questions. 

Review of the teacher-informing practice data suggested these 

dialogue moments were often used to transmitted particular 

information and experiences to the students during whole class 

discussions. Results of this practice suggested a conflict with a 

major belief about the need to remove past transmission-style of 

teaching from my practice. I assumed any form of transmitted 

information reflected a teacher-centered style of teaching. But, I 

often informed students through a transmission-style of practice. It 

was not until I compared teacher informing results between my 
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beliefs and practice that I realized the incongruent practice within in 

my teaching. 

The results from analysis on teacher-informing classroom 

practices also suggested incongruent practice between belief, 

practice, and theory. Analysis indicated I taught from two separate 

sets of beliefs and practices constructs. One set represented my 

understanding about transmission-style of practice. The other 

construct represented my understanding about interactive-style of 

practice. Results of the review between my related beliefs and 

practices suggested incongruent behavior would continue until there 

is assimilation between and among experiences and knowledge within 

the two sets of constructs. Rather, both sets of constructs need to 

merge to reconstruct a better understanding between the two sets of 

knowledge. Results from the lack of merging the two sets suggest 

that I often did not make informing connections between and among 

my previous beliefs, practices and theories with newer information, 

such as with Vygotskian and constructivist theories. Whether the 

lack was due to the lack of ownership I felt for the new information 

or was due to wanting to change my classroom practice from 

transmitting to a constructivist style of teaching, I nevertheless 
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lacked purpose and direction when using teacher-informing 

practices. 

Chapter Summary 

This was the last of the three chapters that presented the results 

from my teaching beliefs and practices inquiry. In this chapter, I 

described the incongruent relationships between and among four 

related beliefs, practices, and theories -- assessment and evaluation, 

reading aloud, student presentations, and teacher-informing. 

Assessment and evaluation data revealed I lacked sufficient 

understanding and practical experience to successfully implement 

contemporary assessment and evaluative procedures. The resulting 

conflict suggested I held a dual teaching construct about assessment 

and evaluation. Regardless of which construct was activated major 

disequilibration between the constructs and experiences resulted 

because both constructs held related beliefs but different practices 

for those beliefs (Appleton, 1989). 

Also suggested was the possibility that incongruent practice 

was a result of the incongruent pattern among the broader 

educational research community. With regard to assessment and 
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evaluation, the research community does not share a similar 

understanding about the purpose or nature for this practice. 

Presented in the chapter's second section was a description of 

the reading aloud incongruent practices. Analysis of the belief data 

revealed the incongruent practice resulted from tension associated 

with the application of two different constructs about the reading 

aloud process. Similar to assessment and evaluation practices, 

reading aloud practices reflected dual constructs with each holding 

separate beliefs, practices, and theories. 

Reading aloud practice data revealed a transmission-style of 

modeling had occurred, perhaps because one of the two constructs 

contained a more complex array of prior knowledge and experiences 

about reading aloud. The review of the data also indicated reading 

aloud information may have been inappropriately accommodated 

because of different contextual learning environments. These 

different learning environments may have led to conditional 

understandings about when and why to use reading aloud. 

These separate and contextually different constructs were also 

evident in the following case relationship. This next section presents 
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the analysis of the incongruent relationship between related beliefs 

and practices when employing student presentation strategies. 

The results from analysis on student presentations practices 

suggested an interesting juxtaposition about simulated role playing. 

For instance, my original purpose for practicing student 

presentations in class was to provide students with opportunities to 

become aware of their own beliefs about classroom practice, the 

manner in how these beliefs were practices, and whether students 

were able to include current research to help inform their practice. 

The presentations were means for peers to inform their peers on 

particular reading issues reflected an adaptation of Vygotsky's 

mediation theory. However, results from both the belief and 

practice data indicated I encouraged role playing. During classroom 

instruction, I suggested students' presentations could resemble either 

a mock teacher inservice session (a Reductionist paradigm) or a 

simulated grade level classroom, a practice my belief statements 

rejected. While analysis of the student journals indicated most 

students had benefited from the presentations, results from the 

analysis also suggested I rarely challenged students purposes for their 

choice of practice. Similar in scope, teacher-infOlming practices 
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were also incongruent because of conflicting beliefs about the 

practice. 

Results from the findings from the three congruent Episodic 

Frame relationships and the related cases are discussed in Chapter 

Seven. Presented in the discussion are suggestions regarding 

implications for other individuals attempting reflective inquiry for 

practical inquiry into their practice, as well as the implications this 

study may have on future research. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE THREE RELATIONSHIPS: CONCLUSION 

Constructivists might argue that sociocultural theories do not 
adequately account for the process of learning, and 
sociocultural theorists might retort that constructivist theories 
fail to account for the production and reproduction of the 
practices of schooling and the social order. The challenge of 
relating actively constructing students, the local microculture, 
and the established practices of the broader community 
requires that adherents to each perspective acknowledge the 
potential positive contributions of the other perspective. 
(Cobb, 1994, p. 18) 

Chapter Seven concludes the present study by suggesting a 

complementary perspective to current teacher change research. 

Unlike most teacher change research that suggests the change process 

in classroom instruction first occurs in beliefs, or first in practice, 

the concluding chapter provides an alternative to the "either or" 

perspective. The findings suggest an on-going integrated change 

process between beliefs, practices and theories. This perspective 

supports Richardson's (1994) interactive perspective. She suggests: 

[T]hat the process of changing beliefs and practices is 
interactive; that is, depending on the types of changes and the 
teachers themselves, the change process may begin either with 
changes in beliefs or changes in practice. ( p. 90) 
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This concluding chapter describes this interactive process, and how 

the change process between belief, practices and theories is governed as 

much by time as by learning experiences. A brief review of the study is 

presented, which is then followed by the interpreted results and 

implications of the findings. 

Introduction 

This study was designed to address three inquiries about 

myself as a teacher educator: 1) The beliefs I hold regarding 

teaching, reading and learning processes; 2) The teaching practices I 

employ; and 3) The congruency between my teaching beliefs, 

instructional practices and educational theory. Grounded theory 

procedures and techniques were employed to recover the inquiry 

data from two sources of collection methods -- practical argument 

and anecdotal recordkeeping (Y. Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; 

Fenstermacher, 1979, 1994; Richardson & Fenstermacher, 1992; 

Routman, 1991). Triangulation of student journal entries and other 

class related artifacts were used to support and inform the analysis 

process. A practical argument was initiated to recover my teaching, 

reading and learning beliefs; anecdotal records were developed to 

record my classroom practices. Both sets of data came from seven 



selected video tapes of my classroom instruction to preservice 

teachers at a south Texas University during the Fall 1992 semester. 

Initial analysis sorted the data among three inquiry domains 

(teaching, reading, and learning) and then among three practice 

categories (practical application, mediation, and organization 

structure). These practice categories were sorted among three 

Episodic Frame relationships (congruent, ambiguous, and 

incongruent cases). The three Episodic Frames and the cases of 

relationships were analysis, reviewed and the results discussed. The 

following sections discusses the findings from the three Episodic 

Frames. 

Results 

Twelve overarching practices were representative of my 

teaching during the Fall 1992 semester course, READ 3323.02. 

Analysis reveal each of these practices held specific relationships 

between and among my belief, practice and educational theories 

about teaching, reading and learning. Review of the analysis 

indicated some relationships were congruent; some relationships 

were ambiguous and; some relationships were incongruent. 
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Etchberger and Shaw (1992) in reference to the teaching of 

mathematics, had postulated that teachers need to move their 

curriculum from emphasizing how-to as the focus for learning, to 

emphasizing why the information should be taught and learned. 

Relating their suggestion to the present study in reading, the teaching 

changes from a how-to (skill) to a why (process) practice has 

significance for the cases of congruent, ambiguous, and incongruent 

relationships. For instance, the three relationships uncovered in my 

practice each represents my own movement between the how-to, and 

the why changes in my teaching. Rather then viewing the 

movements among these relationships as an "either or" proposition as 

current teacher change literature suggests, I view my learning and 

change in practice similar to Cobb's (1994) notion of teaching and 

learning, and Richardson's (1994), suggestion about teacher change. 

For example, the cases of congruent relationships suggest 

successful assimilation between beliefs, practices, and educational 

theories related to teaching, reading, and learning. The cases of 

ambiguity relationships represent some assimilation, and the cases of 

incongruent relationships represent little assimilation between 

beliefs, practices, and theories. The following section presents a 
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description of the interactive change process that occurred between 

and among congruent, ambiguous, and incongruent relationships. 

Congruent Relationships 

Four practices -- applied research, literacy tools, making 

connections and question-probing -- were congruent when practiced 

in the present study. Congruent patterns were defined as complete 

agreement between and among beliefs, practices and theories. 

Agreement was based on the frequency of use, the understanding 

relationship of the current constructivist and Vygotskian teaching 

and learning theories. Comparison between my teaching, reading, 

and learning beliefs and practices determined the agreement status 

with current information about the teaching, reading and learning 

processes. 

Review of the congruent data indicated the change in practice 

was a result of my changes in beliefs about teaching, reading, and 

learning. The changes in beliefs that preceded my changes in 

practice supported one view about the teacher change process. 

Namely that changes in a teacher's practice occur first in the belief 

system and then in practice (Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, & Lloyd, 

1991). 
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The results indicated that because of my new interest in 

constructivism, Vygotsky (sociocultural) and the Whole Language 

philosophy, I was motivated to change my teaching from a 

transmission-style of practice to a more progressive (interactive) 

style of practice. Data artifacts coupled with personal recollections 

indicated that until my teaching of the reading class in the present 

study, I had not practiced these beliefs among preservice student 

teachers. 

Claxton (1990) suggested beliefs-to-practice constitutes a 

natural process of learning. He suggests that disequilibrium occurs 

when a learner recognizes that existing schemata are inadequate to 

explain the experiences. In the case of my own teaching, I became 

frustrated in how I practiced the teaching of reading and wanted to 

learn more about the reading process. This uneasiness (Piaget, 1978) 

resulted in a desire to reduce the frustration by resolving the conflict 

between experiences and schemata. Claxton posited a learner takes a 

set of beliefs or minitheories, as he called them, and tests them 

against experiences. The minitheories may not fit exactly with the 

experiences, but the learner adjusts and modifies the theory to fit the 
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new experiences. When this type of accommdation happens, an 

equilibrated restructuring of the schem is said to have occurred. 

When I was introduced to the progressive theories during my 

doctoral studies, I had opportunities to experience the theories 

through discussions and through the writing of these theoretical 

issues. Because I viewed these theories as ways to provide me with 

the knowledge to change my practice, (something I was ready to do 

anyway), I adjusted my beliefs and knowledge to fit with these new 

experiences about teaching, reading, and learning. As I taught the 

Fall 1992 course, I continued to make adjustments to modify my 

understanding between beliefs and practice. The result was that I 

viewed each modification as a learning experience rather than as a 

struggle to change my beliefs and practice. I can only speculate that 

I viewed these experiences in a positive light because I was ready to 

make the changes in my practice, a notion Vygotsky (1978) contents 

is necessary before understanding can occur. 

From a sociocultural perspective, Vygotsky (1978) contended 

that optimal learning often occurred after an individual's learning 

"readiness" or interest is mediated with more knowledgeable others 

in a social setting. Once the individual is capable of carrying out the 
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same learning situation independently, the zone of understanding is 

increased. Based on data analysis review of the present study's 

congruent patterns, I suggest that interest to change my teaching 

practices motivated me to accept and adopt more current views of 

teaching and learning which allowed me to as simulate and 

accommodate these beliefs into my practice. 

Ambiguous Relationships 

Four practices -- class dialogue, collaborative grouping, 

modeling and classroom organization -- were ambiguous when 

practiced in the present study. Ambiguity was defined as some 

congruent relationship between and among beliefs, practices and 

theories. Agreement was based on the frequency of use, the 

understanding relationship of the current constructivist and 

Vygotskian teaching and learning theories. Comparison between my 

teaching, reading, and learning beliefs and practices determined the 

agreement status with current information about the teaching, 

reading and learning processes. 

Review of the ambiguous data indicated practice lacked 

complete agreement between and among beliefs, practice and 

theories. Comparison of the ambiguous cases of relationships with 
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the congruent cases offered some possible explanations. For 

instance, the results of the comparison between congruent and 

ambiguous relationships suggested that while the changes in 

congruent practice centered around my beliefs and motivation about 

teaching and changing my practice (the why), the ambiguous cases 

represented practice that I tried to employ in my teaching to carry 

out the changes in my beliefs about teaching, reading, and learning 

(the how-to). I suggest that each of the four ambiguous related 

practices -- class dialogue, collaborative grouping, modeling ,and 

classroom organization -- were instances in which I tried to maintain 

the four congruent practices -- applied research, literacy tools, 

making connections, and question-probing -- during classroom 

instruction. The findings suggested these eight practices helped to 

inform students about research through discussions, grouping, 

modeling and in the physical arrangement of the classroom. But the 

findings also suggested I lacked sufficient practice opportunities to 

modify and to adjust four of these practices during classroom 

instruction which became ambiguous. The result was I often applied 

these four ambiguous practices from my past transmission-style of 

teaching. 
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Piaget (1978) suggested that a single experience of 

accommodation of information would be inadequate for any major 

changes to occur in a learners cognitive structure. A variety of 

experiences are needed to test the incoming information to adjust and 

modify existing knowledge constructs. Appleton (1990) posited 

during these times accommodation changes can be inadequately 

restructured, or what he refers to as a false accommodation. False 

accommodation occurs when, "learners have developed alternative 

cognitive strategies to those of [existing structures] which they may 

apply to learning situations" (p. 270). He implied that false 

accommodation seemed to occur whenever the learner assumes the 

situation calls for a "right" answer, such as those on standardized test 

taking, or in accepting a new idea from some authority as being the 

only correct response to a solution. Appleton suggested false 

accommodation induces dissonance when the information from both 

sets of schemata are activated during a similar contextual situation. 

With regard to the present data, I made the assumption that as 

part of the change process from a behaviorist to an interactive-style 

of practice, I needed to incorporate the four ambiguous practices 

within my classroom teaching. I made an assumption that this was 
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the "right" thing to do because these practices were part of the 

current progressive view about teaching and learning. To be 

successful in my transition from a transmission-style practice to an 

interactive-style, I needed to embrace everything that would support 

the transition, regardless of my level of understanding about 

implementing these practices during classroom practice. 

Constructivist and Vygotskian research studies indicate many 

learners operate at this level of understanding in the beginning of 

changing or adjusting beliefs as they try to make sense of the in

coming information. However, for the change process to become 

fluid and congruent, thoughtful engagement or practice must 

accompany the accommodation process (Appleton, 1990; Y. 

Goodman, 1986; Piaget, 1978; von Glasersfeld, 1989, Vygotsky, 

1978). The inclusion of meaningful and diverse practice with the 

information provide opportunities to make insightful connections 

with existing knowledge. It takes time to modify practice, to explore 

the far reaching purposes in using a particular practice, and to 

become confident in understanding when to use the practice. The 

resultant tension suggested I was moving along the change process as 
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I was trying to modify, adjust and adapt these never before tested 

concepts into my existing practice. 

The ambiguous data indicated the lack of sufficient practice in 

representing the transactional reading process in my classroom -

instruction, revealed that sometimes I lacked a sufficient grounding 

or understanding about the theories I incorporated to represent the 

transaction reading process. The data indicated that sometime I just 

did not have enough personal information to believe in the practice, 

but that I included the practice because it was the "right" thing to do. 

The lack in complete agreement and understanding led to the 

ambiguous nature of the practice. 

For example, in the attempt to change my teaching from a 

transmission-style, to a more interactive-style of practice, I included 

certain practices in my teaching. These particular interactive 

practices were included in my classroom instruction without 

previous opportunities to test out the complexities of these additional 

practices with my existing practices. Because of the lack in practice, 

four ambiguous practices resulted because of an unchanged stance 

that supported previous beliefs, or previous practical application 

experiences. While I held an understanding about class discussions, 
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it was practiced in a teacher-student response fashion. While I 

acquired new information about the practice of collaborative 

grouping, I practiced from a previously held understanding about 

reading groups. Similarly, while my understanding about modeling 

was to provide a variety of ways to practice theory during classroom 

instruction, I practiced from a direct-teacher modeling perspective 

that often represented using one solution or one theory. Classroom 

organization was practiced from a teacher-centered perspective, even 

though I understood the value in providing a student-center 

classroom environment. The resulting data suggest I lacked previous 

experiences about these practices to "see" how they fitted in with my 

classroom teaching. As I tried to fit and accommodate theory to 

practice, or practice to beliefs, the affect caused tension between the 

application of these practices in my teaching. 

These cases of ambiguous relationships support an alternate 

view about the teacher-change process that is different from the one 

supporting the cases of congruent relationships. This alternative 

view to teacher change is posited by Guskey (1985, 1986), who 

maintained that, "significant change in teachers' beliefs and attitudes 

takes place only after student learning outcomes have [successfully] 
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changed" (p. 58, italics in the original). He suggests teachers invest 

in changes in practice after teachers see their students are motivated 

to become more successful learners because of the change in 

instructional practice. If the instructional change in curriculum is 

viewed as non-beneficial to the student by the teacher, the teachers 

will usually drop the procedures and try something else. 

For the present study, the data findings seem to indicate ambiguity 

conflict is present because I lack sufficient practical experiences with 

these four practices. The lack in practice created tension between 

past practice and the benefits these practices had on the students. 

Incongruent Relationships 

Four practices -- assessment and evaluation, read aloud, 

student presentations, and teacher-informing -- were incongruent 

when practiced in the present study. Incongruent patterns are 

defined as little congruent relationship between and among beliefs, 

practices and theories. Agreement is based on the frequency of use, 

the understanding relationship of the current constructivist and 

Vygotskian teaching and learning theories. Comparison between my 

teaching, reading, and learning beliefs and practices determined the 
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agreement status with the current information about the teaching, 

reading and learning processes. 

Review of the cases of incongruent data suggest the four 

practices held no relationships between or among beliefs, practices 

or theories about teaching, reading and learning. The data indicated 

that for each of these four practices, the change process had not 

occurred in either my belief about the practice, or in the practice 

itself, or between the theoretical understanding of that practice. 

For instance, while reading aloud and student presentations 

seem to represent how-to practices, and assessment and evaluation, 

and teacher-informing seem to represent why practices, there were 

little, if any, movement between or among beliefs and theory about 

these four practices. The related cases of incongruent relationships 

support a recent perspective about the teacher-change process that is 

different from either the belief or practice perspectives presented 

earlier. Both of those perspectives view teacher change occurring 

either before or after practice. An interactive perspective is offered 

by Richardson's (1994) more recent study about teacher change. In 

this view, Richardson suggests 

[T]hat the process of changing beliefs and practices is 
interactive; that is, depending on the types of changes and the 
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teachers themselves, the change process may begin either with 
changes in beliefs or changes in practice. (p. 90) 

For the present study, this view of the teacher change process 

suggest that congruent, ambiguous and incongruent relationships may 

represent the varying changes I moved through in my practice 

during the Fall 1992. For example, the congruent relationships 

represent the closes fit in my change process, while somewhere in 

the middle, the ambiguous relationships represent modifications and 

adjustments that are in process of change between and among my 

beliefs and practices. The incongruent relationships represent an 

area in my personal practical knowledge teaching system with the 

least consideration to change. 

The incongruent practices seem to hold the most resistance to 

change and seem the least able to make sense of in-coming 

knowledge between beliefs, practice and theories. The data findings 

suggest these related cases of incongruent behavior seem to operated 

without questioning the purpose or use of the practice and that, in 

tum, provided the greatest degree of disagreement between and 

among beliefs, practice and theories about teaching, reading and 

learning. 
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One explanation for the resistance can be related to how I 

chose to think about the practice. For instance, Festenger (1957) 

postulates that a consequence of disequilibration is often in the 

information-seeking behavior of the learner. Osborne and Wittrock 

(1983) suggest reduction of the dissonance that results from 

disequilibration would occur only as the learner modified an existing 

schemata, extends the schemata, or constructs a new one. The four 

incongruent practices show the greatest degree of dissonance because 

the degree of my information-seeking behavior is not focused on 

making meaningful modifications. I sought to change my practice 

about assessment and evaluation procedure, but made minimal 

changes in my beliefs because of my lack in understanding the 

assessment and evaluation process. In addition, the degree of shared 

understanding between the broader educational community about 

assessment and evaluation also seemed to have influenced the degree 

of my information-seeking behavior. 

I sought to change my beliefs about reading aloud practices, 

but I did not practice these beliefs because I had previously 

accommodated one way to model reading aloud and never gave the 

modeling process another thought in pursuing an alternate stance. 
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The application for student presentations in my practice are based on 

a new conceptual reasoning about mediation and practice, but neither 

my belief nor my practice changed to fit the knowledge because I 

saw this practice only as the "right" thing to do in a leamer-centered 

environment. 

Similarly, the teacher-informing practices were to replace my 

former transmitting lecture style of practice, but data analysis reveal 

I still transmitted the information through lectures in these whole 

class discussions. The results indicate that because I lacked 

confidence and a well-developed theory base from which to practice, 

I routinely did whatever was suggested in the literature as being the 

"correct" thing to include in a leamer-centered classroom. 

Another possible reason for my degree of information-seeking 

behavior among the four practices was that most of my classroom 

instruction was focused more on the congruent and ambiguous 

practices because I had a better sense in how to employ these 

practices than I did with the practices representing the incongruent 

cases. Analysis suggested that I may have been on the point of being 

overwhelmed and saturated by all the changes I tried to institute in 
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my classroom practice and I had a better sense of ownership among 

the congruent and ambiguous practices. 

Implications to the Broader Community of Reflective Practitioners 

These study provided one method of practical inquiry to 

explore reflectively, the degree of change in one's practice. The 

study also provides one method to formally present the analysis from 

the practical inquiry (Richardson, 1994). The analysis findings in 

the present study suggest teacher change moves through a particular 

interactive information-seeking process. Sometimes the change 

process occurs first in the belief/theory system; sometimes the 

change process occurs first in the practice system (Richardson, 

1994). 

In observing her own teacher-change process, Routman (1991) 

hypothesized she went through a similar change movement. From 

her reflective inquiry, Routman suggests there are five stages a 

teacher moves through during such a process: 

1. I can't do this. It's too hard, and I don't know enough. 

2. Maybe if I find out about it, it's possible. 

3. I'll do exactly what the experts say. 
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4. I'll adapt the experts' work to my own contexts. 

5. I trust myself as an observer-teacher-Iearner-evaluator. 

Routman implies that each of the five stages represents the 

degree of information-seeking behavior an individual invests and 

builds upon that can lead to changes in practice. In light of the 

present study, the stages could represent the paradigmatic movement 

of my own teaching behavior from a behaviorist to an interactive 

style of teaching. 

For instance, stage one through three ("I can't do this. It's too 

hard, and I don't know enough." "Maybe if I find out about it, it's 

possible." and "I'll do exactly what the experts say.") is 

representative of a transmission-style of practice. The incongruent 

relationships practiced in the present study would seem to fit between 

stage one and three. Harste (1989) refers to this type of practice as 

adopting a guru. It seems that sometimes my practice was dependent 

upon what the experts said to use during classroom instruction. I 

believe this dependency led my use certain practices in name only. 

For example, in Texas, teachers are often forced to change their 

teaching practices to meet some new district adopted program. Since 

force is not always the most effective motivator for change, the 
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practice behind closed doors is usually from a pre-existing practice 

(Jackson, 1968). Hence, I may have called it reading aloud, but my 

practice was situated from a completely different paradigm. 

Stages two through four ("Maybe if I find out about it, it's 

possible." "I'll do exactly what the experts say." "I'll adapt the 

experts' work to my own contexts") is representative of a movement 

between a transmission-style of teaching, to an interactive-style of 

practice. The ambiguous relationships practiced in the present study 

would seem to fit between stages one and three. These cases are 

"works" in progress. That is, these practices are experiencing a 

greater degree of disequilibration among beliefs, practices and 

theories than the other two practice relationships. As personal 

teaching opportunities continue to test these practices during 

classroom instruction, the more modifications and adjustments are 

made to insure a closer fit among the incongruent relationships. As 

dissonance is replaced by equilibration, these practices will transition 

to stages four and five. 

Stages four and five ("I'll adapt the experts' work to my own 

contexts." "I trust myself as an observer-teacher-Iearner

evaluator.") is representative of my interactive-style of teaching 
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practice. The congruent relationships practiced in the present study 

would seem to fit between stages four and five. 

These stages in teaching changes support the sociocultural and 

constructivists position on teaching and learning. Vygotsky (1978) 

for instance, posites that conflict, confusion, conceptual 

reorganization, and the resulting tensions inherent within the 

reorganization are all part of the mediation process that push the 

Zone of Proximal Development envelope. Piaget (1978) stresses that 

disequilibration eventually gives way to equilibration as knowledge is 

reorganized to accommodate the cognitive growth process. In 

describing her own continuous transitional process in teaching, 

Routman (1991) postulates that mediation between learning and 

developmental growth led to self-awareness and self-trust as a 

teacher and learner. 

Implications for Further Research 

Rorty (1983), Hoffman and Kugle (1982), among others, 

suggest descriptive research is more forthcoming when socio

historical classroom realities are explored pragmatically. The 

growing body of researcher's using descriptive research indicate that 

reflective inquiry provides more revealing and enlightening data 
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about teacher beliefs, practice, and theories. The scholarly 

presentation of this research inquiry supports a changing 

paradigmatic view among some teacher-change researchers. 

The present study contributes to teacher-change by providing 

an alternate method to personally explore a teacher educator's own 

teaching practices. The formal presentation of the study's findings 

contributes to the larger body of professional literature that supports 

teacher change, teacher beliefs, teacher practice and teacher 

knowledge. The study suggests an alternative to the behaviorist 

teacher training program through a reflective process to improve 

awareness about one's teaching belief, practice and theory systems. 

An alternative method considered in this study is the inclusion of a 

practical argument to facilitate the reflective inquiry process. The 

present study will add a voice to those teachers and teacher educators 

like myself who are researching ways to move away from a 

transmission-style practice within the broader educational research 

community. 

An important caveat with inquiry research, however, is to 

consider the inordinate amount of time spent to research, reflect and 

formally present the findings. At each level of analysis, the struggle 
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to make sense of the data seemed to spiral endlessly; at other times 

data analysis seemed to move in circles. Also, at each analytic 

juncture, analysis required time for reflection to peel away another 

layer of the complex integrated data. 

As reflective practice research gains acceptance among the 

broader educational research community, teacher educators will 

become better informed about their role in the existing teacher 

preparation program curriculum. As these future reflective inquiry 

research studies continue to explore one's own "fit" within the 

existing programs, the preparation programs will change as student

teacher educator relationships change to become collaborative 

learning centers among all participants. 

Conclusion 

The purpose of the present study was to reflectively inquire 

into the relationships between my beliefs and instructional practice. 

Analytic review of the data provided insight into three congruent 

relationships that described degrees of congruent patterns among my 

personal practical knowledge teaching system. For the present study, 

the implication from the data suggests that teacher-change is a jerky, 

back-and-forth, stop-and-start process. Similar in acquiring a 
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language or some other learning system, the change process must 

provide the time, the practice and the opportunity to reflectively 

engage in the change process. The experience from the present 

study's self-reflection has afforded me the opportunity to revisit, 

modify and alter past understandings about the teaching, reading and 

learning practices I employed during classroom instruction. The 

experience also provides me with a better understanding to teach the 

reading process to others. 

As a teacher educator researcher, I conducted this reflective 

inquiry to have a better understanding of myself as an educational 

practitioner and of my own classroom practice. The exploration 

provides insight into how I made inferences related to my practice, 

and how these inferences affected students in my classroom. I 

explored the degree of change in my practice that occurred since 

being informed by constructivist and Vygotsky teaching and learning 

theories. I wanted to know whether this research had made any 

changes in how I taught reading to a group of preservice teachers. I 

wanted to know if my inquiries could hold any significant 

information for the broader educational community. I also wanted 

to conduct this personal inquiry to inform myself of "what it means 
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to think like a teacher and what is entailed in teacher change" 

(Richardson, 1994, p. 8). 
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PERMISSION LETTER 
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READ 3323.02 
Fall Semester 

9/1/92 

Dear Participating Student; 

By signing this agreement to participate in the data gathering 
information for my doctorate dissertation during the 1992 Fall 
semester at the University of Texas-Pan American, READ 3323.02 
class, you are allowing me, Craig Shwery, the Instructor of READ 
3323.02: Reading Acquisition, to video tape each class session, keep 
your individual dialogue journal, essays, and any other artifacts for 
this study that will help to determine my teaching practices. I will 
give back to each of you a copy of what I keep or I will keep a copy 
of your original work, whichever you choose. In addition, by giving 
permission, you relinquish all rights to this material for copyright 
purposes. 

NAME: 

NAME (PRINT): 

(OR) 
PSEUDONYM (PRINT): 
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APPENDIX B 

COURSE SYLLABUS 
READ: 3323.02, FALL, 1992 
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University of Texas-Pan American 
Fall, 1992 
College of Education #240-A 
Edinburg 

SYLLABUS 

COURSE: 
INSTRUCTOR: 

READ 3323.02: READING ACQUISITION 
Craig Shwery Office 381-3302/3402 

REOUIRED 
TEXTBOOKS: 

OFFICE HOURS: 

Course Description 

Routman, Regie. (1991). Inyitations: Chan~ing as teachers and 
learners K-12. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann Educational Books, Inc. 
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m. 
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. (or by appointment) 

Psychological, sociological, cultural, physical and linguistic factors related to reading acquisition; 
analysis of scope and sequence of word recognition processes: sight word vocabulary, phonics, 
structural, morphemic and contextual analysis; analysis of organizational and management 
parameters of reading instruction at the primary levels; diagnostic and prescriptive processes as 
they pertain to readiness, structural and phonetic analysis, vocabulary skills and classification 
skills. Special emphasis is given to the development of interest, individualization of instruction 
through the matching of students to proper materials, techniques for integrating the teaching of 
skills with the teaching of content, and the development of flexibility of reading rate. Provisions 
will be made for the teaching of reading to children who are culturally linguistically diverse. 

Course Objectives 
To receive credit for the course, the student will: 
1. Demonstrate ways to teach the Essential Elements and the ExCET Objectives that pertain to 
this course. (A list of the ExCET Objectives will be given.) 
2. Identify and explain reading acquisition skills. 
3. Identify appropriate questions for evaluating comprehension skills. 
4. Plan lessons for teaching reading acquisition skills. 
5. Identify, explain and demonstrate knowledge of techniques useful for teaching reading skills in 
the content areas and study skills. 
6. Identify language use through writing. 
7. Develop an awareness of the multidimensional concepts of language use for promoting 
learning. 
8. Read current research articles, textbooks; respond critically to analysis of readings; written 
essays. 

Attendance Policy 
A student may be dropped from the course with a grade of DP or DF at the instructor's discretion 
due to excessive absences or tardies. Students leaving class early will be considered as an absence. 
IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT TO CONTACT THE INSTRUCTOR 
WHENEVER ABSENT. 

Make-up and Late Work Policy 
Make-up essays are at the discretion of the instructor. Or a special assignment may be given by 
the Instructor. Any papers that need to be redone will be considered late. Each student should 
choose a "buddy" from a group for missed assignments. 
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Written Assignment Policy 
Papers and/or projects will be accepted if written in blue or black ink, typed, or done by word 
processor on white paper. Correction fluid may be used, but cross-outs and mark-overs are not 
acceptable. Please write on one side of paper. Clip or staple paper in left hand comer. 

Grading Policy 
Each assignment, project and written essays are worth 100 points. Total number of grade points 
are divided by the number of required assignments. A=IOO-90; b=80-89; C=70-79; F=69--below. 

Class Activities Outline 
1. Reading children's' literature to class 
2. Whole class discussions 
3. Individual collaborative discussions (among groups) 
4. Group presentations to class 
5. Discussion of future assignments 
6. Journal writings 

Semester Schedule Outline 
September 

October 

I - First day of class introductions 
- Discussion of format and textbook 

3 - Chapter I & 2 
- Class discussion on reading 

15- Chapter 3 & 4 
- Group presentations 

17- Hand in journals 
- Group presentations 

22- Review chapter 1, 2, 3 & 4 
- Group presentations 

24- Take home essay on chapter I, 2, 3 & 4 
- Article discussions 
- Group presentations 

29- Chapter 5 & 6 
- Group presentations 

6- Chapter 7 & 8 
- Group presentations 

8- Hand in journals 
- Group presentations 

13- Review chapter 5,6,7, & 8 
- Group presentations 

15- Take home essay on chapter 5,6,7, & 8 
- Group presentations 
- Article discussions 

20- Chapter 9 & 10 
- Group presentations 

27- Chapter 12 & 13 
- Group presentations 

29- Hand in journals 
- Group presentations 

November 
3- Review chapter 9, 10, 12 &13 

- Group presentations 
10- Take home essay on chapter 9, 10, 12 &13 

- Group presentations 
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- Article discussions 
12- Chapter 14 

- Group presentations 
17- Chapter IS 

- Group presentations 
19- Hand in journals 

- Group presentations 
24- Review chapter 14 & IS 

- Group presentations 
26- Take home essay on chapter 14 & IS 

- Group presentations 
- Article discussions 

December 
1- Chapter 16 & 17 

- Group presentations 
8- Chapter 18 

- Hand in journals/ Take home final essay 
- Group presentations 
- Article discussions 

10- Dead days 
14- Final exam 12:45 a. m. - 2:30 a. m. (Monday) 

A. Final words/Group presentations 
B. Portfolios must be handed in at this time 
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APPENDIX C 

SAMPLES OF COURSE HANDOUTS 



READ 3323.02 
SHWERY 

READING COMPREHENSION SKILLS 

1. Comprehension reading 
2. Direct instruction 
3. Guided pmctice 
4. Sequences 
5. Cause and effect 
6. Decoding 
7. Main ideas 
8. Comparisons 
9. Explicit character traits 

10. Predicting outcomes 
11. Interpreting figurative language 
12. Recognizing anaphoric relationships (substitutions of words) 
13. Judgments of reality or fantasy 
14. Propaganda 
15. Judgments of literary quality 
16. Interests and attitude 
17. Study skills 
18. Content area reading 
19. Grouping 
20. Vocabulary strategies 
21. Graphic organizers 
22. Language experience approach 
23. Word identification skills 
24. Classifying 
25. Story mapping 

READ 3323.02 
SHWERY 

CHAPTER 3 & 4 NOTES: Be able to respond to: 
Reading aloud 
Shared reading 
Approximations 
Teacher rcading 
Student reading 
Paired reading 
Tape recorder readings 
Phonemes 
High-frequency words 
Guided reading 
Whole class guided reading 
Independent reading 
SSR 
RR 
DIRT 
DEAR 
WEB 
Shared writing 
Ability grouping 
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HOW IS LITERATURE USED IN A LITERACY PROGRAM? 

WHAT DOES A BALANCED READINGIWRITING PROGRAM INCLUDE? 

WHY DOES THIS CHAPTER REFER TO A READING LITERACY PROGRAM AS 
ONGOING? 

HOW DOES THE AUTHOR FEEL ABOUT GROUPING DURING READINGS? 

How does an individual select a book? 
Explain the draft process in writing. 
What are the pro and cons in grouping learners? 

READ 3323.02 
TEXTBOOK-INVITATIONS 

CHAPTER I-STUDY NOTES 

DEFINITIONS: 
collaborative community 
authentic language 
skill and drill 
philosophy 
methodology 
literate voice 
integrating skills 
teacher-centered 
child-centered 
eclectic approach 
transition 
doable 
cooperative learning 
trusting ourselves 

What are some conditions for language learning? 

Holdaway's developmental model. 

Cam bourne's model of learning. 

Goodman's Reading Research-what are the findings? 

Differences between your beliefs about reading, language learning and teaching and those of the 
authors? 

What might it mean to give up control? 

What are the stages to developing a personal learning theory? 
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APPENDIX D 

SAMPLES OF CLASS PLANNING NOTES 
READ 3323.02, FALL 1992 
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READ 3332.02 
CLASS OUlLINE NOTES FOR 9-1-92 

1. INTRODUCTIONS 
2. FORMAT OF CLASS 

1. Read children's' book at beginning of class 
2. Volunteer readers/list 
3. Textbook 
4. Grouping of class 
5. Assessment 

a. Essays 
b. Group projects 
c. Portfolios of group 
d. Presentations 
e. Attendance 
f. Participation 

3. PERMISSION SLIPS 
1. Explanation of dissertation 
2. Participation 
3. Will not affect individual grades. 

READ 3323.02 
CLASS OUTLINE NOTES 
9-2-92 

1. READ CHILDREN'S' LITERATURE 
2. DISCUSS GROUPS 

A. BRAINSTORM GROUP TOPICS 
B. STUDENT GROUPINGS ON BOARD-NO MORE THAN 4 TO A GROUP. 

3. PLACE INTO GROUPS 
4. WEBBING CONCEPTS FOR PRACTICE 

A. WHAT IS LITERACY?-BRAINSTORM IN GROUPS 
B. WHAT IS TEACHING?-BRAINSTORM IN GROUPS 
C. RECORD A GROUP CONSENSUS 

5. WEB EACH GROUPS TOPIC ON PAPER OR FOLDER 
6. HAND OUT PORTFOLIO FOLDERS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS 
7. DISCUSS CLASS/GROUP ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 

A. ESSAYS 
B. GROUP PROJECTS 
C. PORTFOLIOS OF INDIVIDUALS AND OF GROUPS 
D. PRESENTATIONS 
E. ATTENDANCE 
F. PARTICIPATION 

READ 3323.02 
9-15-92 
CLASS NOTES 

1. READ STORY-STUDENT 
2. DISCUSS PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY-TAKE BOOKS TO CLASS AND HAVE OTHERS 
BRING ARTICLES TO SHARE 
3. ASSIGNMENT: Read chapter 3 & 4. Have groups give a lesson from their interests to show 
how to use reading and writing and groupings to teach a content area. 
5. Continue discussion on the following: 
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ASSIGNMENT FOR FRIDAY:· HAVE STUDENTS RESEARCH THE FOLLOWING NAMES 
AND BRING ARTICLES WRITTEN BY SAME: 

Don Holdaway 
Brian Cambourne 
Kenneth Goodman 
Jerry Harste 
Donald Graves 
Marie Clay 
Andrea Butler 
Nancy Atwell 
Yetta Goodman 
Kathy Short 
Frank Smith 

6. QUESTION FOR TUESDAY: REREAD CHAPTER 
Reading is a complex multidimensional process. Why is it so? 
WHICH GROUP WOULD LIKE TO RESEARCH THE FOLLOWING 
READING INFO TO PRESENT TO THE REST OF THE CLASS? 

LEA 
SKILL MASTERY APPROACH 
INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS 
RECREATIONAL READING 
COMPUTER-ASSISTED 
CODE-EMPHASIS 
BASAL READER 
PROGRAMMED-READING 
ECLECTIC 
DIRECT READING INSTRUCTION 

6. HAND OUT PORTFOLIO FOLDERS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS-PLACE ON DESK 
FOR STUDENTS 
7. READ ARTICLES IN CRC FOR THURSDAY. 
8. JOURNAL WRITING 

READ 3323.02 
9-17-92 
CLASS NOTES 

1. READ STORY-STUDENT 
2. DISCUSS PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY-TAKE BOOKS TO CLASS AND HAVE OTHERS 
BRING ARTICLES TO SHARE 
3. ASSIGNMENT--Read chapter 3 & 4. Have groups present a lesson from their interests to 
show how to use reading and writing and groupings to teach a content area. 
4. ARTICLES IN CRC FOR THURSDAY. 
S. DISCUSS READING METHODS BROUGHT OUT IN THE BOOK. INCLUDE WRITING 
METHODS. 
HAVE STUDENTS RESEARCH THE FOLLOWING NAMES AND BRING ARTICLES 
WRITTEN BY SAME: 

Don Holdaway 
Brian Camboume 
Kenneth Goodman 
Jerry Harste 
Donald Graves 
Marie Clay 
Andrea Butler 
Nancy Atwell 
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Yetta Goodman 
Kathy Short 
Frank Smith 

6. QUESTION FOR THURSDAY: REREAD CHAPTER 
Reading is a complex multidimensional process. Why is it so? 
GROUP PRESENTATIONS 

LEA 
SKILL MASTERY APPROACH 
ThITEGRATEDLANGUAGEARTS 
RECREATIONAL READING 
COMPUTER-ASSISTED 
CODE-EMPHASIS 
BASAL READER 
ECLECTIC 
DIRECT READING INSTRUCTION 

7. HAND OUT PORTFOLIO FOLDERS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS PLACE ON DESK 
FOR STUDENTS 
8. COLLECT ARTICLES AND JOURNAL WRITING 

READ 3323.02 
SHWERY 
GROUP LIST 

(Students names have been deleted from the list. The number in each group 
represent the number of students within that particular group) 

SCIENCE (SECONDARY) 
5 members 

MATH/JR. HIGH 
4 members 

SPECIAL EDUCATION 
4 members 

BILINGUALn 
3 members 

EARLY CHILDHOOD 
4 members 

SPELLING/PHONETICS 
1 member 

READING 
4 members 

BILINGUAL I 
3 members 

MATH <ELE. ED.) 
5 members 
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APPENDIX E 

SAMPLES OF STUDENT'S REFLECTIVE JOURNALS 
READ 3323.02, FALL 1992 
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Student #3 
Journal Entry 10/13/92 

The special Education group presented, using the skill
vocabulary, they informed the class of how useful sight-words 

can be. Sight-words are words that we encounter in print over and 
over that we know the meaning automatically. It was noted that once 
we use a word 50 times, it becomes embedded in our minds. Next, 
the early Childhood group presented by using a caterpillar story and 
a stuffed caterpillar in the lesson, the group emphasized math skills. 
They felt that anything familiar to the children should be 
incorporated into the lesson as a teaching tool. The group also 
discussed estimating, which would allow the students to take risks 
and learn. 

Student #23 
Journal Entry 10/15/92 

Using shared book experience at the beginning of the school 
year, I think, would work best in comparison to shared reading. I 
believe that yes, there is a difference between the two. The group 
presentation for next week should prove to be helpful for the 
upcoming assignments. Hopefully, our group will do O.K.. Being 
the only group on Special Education, our presentation may be 
different, not bad, just different. 

Student #19 
Journal Entry 11/3/92 

The bilingual Education group made their presentation. My 
minor is Spanish, but I decided that I will return to school (the 
university) to get my bilingual endorsement and help children as 
much as possible. This group's presentation gave many ideas on how 
to help our students. We can use this information not only for 
bilingual education students, but for the rest of the children. 
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APPENDIX F 

FIRST ESSAY, MID-TERM ESSAY, AND FINAL ESSAY 
READ 3323.02, FALL 1992 
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READ 3323.02 
1 ST. TAKE HOME ESSAY 
9/24/92 
CHAPTER 1-2-3-4 
SHWERY 

SHORT ANSWER ESSAY QUESTIONS: Remember to answer in your own words. Use your 
notes and textbook as references. and explain what the information means to YOU. 

1. In the book Inyitations, the author discusses the term transition and beyond the transition. 
What do those terms mean TO YOU; how can you relate to that term? 
2. What is methodology and how does this concept relate to a teachers' literate voice? 
3. How does child-centered and authentic language fit together? 
4. How is language learned according to some expe11s cited in the textbook? 
5. What is/are the theory(ies) behind grouping? 
6. What does the textbook say about ability grouping? What are your thoughts on the subject of 
grouping? 
7. Explain what is meant by multisensory teaching and learning. 
8. Describe WEB reading. 
9. On page 9 of your textbook, the author states "becoming literate is a social act and a search 
for meaning." What does that statement mean to you? 
10. What are the key components to Holdaway's Developmental Model; to Cam bourne's Model of 
Learning; and to Goodman's Reading Research? What do they all have in common? 

PERSONAL ESSAY: Respond to the following question by critically thinking what the question 
means to you and to you alone. Cite whatever research you choose to help support your response. 
The length of the paper is whatever you need to explain your point of view. Also, you may 
answer the question in any order. (There is not right or wrong answer so be as honest as you 
wish). 
OUESTION: a). What have you learned about reading so far? b). What do you agree/disagree with 
what has been discussed in class? why? 

READ 3323.02 
SHWERY 
MID TERM ESSAY 

You are the departmental reading chair person on your campus. Your views are highly respected 
since over the course of two years you have increased the campus overall academic scores. In fact, 
the superintendent has asked you to give monthly staff development sessions around the district to 
help other interested teachers bring up academic achievement on their campus (with an increase of 
salary of course). Even though you teach sixth grade, your teaching system, with modifications 
can be appropriate for the primary grades as well as for middle and secondary schools. 

Recently the honorable governor Ann Richards has begun a search for more effective teaching 
methods and systems within the Texas educational community. The concern stems from recent 
research presented to her from the various school districts and their respective campuses. Some 
school districts and their campuses such as yours have high academic achievement scores, less drop 
out rates than do other districts next door. Upon further research it was discovered that those 
campuses with high academic achievements were once regarded as holding the lowest achievements 
in terms of high school graduates, at risk students, community support and financial help. While 
there have been little increase, if any, in federal and state assistance, the scores and the number of 
graduates have increased. 
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Governor Richards has contacted your superintendent for infonnation on the programs being 
implemented in your district. The superintendent, in tum, has asked you to write a letter to 
Governor Richards explaining your teaching philosophy. 

LETTER FORMAT: 
The letter must be typed, double spaced, no shorter than three pages and no longer than five. You 
may use whatever infonnation you feel would support your position, including any outside 
research or any other sources. It is not necessary that you be an advocate for whole language. But 
whatever method, approach, or philosophy you do choose, you must support that choice with 
viable and recent research. Choose your words carefully, explain fully, and defend your position. 
You have two weeks to complete this assignment, however you may submit the letter at any time 
within those two weeks. And remember, you may work together, BUT the final letter draft must 
be your own personal interpretation. Above all remember who your reading audience is-the 
governor of Texas. 

READ 3323.02 
FINAL ESSAY 
SHWERY 

WRITTEN SECTION: 
1. ON PAGE 77B, APPENDIX A, THERE IS A THEMATIC UNIT DEVELOPED AROUND 
FAIRY TALES. IN THAT UNIT, INSTRUCTIONAL PLANS ARE OUTLINED FOR EACH 
CLASS SESSION. THESE PLANS ARE FROM 1-17. BRIEFLY EXPLAIN HOW YOU 
WOULD CHOOSE TO EV ALUA TE EACH INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN IN A NON
TRADITIONAL FORMAT. REFER TO THE EVALUATION ELEMENTS FOUND IN 
CHAPTER 13 OF YOUR TEXTBOOK. 

2. IN CHAPTER 15, PAGE 419, EXPLAIN HOW TO USE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
AND ORGANIZATION FOR STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE THEMATIC UNIT. 
INCLUDE THEORIES, DRAWINGS, AND WHATEVER ELSE YOU FEEL WILL BE 
NECESSARY TO EXPLAIN YOUR CONCEPTS. 

PRESENTATION OF THEMATIC UNIT: 
EACH GROUP WILL PRESENT A THEMATIC UNIT TO THE CLASS. TIME, SIGN-UP 
SHEET, AND OTHER INFORMATION WILL BE DISCUSSED IN CLASS TODAY. 
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APPENDIX G 

SAMPLE FROM PRACTICAL ARGUMENT DIALOGUE 
READ 3323.02, FALL 1992 
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The following are two unedited transcribed pages (17-19) from the practical argument. 

VR: I guess one of the things that I'm thinking about is that those lessons 
the series of those lessons, just to chop the thing up into lessons. 
[pauses] Teacher Education. And uh, and I think to myself, OK, we have 
a number of goals. You have already talked about a number of goals. 
But the strongest goal that you have is to acquaint the students with 
children's literature. 

CS: Yes. 
VR: [pauses] Which I think is real important, ha ha ha. You know. [pauses] 

But they're [referring to the students] being acquainted in a particular way, 
which is, uh, a way that they can, that they can then acquaint their 
students, [pauses] which is reading out loud in front of the class. And, 
uh, I guess I was curious about, about that particular chunk of the 
lesson and another chunk which we will get to in a minute. [pauses] 
But, I'm thinking to myself, do you have, nh, ways of doing that, that 
you think would be important, uh, for your students? Well, one of 
them was read it ahead of time so that you will know what's there. 
[pauses] Another was holding the book in a certain way. That's, still 
seems to be a question from me. I mean, why do you want to do it that 
way. [pauses] And I wonder if you communicate how you communicate, 
as the teacher educator, how you communicate your sense of kind, of 
maybe guidelines about, urn, about how to go about that process of 
reading to the students. For one thing, if you model yourself so that 
you understand how you modeled it and did hold it this way [gesturing 
with hands]. And you did know the book ahead of time. And another is 
that you came in with a statement which is if you're teaching, if you're 
working with young students and they begin to wander then you could 
you could teach them in chunks. You know, you could read a couple of 
pages here and a couple of pages there. Although I would think that 
would work for some books and perhaps not others • • • 

C S : ••• but not for others. 
VR: ••• you know, so there would have to be a discussion, where, and how 

is that going to work. Like, Estel [Dick Estel from Michigan] does it pretty 
well. I mean, he could stop at the end of a chapter and he does keep 
your interest alive to be able to come back. But it may not, that may 
not happen with other books that you may read. And maybe it is true 
that it may be developed so that it's not really possible to stop in the 
middle and then, even at a good point, and then pick it up later on. 
[pauses] So I just wonder how much involvement you have. You said, I 
don't like to tell them what to do." 

CS: Yes. 
VR: I mean this seemed to be a real clear statement about your approach 

with these students. [pauses] Although you do give us some suggestion. 
OK. Do you see a difference between given them a suggestion and • . . 

CS: yes I do. 
VR: and telling them what to do? 
CS: Yes I do. 
VR: Do you think that they see it as a difference? 
CS: I think, well, [long pause]. I'm hoping they do. I can't really say 

whether they do or don't. But I'm hoping by using certain language 
such as, "This may be a suggestion. This may be a way of doing it." 
[pauses] I hoping that they see that this is just a possibility. This is 
one possibility. I don't want to tell them that this is the only way. 
I'm very, I feel very strong about the idea of always transmitting 
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knowledge. And [pause] I feel that we've done that too often in our 
educational system. [pauses] And ••• 

VR: And yet you will model some things. 
c S : Model. I, I see it as a fine line between modeling and transmitting. 
VR: Um [pauses]. 
CS: And I almost always have to decide what it is that I'm going to model. 

If I'm modeling, [pause] if I'm modeling a way of reading, I'm not, I 
don't see this transmitting as telling them what to do. That this is a 
suggestion. 

VR: Showing them what to do? 
CS: Yes, show. [pauses] But I'm showing what, yes, I'm showing them what 

to do, but I still don't see this as transmitting knowledge. My 
understanding of transmitting is saying that this is the way to do it. 
This is the only way to do it. 

VR: And yet, but they all picked up from you on holding the book this way. 
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SAMPLE OF INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICE ANECDOTAL RECORDS 



Tape #6 
10/8/92 

The foIl owing is a partial anecdotal recording of a running dialogue from the video-tapes 
class date 10/8/92. Students are in a whole class discussion about the need to read books more 
than once. They have also began questioning the purpose for questioning the reader, the types of 
questions that should be used, and the timing of these questions. The students are voicing their 
concerns about the types of questions readers seem to ask and whether these are relevant to the 
story. Some students are suggesting that only those questions that are connected to the story 
should be addressed. Other students responded by asking how would they make a distinction about 
which question was appropriate or not. These students feel all questions are important. 

CS: "What does research suggest about questioning and the types of questioning procedures 
you might use in the classroom?" 

(Students respond) 
CS: Offering a scenario, "When you read your textbooks for your own university studies more 

than once, what happens?" 
(Students respond) 
CS: Right, so reading your textbook once you can say you have an idea what is being offered, 

but reading the same material more than once, you continue to build a greater insight into 
what the information is conveying. Do you have to agree with the 
information or have you now become confident that you can make a critical judgment 
about what you read?" 

(Students respond) 
CS: So, its the same when your learners want to read the same material over again, they will 

continue to make further connects with the information. And, as new connections are 
made, more abstract questions and past experiences are brought to light. Would those 
questions still be considered 'part of the story' you all mentioned earlier?" 

(Students respond) 
CS: "Good. Do you see why it is so important to listen to what the questions are, what the 

learners are saying, rather than trying to hear the answer to a question you think the 
students should be saying?" 
"Here's a question for you all to think about. We will present a book to a group of 
learners and ask them not to ask any questions until the end of the book. What does that 
say about what you all have been advocating about asking questions? What kind of 
message is that sending? Does something like this ever happen in a classroom? 

(All the students begin talking at the same time) 
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